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When Smartphones Make Us Feel Dumb
CAN INNOVATION EVER be a bad
thing? My knee-jerk reaction is to say
no: As editorial director of PCWorld,
I know that innovation, particularly as
it plays out in the technology market
place, yields greater product choice for
consumers. And choice is good.
Except maybe when it isn't. Take
smartphones, for instance. Picking a
new one has become so confusing that
many prospective buyers are sin1ply
waiting on the sidelines.
Here's the problem. First, before you
can even think about
which smartphone you
want, you need to decide
on the carrier, generally
AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile,
or Verizon. This choice is
critical, since a smart
phone is only as good as

Go ahead: Embrace your indecision. All the data in t he world may
not give you much confidence when it comes to choosing a phone.

L

faces a sea of laptops, desktops, camer
as, and HDTVs. But the phone decision
comes with an added zinger: the two
year contract lock-in. Pick a bad net
book, and you'll regret it for a few
months; pick the wrong smartphone,
and in most cases you'll still be paying
for it, literally, 24 months later.
Given the complexity of the decision,
PCWodd is doing what we can to help.

the 3G service your pro
vider can deliver.
Next, there's the operat
ing system. Do you want
the iPhone OS, WebOS/
Palm, BlackBerry,
Android, Windows
Mobile, Symbian, or
something else? Keep in mind that it's
not just the OS's capabilities you need
to consider. You also have to think
about the ecosystem surrounding the
platfo1m, especially whether it has the
apps you want.
Finally, you have to research the phone
itself, with its myriad considerations:
brand, weight, size, keyboard, camera,
memory, and so on. To make matters
even more confusing, great new phones
seem to appear every day, making buy
ers' remorse nearly unavoidable.

A Two-Year Sentence
It's tempting to say that the smart
phone decision is similar to other digi
tal purchases. After all, a typical buyer

continues to perplex. This isn't some
theoretical crisis I'm writing about
here- it's personal. I'm ready to replace
my aging smartphone, but I just can't
seem to pull the trigger. I think of my
self as an analytical and decisive person;
give me the relevant data, and I'll take
appropriate action. Not this time.
To get an explanation of my dither
ing, I checked in with Patrick Noonan,
a professor at Emory Uni
versity's business school,
whose academic field is
decision making. Noonan
gave me a pass: "Our
brains work nothing at all
like our computers do. To
the extent that humans

have an operating system,

Phone guru Ginny Mies and her crew
of reviewers do scores of hands-on
phone evaluations each year (see, for
example, Top 5 Android Smanphoncs on
page SO, and our Top 10 Cell Phones list
at find.pcworld.com/69547) . Our wireless
expert Mark Sullivan just finished an
ambitious 13-city test of the major car
riers, "AT&T Roars Back in Round 2 of
Our 3G Wireless Network Speed Tests"
(page 12). We post daily reviews of
iPhone apps in our App Guide (find.
pcworld.com/69548) and are getting ready
to launch an Android App Guide as
well (see "Ten Essential Android Apps"
on page 46 for a preview).
Yet despite this wealth of available
information, the smartphone decision

it's a simple heuristic
engine shaped entirely by
survival rules on the
savannah, which is why all
modern life tends to be
perplexing and usually
beyond our competence."
Noonan goes on: "We were shaped in
an environment that didn't change much
from century to centmy. And now a
product life cycle lasts, what.. .a month
or two? We are seriously outmatched
by the world we ourselves created!"
Whew! I feel much better now. In
stead of beating myself up about my
smartphone-related indecision, I'll try
to accept it as a natural consequence of
21st-centmy life. My new hero will be
noted wit Oscar Levant, who famously
remarked, "Once I make up my mind,
I'm full of indecision."
Now that's a position I can really
get behind. Or maybe not. •
Steve Fox is editorial director of PCWorld.
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PCWForum
Apple's announcement
of the iPad t ablet in
January un leashed a
barrage of scrutiny and
analysis. To read any
art icle discussed in the
letters below, browse to the appropriate
Find -It number; and f or more articles on
t he iPad, visit our Apple Product Center at
www.pcworld.com/t opics/apple.html. _/
iPad Views, Pro and Con
The content will definitely make or
break this device ["The iPad's Five Best
Surprises," find .pcworld.com/69502). If we
could get all of our hard-copy maga
zines on it at a much lower subscrip

Regarding "Hands On With the iPad"
[fi nd.pcworld.com/69504): Travelers buy
paperback books rather than hardcover
ones because of cost and size consider
ations. The Kindle, at half the weight
and half the book price, wins that race.

tion cost, we would switch in a second.

A netbook that is smaller and lighter

RaiiryDqylnierns, PCWorld.comfarums
Despite Dan Moren's enthusiasm ["The
iPad Isn't a Third Device, but a Third
Revolution," find.pcworld.com/69503), I
believe the iPad's sole purpose is to
give Apple a device on which custom
ers can view books and magazines
and thus provide an additional revenue
stream for iTunes. Since iTunes already
is a conduit for music, apps, 1V, and
movies, the only thing remaining to ex
pand iTunes to is books and magazines.
It's that simple. It also explains the
real reason why the iPhone and the iPad
don't run Flash: Flash apps would by
pass the iTunes apps revenue stream.
Hamilton Davies, Miami
The only reason for me to get an iPad
would be to use it as a sketch pad. Oth
erwise, I can't imagine lugging some
thing like that around when it is limited
to apps in the iPhone app store.
jabba52, PCWorld.comfarums

than a laptop, yet does most of what a
laptop does, wins over the iPad.
My sense is that i!Pad sales will be far
smaller than anticipated, and that many
buyers will later regret their decision.
Consumers will not like the Swiss army
knife that does nothing exceptionally
well. No keyboard, no sale.
geek, PCWorld.comfarums
The iPad is strictly a luxury, but I think
Apple will sell a boatload of them-and
netbook sales will suffer. The WAF (wife
acceptance factor) will be huge.
bupunand, PCWorld. comfarums

Windows 7, Continued
In your article "Fix Four Common Win
dows 7 Upgrade Problems" (February],
you state that a person installing an up
grade version of Windows 7 must do it
from inside XP or Vista. This isn't en
tirely true. If you have already format
ted your drive and can't find your XP
or Vista disc, there .is hope for you.

Simply install a fresh copy of Windows
7, and when it asks for a product key,
leave it blank. Then, from inside Win
dows 7, run the install routine again
and this time put in your product key
when it asks. This workaround was also
in Vista, so Microsoft must not care if
you upgrade your PC this way.
Rusry Bourque, New Iberia, Louisiana

More Windows Tips
Regarding "Essential Windows Tricks"
(February]: If you use Microsoft Securi
ty Essentials, I recommend adding PC
Tools ThreatFire fo r advanced heuristic
detection and prevention, and perhaps
a scanner such as Malwarebytes. Then
you're good to go under Windows 7.
rcp1imack, PCWorld. comfarums
When navigating through a document
or on a Web page, I nearly always can
go directly to the top or the bottom of
the item by pressing <Ctrl>-<Home> or
<Ctrl>-<End>. A great timesaver for me.

Hany S. Rouse, Goleta, Califarnia

Regarding the FCC's push for 100
mbps broadband [find. pcworld.
com/69522] : In 2020, when we
have speeds 10 to 100 times faster
than we have now, we'll wonder
how we ever lived without it.
dk3d, PCWorld.com forums

Breaking a Botnet
I just read the story regarding the suc
cessful effort to bring down the Mega-D
botnet [SccuriryAlen, February]. As a
computer user, for 14 years I was spared
the incredible disaster of being infected
with malware until one month ago. The
infection took a reformat of my system
to correct. I want to acknowledge the
fine work of those mentioned-FireEye,
Atif Mushtaq-as well as all those in
volved in the fight against this botnet
and those whose mission is to undo or
prevent hacking attacks from overtak
ing computer users throughout the »
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PCWForum
world. Until a malware outbreak direct
ly affects you, you cannot fully appreci
ate these efforts. Thank you very much.

markaz, PCWorld.comfarums

Portable Hard Drives
"A Terabyte in Your Pocket" [February]
mentions the problem of a USB hard
drive that needs more power than a
PC's port can supply, with a Y-cable
being the only recommended solution.
I tried that with my Western Digital
Passport drive, which lacks a separate
power port, and it was not enough,
even when I connected the unit to two
USB ports on my desktop computer.
The solution: a RadioShack USB
power supply, rated at a full 1 ampere
and the size of an egg. It handles all of
the drive's power needs when used
w ith a Y-cable. It costs $25 and it will
run on any country's AC power.

KHF!cischer, PCWorld.comforums

A Cheap Connection
Regarding netbook bundles ["The True
Cost of Wireless Carriers' Netbooks,"
Consumer Watch, February]: I needed
Internet access from my Verizon Treo
smartphone but could not justify the
additional fee for netbook connectivity.
So I bought a reconditioned netbook
for $189, and now I connect using USB
modem software via tet her to my Treo.
This allows me to ob tain Internet con
nectivity on both the Treo and the net
book simply by paying Verizon for the
Treo connectivity. Not buying a Verizon
netbook enabled me to avoid having to
sign up for a new two-year plan-so I
continue to be a "free agent."

Racer67, PCWorld.comfarums

et ies of photo paper are glossy and
semiglossy (or "matte"). Actually,
matte and semiglossy are rather differ
ent. Semiglossy (or luster) is semi
reflective. Matte paper is pretty much
nonreflective and relatively smooth.
I think it's weird that many photogra
phers work hard to create supersharp
images and then turn around and print
on matte or semiglossy paper, virtually
destroying their hard work!
If folks are gonna use today's superi
or lenses, they should print on glossy
paper to preserve all that sharpness.

Henry S. Winokur
West Bethesda, Maryland
PCWorld welcomes your feedbock. We r e
ser ve the r ight to edit for length ond clarity.

The Right Photo Paper

Shore your thoughts in the Comments oreo

In "Five Tips for Bet ter Photo Printing
Results" [Here's How, February], you
state that the two m ost common vari

under each story on our Website, or visit our
Forums

(find.pcworld .com/55165). Send

e-moil to letters@pcwor ld.com . •
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Good-bye

Sluggomorbus

Hello SuperSpeed USB
Sluggomorbus strikes when slow transfer rates
make you wait for photos to upload, files to copy
Afte r Treatment
200% few•<
and devices to sync. Symptoms include: lack
of patience, falling asleep, transfer rage,
irritability, toe tapping and obscene gestures.
Days
SuperSpeed USB has the ability to work 1Ox faster
I
Sluggomorbus Symptoms
than Hi-Speed USB, allowing you to transfer much
more in a much shorter amount of time. Using SuperSpeed USB. you will be feeling like your old
self in no time at all. For more information, visit www.usb.org.
Sy1lp10.lflSI

Ask your retailer if SuperSpeed USB is right for you .

(transferus rapidus)
~ ~n/s Maximum~trnn~tn

WARNING: SuperSpeed USB could result in: disbelief, awe, spontaneous celebration, shock, speechlessness and arrMng on time to presentations.
Brought to you by USB Implementers Forum @2010 USB-IF.

AT&T Roars Back in Round 2 of Our
3G Wireless Network Speed Tests
After a poor showing
in tests last spring,
AT&T's 3G network
ranks as the top per
former in our Latest
13-city tests, w ith
download speeds 67
percent faster than
its competitors'.
BY MARK SULLIVAN
AT&T SAYS IT has upgraded
its 3G network in the past
eight months, erecting hun
dreds of new cell towers, im
proving its wireless spectrum,
and souping up its cell sites
nationwide. Results of recent
13-city performance tests
suggest that the network has
gotten significantly better.
In 3G performance tests
we conducted in 13 U.S. cit
ies last spring, AT&T's 3G
network ranked next to last
in average download speed
at 812 kilobits per second.
In tests we conducted in
December 2009 and January
2010, AT&T's download
speed averaged 1410 kbps74 percent faster than before,

and 6 7 percent faster than the
average speed we recorded
for the Sprint, T-Mobile, and
Verizon wireless networks.
In our latest tests (versus
the ones last spring), AT&T's
download speeds tripled in
New York City and increased
by 40 percent in San Fran-

cisco. In both cities, iPhone
users have criticized the car
rier's network in the past.
TI1e AT&T network's reli
ability improved, too. Last
spring, PCWorld testers got
a usable broadband connec
tion with AT&T only 68 per
cent of the time; but more

recently, they successfully
connected to AT&T on 94
percent of their attempts.
Verizon Wireless, which
performed best all-around in
last spring's 3G network
testing, and Sprint, a close
second, perfo1med well in
our latest tests, too. The

For a full account of our previous round of 3G service tests, see "A
Day in the Life of 3G" (find.pcworld.com/69549). For more on smart
phones, visit our Phones Product Center (find .pcworld.com/69550).
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download speeds we record
ed for Sprint's network were
nearly identical to those from
eight months ago in the 13
test cities. Verizon's down
load speeds decreased by 8
percent overall.
We tested the T-Mobile 3G
network for the first time in
December and January; its
data transfer speeds were
generally competitive with
Sprint's and Verizon's.
During December 2009
and January 2010, our testing
partner, Novarum Inc., test
ed the download speeds, up
load speeds, and reliability of
four 3G networks-AT&T's,
Sprint's, T-Mobile's, and
Verizon's-from 20 locations
in each of 13 U.S. cities (Bal
timore, Boston, Chicago,
Denver, New Orleans, New
York, Orlando, Phoenix,
Portland, San Diego, San
Francisco, San Jose, and

AT&T's upload speeds
were a bright spot in its test
results last spring, and the
network continued to deliv
er the fastest upload speeds
of the Big Four networks in
our recent tests. AT&T's up
load speeds increased by 41
percent to an average of 773
kbps. That's 339 kbps faster
than the upload speeds we
clocked from the second
fastest network, Verizon's,

of smartphones in general,
especially in uploading data
to the network.
The AT&T/iPhone combo
showed the fastest average
downstream and upstream
speeds of the four carrier/
smartphone combinations
we tested, delivering the
top speeds in more than
three-fourths of the cities
we sampled. AT&T connect
ed the iPhone at an average

In a recent conference call
with investors, AT&T head
of operations John Stankey
said the company had fin
ished upgrading its network
to HSPA 7.2 technology far
ahead of schedule. "We have
already turned up the 7.2
software on our 3G cell sites
nationwide," Stankey said.
He noted that, during 2009,
AT&Tadded 1900 new cell
sites and converted its net
work to the 850MHz band
of the wireless spectrum.
These improvements prob
ably account for the large
speed increases we saw in
our recent tests. "It is clear
that at this time AT&T has
the highest-performing net

Seattle). In all, we ran more

which averages 434 kbps.

download speed of 1259

work with the highest user

kbps and an average upload
speed of 215 kbps in our 13
testing cities. The iPhone
clocked download speeds of
at least 1000 kbps at more
than 60 percent of our test
ing locations, with burst

capacity, based on our sam
ple," says Novarum CTO
Ken Biba, who conducted
the tests. "With additional
investment in more carriers
and more HSPA 7.2 base sta
tions [last year], AT&T has
room for growth in de
mand," Biba says.

than 51 ,000 separate tests
across 850 square miles of
wireless cell coverage for 7
million wireless subscribers
(see find.pcworld.com/69545) .

Dramatic Changes
In our recent tests, AT&T
increased its download
and upload speeds in all
13 cities over last spring's
numbers. In Baltimore,
New Orleans, New York,
Portland, and Seattle, its
average download speeds
in our tests more than
doubled. Its 13-city aver
age download speed (1.4
mbps) is as fast as many
home broadband con
nections. None of the
other three networks we
tested had average down
load speeds of more than
1 mbps in our study.

rates often exceeding 3000
kbps. We managed to obt ain
a reliable connection in 91
percent of our tests.

What Happened?

WE MEASURED THE 3G networks in each of our 13 cities from 20
testing locations situated in and around the center of the city.

The iPhone on AT&T
Our smartphone-based
tests of the AT&T network
told the same story as our
laptop-based tests, but re
vealed the speed limitations
3G NETWORK TESTS

13-City Performance Averages
AT&T clocked the fastest average upload and download speeds in both our
laptop- and smartphone-based tests, along with strong reliability scores.

Verizon: Down a Bit
We measured Verizon's
13-city average download
speed at 877 kbps, down
8 percent from its tested
average last spring of 951
kbps. Its average down
load speeds decreased in
seven of our testing cities
since last spring, and in
five of those cities (Chica
go, New Orleans, Phoe
nix, San Jose, and Seattle),
Verizon's average fell by
14 percent or more. »
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Forward
AT&T delivered at least 1 mbps of throughput
in over 70% of the t ested l ocat ions; Verizon did
so in only 40%, Sprint in 30%, and T-Mobile in
just 20% of the locations we used in our tests.

In our tests last spring, Ve
rizon was the top-performing
network, offering the fastest
overall speeds and good net
work reliability. But our lat
est results suggest that Veri
zon may not be keeping up
with demand for wireless
capacity in some markets.
In our recent tests, Veri
zon's average upload speed
(434 kbps) was little changed
from last spring (426 kbps);
but in individual cities, the
results showed more move
ment, falling by 21 percent
in San Diego, while increas
ing by 34 percent in Denver
and growing by 16 percent
in New York.
As for network reliability,
Verizon's score fell by 12
percent in Baltimore and
San Diego from the spring
numbers. Yet in Chicago,

Orlando, Phoenix, Portland,
and San Francisco, Verizon's
reliability scores increased
by more than 9 percent.
Verizon promises its wire
less customers typical down
load speeds of 600 kbps to
1.4 mbps, and in the vast
majority of our tests it deliv
ered. But Verizon also prom
ises upload speeds of 500 to
800 kbps- and only New Or
leans had an average upload
speed above 500 kbps dur
ing our most recent tests.

near the upper end of Veri
zon's promised speed range
and second to the AT&T/
iPhone combo in our tests of
service/handset performance.

promised minimum upload
speed of 500 kbps. In 260
testing locations in 13 cities,
the Droid registered an aver
age upload speed of just 116
kbps, the lowest average of
any carrier/phone combina
tion in our smartphone tests.
With regard to reliability,
Verizon delivered an unin
terrupted signal at reason
able speed in 76 percent of
our tests, far worse than the
90-plus percentage scores of
the other three carriers.
Download speeds to the
Droid, however, were a very
different story. The Verizon
network's downlink to the
Droid averaged 1075 kbps,

The Droid on Verizon
In our VerizonjDroid combo
testing, the Motorola Droid
rarely approached Verizon's

Sprint Stays Steady
Sprint ranked first in our
reliability tests eight months
ago, and it did even better
this time, raising its percent
age of solid connections from
90.5 percent to 94 percent.
The network scored perfect
reliability marks in Balti
more, Portland, and San Di
ego, meaning that we got a
solid, uninterrupted connec
tion at 20 out of 20 testing
locations in each city.
In this round of tests, the
Sprint network registered
download speeds of 795
kbps on average for the 13
cities-almost unchanged »

JG NETWORK TESTS

Speed and Reliability Results by City
Here are the download speeds. upload speeds. and reliability scores for each service provider in each of our 13 testing cities.
AT&T
CITY

SPRINT

T-MOBILE

I

I Download
speed

Reliability

Download
speed

Upload
speed

Reliability

Download
speed

Baltimore

2036

1071

95%

857

4D7

100%

703

285

90%

818

402

75%

Boston

1756

888

95%

942

448

95%

728

3Dl

95%

888

396

9D%

Chicago

1568

831

95%

747

384

95%

1047

270

90%

886

425

95%

Denver

879

669

90%

599

376

95%

928

293

95%

885

478

90%

New Orleans

1665

801

95%

785

418

95%

570

181

70%

1227

610

100%

New York

1523

779

95%

790

403

95%

1220

580

95%

1124

463

100%

1206

841

95%

619

85%

860

284

95%

1147

477

100%

Phoenix

1190

697

100%

797

90%

1201

288

100%

585

407

95%

Portland

1276

550

100%

945

100%

1090

309

100%

796

398

95%

San Diego

1228

700

85%

962

100%

616

264

95%

671

314

75%

San Francisco

1193

716

85%

814

405

95%

650

239

85%

729

401

95%

San Jose

1034

666

90%

714

374

85%

745

444

90%

891

475

100%

Seattle

1771

861

100%

757

426

95%

929

303

100%

758

400

90%

Orlando

-

Imm

-

-

-

--

-

--

- -

350
303
398

-

449

CHART NOTES Fastest results am in bold Speeds are expressed
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Reliability

-

1n kilobits per second (kbps) Reliability 1s expr essed as the percentage of our 1 m inute performance tests

in which the service was avail able. uninterrupted, and faster than d1at up speed
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Your pulse races. Hours of lost work.
simple. And with our remote access feature, you can retrieve your
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Forward
from the 808-kbps average
we recorded last spring, and
well within Sprint's prom
ised range of 600 to 1400
kbps. Similarly, Sprint up
loads averaged 396 kbps in
our recent tests, up slightly
from its 377-kbps average
in the spring, and in line
with the promised speeds
(350 to 500 kbps).
Sprint says it has added
about 11,000 cell sites to its
3G network since 2006, but
it won't disclose how many
of those were added in the
last year. "As customer de
mand grows, we have to
continue to upgrade our
network on a cell-site-by
cell-site basis," says Sprint
networks vice president Bob
Azzi. "! think we've been
doing a good job of staying
ahead of that growth."

HTC's Hero on Sprint
In our tests of the Sprint/
HTC Hero combo, we saw
fairly consistent network
performance across the 13
cities. Download speeds typ
ically ranged from 700 kbps
to 1000 kbps, for an overall
download speed average of
851 kbps. That figure is well
below the 1000-kbps or bet
ter average we recorded for
the AT&T/iPhone and Veri
zon/Droid combos; Sprint
delivered download speeds
exceeding 1000 kbps to the
Hero in just 30 percent of
our testing locations.
The Sprint network man
aged upload speeds from
100 kbps to 200 kbps, for an
average of 145 kbps- in line
with the uplink performance
of the other phones in our
study. In our reliability test
ing, Sprint and the Hero es
tablished a solid connection
16 I PCWORLO . C O M
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in 92 percent of all attempts,
the second-best mark we
recorded on this measure.

T-Mobile: Major League
T-Mobile's 3G network de
livered download speeds
that were as fast as Verizon's
and Sprint's in our tests, and
it produced surprisingly
speedy transfers in New
York. Across our 13 test cit
ies, T-Mobile's network had
an average download speed
of 868 kbps-very close to
Verizon's average speed of
877 kbps-and an average
upload speed of311 kbps.
T-Mobile tells subscribers
that they can expect upload
speeds in the "hundreds of
kbps" as well as download

speeds of up to 1 mbps.
T-Mobile clocked its fast
est average download speeds
in Chicago (1047 kbps), New
York (1220 kbps), Phoenix
(1201 kbps), and Portland

as well as registered burst
speeds of up to 3.5 mbps.
Download speeds in the
vicinity of 3 mbps typically
occur only in 4G networks.

HTC's Gl on T- Mobile

(1090 kbps). During one of
our 1-minute performance
tests in Manhattan, the
T-Mobile network averaged
a download speed of 3 mbps,

3G NETWORK TESTS

Which Smartphones Are Fastest
in Which Cities?

The T-MobilefHTC Gl com
bination established a solid
connection between the net
work and the device in 93
percent of the attempts we
made; that's the strongest
reliability score we recorded
for any of the four wireless
service/cell phone comb ina
tions we put to the test.
But the T-Mobile network
delivered an average down
load speed of only 719 kbps
to the G 1 in our 13 testing
cities-the slowest average
we saw-and it connected at
speeds exceeding 1000 kbps
in only 13 percent of our
testing locations. Upload
speeds were lackluster, too,

at an average of 134 kbps.

We tested the AT&T network using an iPhone, Sprint using an
HTC Hero, T-Mobile using an HTC Gl, and Verizon Wireless using a

Making the Call

Motorola Droid, to find out which carrier/smart phone combination

U.S. consumers pay a lot for
the convenience of mobile
communications and com
puting. They spent about
$4.8 billion on wireless de
vices and service in 2009,
and will likely spend even
more during 2010.
Regardless of the type of
connected device you pur
chase, you'll almost surely
end up paying more for the
wireless service that con
nects the device than you
will for the device itself.
That 's why choosing a wire
less provider is a big deci
sion, and an unwise choice
can be a costly mistake. We
hope our study gives you
some real-world information
to help you pick a wireless
carrier that's right for you.

had the fastest download an d upload speeds in each city.

Boston
Chicago
Denver
New Orleans
New York
Orlando
Phoenix
Portland
San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose
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Forward
THE FUTURE OF the $9.99
e-book is in danger. A major
publisher, Hachette, is opt
ing for Apple's agency model
to sell e-books for up to
$14.99 apiece, a company
memo to agents revealed.
Following Amazon's pub
lic dispute with Macmillan in
early February over e-book
prices, Hachette wants to
shift to the agency model
where publishers set prices
fore-books, and retailers
keep 30 percent of the sales.
HarperCollins made a simi
lar move earlier. Its owner,
Rupert Murdoch, says, "We
don' t like t he Amazon model
of $9.99...We think it really
devalues books and hurts all

the retailers of hardcover
books .. And now Amazon
is willing to sit down wit h
us again and renegotiate."
In t he memo to agents,
Hachette says that it will
make less money on each
e-book sale under t he
new model: "the author
will continue to be fairly
compensated and our
e-book agents will make
money on every digital sale."
So two of the five biggest
publishers have denounced
the Amazon model, and a
third is pushing price rene
gotiations; the other two
major publishers, Penguin
and Simon & Schuster may
soon follow suit.

BETA WATCH

EDWARD N. ALBRO /

CompareMyDocs.com: Group Editing

.

Unlike Amazon, which
buys e-books from publish
ers at around $1 S and subsi
dizes them to sell for $9.99,
Apple will let the pu blishers
set e-book prices while Apple
keeps 30 percent of the sales
(as with its App Store).
Apple also announced deals
with the five major publish

ers for its iBookstore.
Earlier, Amazon had
retaliated against Mac
millan, the first publisher
to abandon the whole
sale model, by removing
the company's books
from its inventory. Mac
millan now advertises its
books as "Available at
booksellers everywhere
except Amazon."
If Amazon loses its battle
with the publishers, con
sumers will have to shell
out several extra bucks
apiece for their e-books.
Amazon's earnings grew
by 40 percent in 2009, the
company recently revealed.

-DanielIonescu
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Italian course I tried, a native speaker read three sentences s low
ly, while I saw both the Italian text and t he English translation. On
It's the curse of collaborative writing: You send your document to
colleagues for feedback. Soon, you have e-mail responses from
t he next screen, the s ite asked me to match the Italian sentence
Tom, Dick. and Ha rry, each wit h its own comments and amend
to the right translation. Babbel may not help your pronunciation,
ments, which you now have to reconcile. Or you can upload each of
but it's a fun way to learn vocabulary and grammar. Babbel.com
the versions to CompareMyDocs.com. This free service displays
your original document with colored blocks that show your collab
Genieo: Algorithmic News
orators' s uggestions. You can accept or reject the ir ideas, or hide or
The dead-tree newspaper format may be on its death bed, but t hat
move comments. Once you're done, you can download t he com
hasn't stopped people from re-creating the experience onli ne. The
latest attempt is Genieo, a free plug-in for Firefox or Internet Ex
pleted document. The s ite doesn't handle special formatting, like
hyperlinks or images. but it
plorer on Windows systems.
(Go 10 llnd.p<:wl)lld.com/6'1'o6l fo< ~cess to clownl~ In this >Ktlon.J
works well for simple wo rd
After examining your brows
want to tum wt word dowmem, ElKeiS1JRJdsheet, orWeb ~oo VoUf'PCln~oa PDP Simple
in.ta11 lhll download thtfl chooH UM Prlnt command 11'1 wl!attvtr ~am 'fO<{r. ustno Stlt<t tht
ing history, Genieo builds a
files. comparemydocs.com
dOPOF •pnnt.tr,· twuk tht ~~ltll1QS, and vaut POF awarts wilt ewan lt>l
newspaper-like page filled
l!thtrt'•.s>ti!sltrwa110 slQre
If there's .n nSJtr w1y to slwt
with news tailored to your
Babbel: Lingua Web
big m.s ,.Ith olh<rs tNn th.
II"! ftlos "''th ott..B. ww Nvtn't
interests. Genieo's a lgorithm
I f you're lucky enough to
fcund 11 Tht servi<e llHlf wu 1
Drop IOWtbffl'>1" wthtYen't
:iooq p;a.: Now, Qr.lb tile be~
lo<lndlt Now, ycuc.ngrobU..
be traveli ng to Rome, but
did a good job of figuring
pluq-ln for Outlook (or add· 0<1S for bet• plug-tn for Olltloolt (Or add
you don't have the time for
out what I'd been reading
and ) to Sf'ttt up to 100
ont fo< Ind ) rt artc-"'1 you to
Hiett up to 100 ~bytts'
~•b¥1ti"-U. dfilfs. then
formal language lessons,
about.
But if you develop a
choose your own CU$lom
wol'lhdfh> l~ntllooseyW
down~d URL to ~fQre With
try Babbel. The s ite offers
sudden interest in slack-key
""'" cu~om downicgd URL IO
odltrs
interactive lessons in Eng·
guitar, you'll have to start
[D for OUUOOkonlv1
I
Lis h, French, German, Ital·
reading Web pages about it
COMPAREMYDOCS.COM uses colored boxes to display comments from your
ian, and Spanish for as little
and hope that Genieo takes
the hint. Genieo.com
as $6.62 a month. In the
collaborators, enabling you t o choose which suggestions t o incorporate.
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Padlocked & Padded
Protect Your Files Two Ways

Forward
Study Finds
Widespread
Log-in Reuse
AN ANALYSIS of real-world
online behavior indicates
that far too many people
reuse the same log-ins for
more than one site.
Using statistics gathered
from bank log-in protection
software that currently runs
on 4 million PCs, security
vendor Trusteer found that

GEEKTECH
nVidia Optimus: Switchable GPUs Done Right?
Switchable graphics aren't new,
but nVidia's Opt imus technology
could make it more practical.

and a discrete GPU (graphics processing unit)

l

that offer s better 30 graphics and video perfor

discrete GPU powers up in a split second and

DOES YOUR LAPTOP have switchable graphics?
You know- both an integrated graphics chip
that sips energy and supports long battery life

mance? Laptops with switchable graphics have

begins rendering the content of the screen, but

been shipping for yea rs, but they haven"t lived

the co ntent does not go directly to the display.

up to user expectations. nVidia hopes to change

I nstead, it gets copied over the PC! Express

that with its new Optimus technology.

bus back to the integ rated GPU's frame buffer

The fi rst notebooks w ith switchable graphics

memory. So technica lly, only the content of the

included a physical switch for toggling between

integrated GPU's memory gets shown, and only

the integrated and discrete GPUs; and to switch

the integrated GPU gets hooked up to the dis

from one to the other, users had to reboot t he

play. This prevents the screen from flickering

system. More recently, you could change be

or blanking out- as used to happen during a

tween the integrated and discrete GPU w it h

switch-and renders the MUXes obsolete.

software, using a small tool- tray icon or chang
ing the power profile in Windows. The screen

Software Does t he Rest

would then blank out for a few seconds, and

The driver detects certain apps and fires up the

you'd have crossed over from the discrete
GPU to the battery-saving integrat

73 percent of users had
employed the password for
their online bank sites to

ed graphics. or vice versa.

discrete GPU as needed. This feature relies on
the nVidia drivers' having application
profiles for the games or apps
you w ish to run, of course. For

Less Obtuse

tunately, the Optimus driver's

access at least one other

Optimus promises to sim

cloud-based approach per

Website; 65 percent had
used the same ID, and nearly
half had reused both.
Recently, a note posted on
the Twitter Website alerted
users to an attack on its ac
counts that involved log-ins
harvested from a network of
scam Torrent file-sharing
sites and reused on Twitter.
According to Trusteer
which markets a password
enforcement system-the
inability to create and re
member multiple passwords
and log-ins leads people to
reuse the same ones.
At a minimum, the compa
ny says, users should create
three separate log-ins: one
for financial sites, a second
for any site holding sensitive
data, and a third for sites
that hold nothing of value.
-John E. Dunn

plify this process. When

mits small application pro
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the system detects a 30

fi le updates to be pushed to

application or video that

users automatically, w ithout

uses OirectX Video Acceler
ation decoding (as most do),

any need to download and in
stall new drivers. Optimus sup

the GPU simply turns on. When

ports most currently shipping

you're done with the 30 app or

Intel-based laptop platforms, includ 

video. it goes back to t he integrated GPU.
The screen doesn't blank, and there are no but

ing Core i3, i5, and i7 "Arrandale"; Core 2
Duo; and the new Atom N4xx "Pine Trail" for

tons to hit or switches to flip. The techno logy

netbooks. Optimus-enabled GPUs from nVidia

promises to deliver the level of GPU power you

w ill appear in GeForce 200M, 300M, Ion, and

need, when you need it , automatically.

future-generat ion laptop GPUs.

In older switchable graphics setups, the in

If it works as advertised, Optimus w ill be a

tegrated graphics and the discrete GPU were

huge boon to laptop users, in part because it

totally separate, and you had to instruct t he

may finally deliver on customer expectations.

OS to stop using one and start using the other.

And w ithout the MUXes needed in older switch

In response, the system essentially restarted

able graphics, it's cheaper to implement. too.

the entire graphics software stack, switching

We're now testing the Asus UL50Vf, one of

from displaying the contents of one graphics

the first laptops to feature Optimus technology.

system's frame buffer memory to showing the

Stay tuned for our assessment of how well the

other's. A series of hardware switches called

new technology performed in that model.

multiplexers (MUXes) supported hooking up

-Jason Cross

the two graphics systems to the display, adding
cost and complexity to t he laptop's design.
Optimus is much simpler. When needed, the

Visit the GeekTech blog ot go.pcworld.com/

geektech for more hacks, tweaks, and tips.

PRE:tvllUM HTPC

Crucial has over 280,000 possible memory upgrades.
There's one to meet your needs and your budget.
At Crucial, we're the Memory Experts"". A DRAM upgrade
makes computing easier. We have guaranteed-compatible
upgrades for nearly every system out there - desktop or
notebook, PC or Mac•.

ConsumerWatch
Printer Makers Clash Over Advertising Claims
BY J EFF BERTOLUCCI

In fact, few consumers would achieve the promised cost
savings. "You have to be printing 1500 pages per year-well
FOR NEARLY 1WO years, Kodak has promised consumers
above average for most people-to get the $110 savings that
that they can save big bucks by switching to Kodak all-in-one
Kodak claims," Lippman says.
Kodak points out that its revised ads are essentially the
inkjet printers. Unsurprisingly, the company has encountered
same these days, albeit with a minor rewrite. "It's not any
some opposition. HP is the most recent competitor to chal
thing different than consumers
lenge Kodak's claim that con
HP is challenging Kodak's promises that
sumers can "save on average
have always heard for the last
consumers can save money by purchasing
$110 per year on ink" by buy
three years," says Paula Balik,
a Kodak printer. Who should you believe?
ing a Kodak printer.
worldwide communications
According to both HP and an
line manager for Kodak ink
• .....,. 1 r 1
I ,1 I
I 1 ..: 1~
independent consulting firm,
jets. The only FTC-mandated
change that Kodak had to
consumers would have to print
four pages per day to save that
make, Balik says, was to move
much money with a Kodak
"four pages per day," previous
printer-far more than most
ly buried in the ads' footnotes,
home users actually do. Last
closer to the headline.
year HP lodged a grievance
Quality, Cost Concerns
against the Kodak ads. In
According to Senior Editor
December, the Federal Trade
.
'.
Commission ruled that Kodak
Melissa Riofrio, who oversees
could continue the advertising
printer testing for PCWorld,
campaign if it slightly changed
Kodak's inks may be cheaper
the wording. As a result,
than those of competitors,
but the print quality on plain
Kodak' s revised ad copy now
reads: "Save on average $110
paper is not as good. On
per year on ink based on just
photo paper, the quality is
excellent, but the money you
four pages per day."
..- .-.I
save on ink is eaten up by the
Ads Still Misleading?
cost of photo paper.
Even with the tweaked text, however, Kodak's claims are still
As for the printers themselves, HP was at the bottom of the
beguiling to consumers-according to HP, at least. "The aver
list among printer makers in our 2010 Reliability and Service
age user in the United States prints about half of what Kodak
survey (find.pcworld.com/69409); Kodak finished slightly higher.
is using as the basis for their cost-savings claim, " says Andy
We asked our readers, among other questions, whether their
Binder, HP Inkjet & Web Solutions marketing director.
printer had problems upon arrival, how satisfied they were
But how do we know whether HP is telling the truth? For
overall with the device's reliability, and how well the compa
one thing, HP is basing its assertion on studies conducted by
ny solved any problems that cropped up. Kodak printer own
Lyra Research, a respected consulting firm in the printing
ers said that they had good e""'Periences with the company's
industry. According to Lyra senior analyst Andrew Lippman,
tech support, but they gave the printers poor marks for reli
»
Kodak's cost-savings claims are far-fetched.
ability. HP received five below-average ratings-two in

r



Shopping for an inkjet or Laser printer that offers budget-friendly ink
or toner costs? See our suggestions of several models to consider
as well as certain printers to avoid-at find.pcworld.com/69427.
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Consumer Watch
reliability, three in service categories.
Perhaps Kodak's biggest offense, at
least from its competitors' perspective,
is its willingness to call attention to the
high cost of printer ink, the industty's
cash cow. "[Printer vendors] charge
quite a bit for the ink, and discount the
printer hardware," says Lippman.
The practice, in fact, has led to outra
geous situations in which consumers
could save money by buying a new
printer rather than replacement ink for
their current model. Last December,
PCWorld contributor Ian Paul spotted a
Deskjet 01660 inkjet model for just
$30 on HP's shopping site (find.pcworld.
com/69406). The printer came bundled
with a black cartridge and a tricolor
cartridge offering 200 and 150 pages of
output, respectively. In contrast, the
replacement-ink pack, which promised
a slightly higher yield (165 pages) for
the color cartridge, cost $32-two
bucks more than the printer itself.

Score Deals With Your Mobile Phone
SMARTPHONES ARE costly
investments, but t hey can
save you money, too. Did you
know that you can use your

l

Bargain hunting can be a wearying
experience, but these six mobile apps
will save you time and money.

phone as a bar-code scanner while you
are out shopping? Or that you can fi nd in-

Pointlnside(Android, iPhone): I often
w ish that Google Maps worked indoors as

store coupons through your phone? Doz-

well as outside-especially in malls. Point

ens of free applications that can help you

Inside to the rescue: This app eases the

save cash are available across the major

pain of navigating the labyrinth known as

smartphone platforms. Here are the best

the American mall by providing directo

of these no-cost, must-have apps.
ShopSavvy (Android, iPhone, Symbian):
Let's say that you see a gadget you want,

ries and maps for j ust about every major
shopping center in the United States and
Canada. And because Point Inside's

but you're fa irly sure you spotted it at

maps are stored with in the program, t hey

another store for .a Lower price. Shop

w ill work even when no cell or Wi-Fi sig

Sawy allows you to scan the bar code of

nal is available. Another perk: You can

any prod uct, using your phone's
built-in camera. The pro
gram t hen searches for
the best prices, Locally
and on the Internet.

record t he location of your car.
You'll never get lost in a
parking garage again.
Coupon Sherpa
(iPhone): Sure, you

Kodak Hikes Ink Prices

Instant comparison

can find quite a few

Since entering the consumer printer
market in 2007, Kodak has undercut
the competition on ink costs. The com
pany's advantage may be shrinking,
however, as it recently raised the prices
for its new line of cartridges.
But the change isn't all that obvious
to consumers. The company's new lOB
black cartridge, for instance, costs the
same as its predecessor ($10) yet con
tains less ink. And the new l OC car
tridge is $3 more than the $15 tank it
replaces, but one Kodak ad implies that
consumers are getting a better deal
than before: "Now prints 10% more
pages," the text reads. The ugly truth?
"The l OC color cartridge has a 9 per
cent higher cost per page, and the lOB
black cartridge has a 25 percent higher
cost per page" than the cartridges they
replace, Lyra's Lippman says.
Even so, despite the cost increases on
the new cartridges, Kodak remains the
low-price leader. "There's no debate
that Kodak's ink is cheaper on average,"
Lippman adds. "The debate is over how
much you can potentially save."

shopping has never

coupon -wrangling
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been easier.
Dealert(WebOS}:
Currently, the Palm
App Catalog is pretty
sparse when it comes to
shopping apps, but Deatert is an

apps out there, but
Coupon Sherpa is by
far the best. Before
making an in-store pur
chase, you can search Cou
pon Sherpa for relevant coupons,

indispensable toot for Palm Pre and Pi xi

by category or by store name. Then, at

owners. With Deatert you can t rack spe

the checkout counter, t he cashier can

cific products on many of the major deal

scan the coupon directly from your

sites around the Internet. The app takes

phone. If you prefer, you can send the

advantage of WebOS's multitasking capa 

coupons to your e-mail account. print

bil it ies, too, as you can set it up to run in

them out. and bring them into a store.

t he background. It w ill also alert you via

Postabon (iPhone, mobile Website):

WebOS's notificat ions system when prod

Postabon is one of my favorite new deat

ucts you're tracking go on sale.

finding Websites, so I was happy to hear

Frucall(all phones): Just because you

that it also had an iPhone app. Sort of a

don't own a smartphone, that doesn't

cross between Foursquare and deal-of

mean you can't get in on the deal-hunting

the-day sites such as Woot.com, Posta

action. Frucall works with all phones

bon lets community members List deals

even if you don't have mobile Web access.

that t hey've spotted around their city

The service uses a combination of tech

from retail-store sates to dining specials.

nologies (SMS, Web, and phone calls) to

Not an iPhone user? You can still find

deliver price-comparison data. You simply

posted deals by going to the mobile ver

text or call in a product's UPC or ISBN, or

sion of the site (postabon.com/iphone) on

enter the information at Frucall's mobile

your handset. Postabon says that it is

Website (www.fr uGall.com/m).

developing an Android app, as well.

good thing we're smarter
Cybercriminals have gotten good. How good? Now, their
a ttacks can lay dormant, fooling many anti-virus products.
Then, when your computer is vulnerable ... they attack.
BitDefender 2010 features "intelligent" security, which tracks
everything going on in your PC... all the time, to foil these sneak
attacks. Best of all, this "intelligent" protection won't slow you
down. Now, that 's what we call good!

Is your computer virus-free? Are you sure?
Take our FREE 60-second QuickScan to find out.
You might be surprised at what you find.
Go to

bitdEfEndEI'
ama70fl.com

~

Del.I.

Consumer Watch

WHEN MY DELL XPS 730 desktop system kept crashing, Dell offered to
replace it. The replacement also had problems, so Dell offered to send
another. When I realized that the PC would arrive while I was away, I
called Dell to delay the delivery, since they'd charge me for a new PC if
I didn't send the old one back within five business days. Unfortunately,
the computer arrived just before I was to leave for the airport. I told the
FedEx driver to take it back, and I called Dell. We arranged for FedEx to
hold the PC and deliver it after I returned, but it was sent back to Dell
during my vacation. Dell is convinced I still have it. Can you help me?

Mark Miller, New Faitjield, Connecticut
OYS responds: After we contacted Dell
about Miller's issue, a company rep re
sentative got in touch w it h him directly.
Dell has discontinued the XPS 730, so
the representative sent Miller an Alien
ware Area -51, which has a faster CPU
and a better video card.

If you need something delivered before
or after a certain date, we recommend
that you go over t he shipping schedule
with the vendor and Later reconfirm it.
Ask the company to notify you as soon as
your item has ship ped, and to give you a
tracking number so that you can follow

that they can easily reset their password

your package's prog ress online.

if necessary. We recommend also storing
a copy of your e-mail address book some

Hotmail Hindrance

where outside your e-mail account, such

G. Ashkan of Rockville. Maryland, con

as in a file on your desktop or even as a

tacted us when his Hotmail password

printout to be stored near your computer.

stopped worki ng and he was unable to
sign in to his Hotmail e-mail account.

Acer, in cooperation w ith the U.S. Con 

matically to his Black Berry, he could

sumer Product Safety Commission, is

read e-mail and respond to it from there,

recalling about 22,000 notebook PCs. An

but he could not access his account or

internal microphone wire under t he palm

address book from his PC. His attempts

rest can short-circu it and overheat, pos

to reset his password failed, and the que

ing a burn hazard. The recalled models

ries he e-mailed to Microsoft's Hotmail

are the Acer Asp ire AS3410, AS3410T,

tech support went unanswered.
After we contacted Microsoft about
Ashkan 's problem, a Hotmail support
representative called him and helped him

AS3810T,AS3810TG, AS3810TZ,and
AS3810TZG. Not all units are affected.
Ace r has received three repor ts of
computers short-circuiting, resulting in

reset his password and regain access to

slight melting of the external casing, but

his account. We were unable to learn why

no reports of injuries. Consumers should

Ashkan had been Locked out of the e-mail

immediately stop using these Laptops

account in the first place.

and contact Acer to determine whether

A Microsoft spokesper son advises

America's Web Host

Acer Notebook Recall

Because his messages forwarded auto

their unit is included in the recall, and, if

Hotmail customers to have an alternate

so, to receive a free repair. For more

e-mail address and an updated secret

information, call Acer toll-free at

question and answer on file to ensure

866/695-2237 or visit www.acer.com.
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TP-LINK Wireless N
Ideal for home, office and occasionally... backyard wireless networks.
lOOMbps wtr•l•ss N Roumr

lOOMbps Wlr•IMS N PCI Adapter

150Mbps wtr•IMS Lite N Rout•r

150Mbps Wlr•IMS Lim N
USB Adapt.,.

I 1
Find these 4nd other great TP-LINK products onllne through lh~e vendors:

"""•••·- amazon.com· Buy.com
Tllo.....- -.
I

TP-LINK
The Reliable Choice

Let's get more power
with customized options.
XP or Windows 7. Mac or PC. No matter how you need
your notebook we can provide it. Is there anyone more qualified to
get you acustomized solution than CDW? We'll preload it,
asset-tag it, whatever you need done to it. Then we'll keep you
running with 24/7 tech support. Let's start doing more today.

Let's get going.

Talk with one of our account managers to learn how CDW
can customize notebooks to your specifications.

CDW.com I800.399.4CDW
'HP Sm.in 8uy<.'IVl11!JS rt~ In ~pncr;HP Sm.m 8uysavi~k b.lSed oo a aJ111k"Ykonollhr HP Sm.Jrt 8uy pnle
11t11us Ult IUl1datd hst pnce of di\ ldtnuc.il p1odi1Cl. i.w\ngl mltJ lf¥'J baSfd on channel Ind/QI dirKI n.ndatd ~ aill
yotJ COW a<mt'1t n~in.l!JP' fol 1Jo1~ Purlh~!.4' five llc•nSP\ OR one protl'Ssor llctnS!' to qualily l0t the M1C1osolt
Optn Llunw BuslntSs prog11m: med11 must be purchased 1~ra1ely. <aU your CWf account JNnager for details.
Olfc, sub,L'tl IO (f:N('s ~'Vd t('""' and coro6ticns of sa~ ~al CDWCCJm.02010 COW lLC
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Business Center
Should You Move Your Business to the Cloud?
BY JAMES A. MARTIN

cloud computing, of course. But you can't entirely eliminate
risk from any computing environment. Here are some other
commonly cited concerns about cloud computing.
THE TERM cloudcomputing refers to free or subscription-based
services delivered in real time over the Internet. It may involve
Privacy: How much data are cloud companies like Google
collecting about you, and how will they use that information?
software as a service, such as Salesforce.com; file storage,
Availability: Will your cloud
synchronization, backup, or
is
it
time
to
kiss
desktop
software
goodbye?
service
go down unexpectedly,
other utility computing, such
Here's what every small or midsize business
as Dropbox; or infrastructure
leaving you without access to
should know about cloud computing .
as a service, such as Amazon's
customer records, e-mail, or
other critical information for
Elastic Compute Cloud.
hours or even days?
We queried dozens of small
Data loss: What would you do
businesses about the cloud
services they regularly use, and
if (as has happened on occa
sion) your online storage site
received multiple recommen
dations for Basecamp, Box.
shut down abruptly, giving
you perhaps only 24 hours'
net, Google Apps, Google
notice to recover your data?
Docs, Highrise, QuickBooks
Data mobilityand ownership:
Online, and Skype (see find.
pcworld.com/69423).
Will you be able to share data
among different cloud services?
If you decide to stop using a
Cloud Pros and Cons

r

Cloud-based services can dra
matically reduce a small busi
ness's computing costs. For
example, Microsoft Office
2010 Home and Business will
cost $199 for a downloadable
version and $279 for a boxed
version; but Google Docs,
which offers office productivi
ty tools via the cloud, is free.
Other benefits include secure, reliable file storage and
backup; ease of use; freedom from maintenance costs; and
easier collaboration among colleagues in distant locations.
The biggest misgiving that most businesses have about the
cloud involves security, according to two recent surveys.
In a December 2009 Forrester Research survey, 51 percent
of SMB participants said that security and privacy concerns
were their top reasons for not using cloud services.
It's not difficult to find instances of security breaches in

cloud service, can you get all
ofyour data back? What for
mat will it be in? How can you
be sure that the cloud service
will destroy all ofyour data
after you sever ties with it?
Tool robustness: Are available
cloud-based tools powerful
enough to meet your business's
needs, given that such tools
tend to be less robust than standard software applications?

Tips for Moving Into the Cloud
After weighing the pros and cons, you may be ready to take
your first steps into cloud computing. Here are some tips
from small businesses that have already made the transition.
Startsmall: Cloud computing is a different way of working
from what most people are used to, and building familiarity
and trust takes time, says Trevor Doerksen, founder and »

Read about Microsoft's forthcoming Azure cloud-computing platform
and its 'Dallas' cloud-computing project, at find.pcworld.com/69430.
And see find.pcworld .com/69432 for more on cloud privacy concerns.
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CEO ofMoboVivo, a 12-person video
content portal/software company. So
consider having two or more employ
ees start with a simple task such as col
laborating on a Google Docs file. Once
team members gain confidence with
the new work environment, you can
add more cloud services to the mix.
Think big: Can you scale the service to
meet your requirements as your busi
ness grows? If not, keep looking.
Checkthe available data export formats:
You should be able to export, in stan
dard formats , the business apps (such
as Word and Excel) you use, so you can
back up and access your data locally, or
move it easily to another service later.
Read the agreement closely: To use a
cloud service, you'll probably have to
accept an endless service-level agree
ment or other contract at the outset.
Read it carefully so you know what you
are paying for, what the service provid
er's privacy policy is, whether there are
fees for early termination, and so on.
Get creative: Look for ways to adopt
free or low-cost cloud tools instead of

more-expensive ones. For example, you
might use free Google Docs spread
sheets, rather than a paid CRM cloud
service, as a basic CRM system.
Evaluate more than one service before
deciding: Most services offer a free trial,
and it shouldn't take you long to figure
out whether the service's user interface
is pleasant or painful to work with.
Consider open-source cloud services:
Open-source arrangements encourage
third-party developers to build add-ons
that enhance the service, and they let
you create tools for using the service
that are unique to your business.
Don't be afraid: Any big change in how
you do business requires caution, and
that certainly applies to moving to the
cloud. But the business world is already
making the transition to cloud comput
ing, and- given the lousy economy
now is a great time to do so.
"I can't think of any company that
shouldn't try it," says Doerksen. "If you
don't, you're missing an opportunity to
prepare your business for the future."
3 0 I PCWORLD . CDM
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Analyze Network Problems With Wireshark
ETHERNET NETWORKS
can run problem-free for
a long time. But a disas

Wireshark captures the activity on your
network so you ca n sort through it l ater.

L

ter can occur w ithout warning, debilitat

on the situation, you may w ant to mirror

ing an under equipped network.

all ports on a switch or just one (the port

One danger is a broadcast storm, in

your Int ernet con nection is plugged into,

which a defective or misconfigured net

say). Consult the documentation for your

work device forces your network to shut

particu lar switch: on my 24-port Netgear

down by flooding it w ith traffic. Another

switch, I used only a simple browser

common threat is a malwar e-infected

interface to mirror the necessary ports.

computer, which may send a barrage of

After installing and Launching Wireshark,

e-mail or try to repli

you'll wa nt to capture

cate to computers on

some network traffic.

your LAN or across

Click Capture •Options

the Internet. Suclh a

and select the correct

computer can slow

interface; to focus on a

down Internet tra ffic

specific type of t raffic,

and put you on bad

choose Capture Filter

terms with your I SP.

and select or create a

And finally a singl e

filter. To tell Wireshark

user may consume so

how much time or data

m uch bandwidth- for
streaming audio or video, say-that it

adversely affects other network users.

it should collect before
stopping, check t he appropriate Stop Cap

ture... box and select asuitable drop-down
menu value. (If you Let Wireshark run for

Jump to Wireshark

an extended period of time, file sizes can

For tunately, a general IT person can track

become unmanageably large.) Next, click

down t hese problems with Wireshark

Start, and you 'll see traffic flowing in real

(wireshark.org: formerly Ethereal)-a free

t ime. If you haven't set up an automatic

war e tool that captures network packets,

ending point, stop Wireshark when you've

analyzes them, and displays detailed

captured as much data as you want.

packet data. Wireshark is very powerful.
wit h myriad options, but you can get

Making Sense of the Data

started w ith it after Learning a few basics.

Now you need to figure out how to inter

First, you need to identify the traffic

pret the data. If you're investigating a net

you're monitoring . Back when hubs were

work slowdown, you'll want to pinpoint

common, network s transmitted all traffic

the source of traffic. Choose Statistics •

to all ports-an arr angement that scaled

Conversations, and select the IPv4 tab;

badly. Unlike hubs, switches discover the

from there, you can sort by such criteria

hardware addresses associated with each

as 'Bytes' (for a reading you can use to

port and t ransmit only relevant traffic be

pinpoint a comp uter that's generating too

tween por ts. So if you plug a PC running

much traffic). To search for a particular

Wireshark into any available switch port,

type of traffic, click Anolyze•Enabled pro

you'll see only traffic to and from your

tocols, and check the protocols you want.

system and broadcast/multicast traffic
interesting, but not always useful.
To monitor t raffic from an ethernet port

Wireshark is an incredibly flexible tool
for Locating network problems, and for
analyzing the kinds of t raffic you're get

other than the one your PC is plugged into,

ting. Though it can be a handful at first,

you need to mirro r your ports. Depending

it's w ell worth learning to w ield properly.

3
(for the life of your p.l(kage)

1
(first year only)

Monthly Transfer Volume
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3,000 GB

Unlimited

Mai lbox Size

2,000 MB

1,000 MB
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FREE
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./

90 days
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Private Domain Registration

·1 have been hosting my website
with 1&1 for several years now
and have had great customer service
and exceptional ~erver reliability."
Isaac Chenevey, iww.agilisfitness.com

Search Engine Submission
Money Back Guara ntee
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TECH AUDIT
How an Up-to-Date Virtualized Ser ver Saved One Small Business
EVEN TECH COMPANIES need an IT overhaul from time to t ime.
Case in point: Last year, a Canadian software developer called my
team at Microtek to upgrade its server room. The tech company

An IT overhaul yields a speedier, more stable,
more secure network with lots of room to grow.

L

was a six-person operation responsible for developing an applica

THIS DELL POWEREDGE 2900 Ill carries a

tion suite that enables various small businesses to locate and

quad-core Xeon 8 CPU, BGB of RAM, and

acquire specialty parts; the company needed a new server to host

a 4x400GB SAS 15,000-rpm RAID 5 array.

a home-built CRM system it uses to manage 100 client accounts.
The people responsible for the company's internal IT infrastruc

We also implemented a free, ESXi

ture had departed, leaving scant documentation to guide current

supported script called GhettoVCB.

staff. The server used aging hardware and was rapidly running out

wh ich runs in the VMware service con 

of disk space. The developer needed to upgrade the CRM ser ver,

sole, and does a snapshot and clone for

add disk space, establish a backup option for I nternet service, up

a full hot backup of the server. Finally

grade the network, give t he owner remote access, and maintain

we set up another file-Level backup

updated documentation on the network-all on a tight budget.

using MirrorFolder to synchronize a full

The company's data center consisted of a generic wh ite-box Win

copy of the company's critical files to

dows Server 2000 server powered by a 2GHz single-core Xeon

external USB hard drives every 2 hours.

processor w ith lGB of RAM and a 3x36GB RAID 5 stripe, connect

Connecting the same make and model

ed to the network via a 16-port Linksys 10/100 ethernet switch,

of external USB drive to the same USB port yields the same drive

and to the Internet via a 0-Link broadband router w ith cable Inter

letter. It works for rotational backups and basic archiving.

net service from a Local telecom. It was an ad-hoc solution that
was destined for failure and, fortunately, bound for the scrap heap.

The Payoff

The Solution

workers saw huge performance gains. They could access files and

As soon as we brought the system back online, the company's six

To bring the company's data center into the 21st century, we built

their CRM on the server much faster than before. The programmers

up the network, replacing the outdated 16-port 100-mbps switch

could quickly access their files directly on the server, and keeping

with a D-Link DES-102 40 24-port gigabit switch. We left the cable

the files on the server ensures that stray copies don't escape the

Internet service in place. but added a w ireless ISP as a secondary

backup schedule. The network has more storage space, too.

service to keep the company connected in case the cable connec

The owner can access important customer data securely as he

tion went down. We also installed a Forti net Fortigate 60 firewall

travels to visit clients, and his business has a disaster recovery

appliance to support VPN remote access for the company's owner,

plan. The reva mped network and equipment are robust enough to

who frequently trav
els to visit clients.
We replaced t he
underpowered serv
er box with a Dell
PowerEdge 2900
III equipped w ith a
D-LINK'S DES-1024D 24-port gigabit switch

quad-core Xeon 8

replaced a 16-port, 100-mbps Linksys unit.

CPU, 8GB of RAM,
and a 4x400GB SAS

15,000-rpm RAID 5 array. Using VMware ESXi vSphere 4.0, we vir
tualized the old Windows Server 2000 system on the new hardware,
making the tr ansition seamless for the six-person staff; the re
stored network was up and running after only 2 hours of downtime.
To protect the company's data from loss, we deployed a Layered
backup arrangement. For file-level backup of the server, we imple
mented full-server imaging w ith support for bare-metal restores
and more-granular file-level restores. First. we installed an amaz
ing $40 program called I mage for Windows, to handle backups.
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ensure trouble-free operation for the next three to five years.
Workers have had to use the backup Internet service a few times,
and it has helped keep productivity high.

-DavidPapp, President, Microtck Corporation •

Windows®. Life without Walls™.
Acer recommends Windows 7.

TravelMate
m
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NEW TRAVELMATE TIMELINE
WORK SMARTER, TRAVEL LIGHTER

U~Thin

Acet"J TravelMate®8571
• Genuine Windows® 7 Professional
•Intel® Core'"2 Duo Processor SU9400
• 4GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
• 320GB1 hard drive
TM8571-6465 (LX.TTX03.059)

.WindOWS'7

Home Premium

Windows® 7 - the best entertainment experience on your PC.

Acer TravelMate 6593
• Genuine Windows® 7 Professional
• lntelie Centrino® 2 with vPro"' technology
Intel® Core"'2 Duo Processor P8700
• 4GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
• 320GB 1 hard drive, 7200RPM
TM6593-6639 (LX.TPV03.006)

$"1 ,099

l

Acer TravelMate 6593
• Genuine Windows® 7 Professional
• Intel® Centrino® 2 with vPro"' technology
Intel® Core'"2 Duo Processor P8700
• 3GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
• 250GB1 hard drive, 7200RPM
TM6593-6585 (LX.TPV03.007)

l

$999
acer.com/us

Acer TravelMate 8471
• Genuine Windows , 7 Professional
•Intel Core'U2 Duo Processor SU7300
• 3GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
• 250GB' hard drive
TM8471-8818 (LX.TTP03.071)

$899

Acer GD235HZ bid
•
•
•
•
•
•

23.6" wide-screen TFT LCD
30 ready'
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
80000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/160° horizontal/ vertical viewing angles
VGA, DVI, HDMI. (HDCP)
signal connectors
• 300 cd/ m2 brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.UGSHP.001)

$399

Acer D240H bmidp
• 24" wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
• 80000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 1700/ 160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP), HDMI, USS signal connectors
• 300 cd/m2 brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• Two 2.0W integrated speakers
• Digital photo-frame function
• 1GB' storage
• CompactFlash111, Secure Digital card reader
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.FDOHP.001)

$325

Acer B243HL bmdrz
• 24" wide-screen TFT LCD
• White LED backlight
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
• 8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°/160° horizontaVvertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP), four USB signal connectors
• 250 cd/ m 2 brightness
• Sms response time
• Two 2.0W Integrated speakers
• Height, pivot, tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.FB3LP.002)

$299

~~~~e~~l~!;L~d ~
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
• 40000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° horizontaVvertical
viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP)
signal connectors
• 300 cd/m 2 brightness
• Sms response time
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.W3HP.001)

-.•l:lll
•

$179
acer.com/us

Acer AspireRevo 1600
• Genuine Windows<!O XP Home Edition
• Intel"' Atom<v Processor 230

AR1600-U91 OH (PT.SCLOS.004)

$199

Acer T230H bmidh
• 23" wide-screen TFT LCD
• Touch-screen capable"
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
• 80000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP), HDMI • signal connectors
• 300 cd/m2 brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• One 1.5W integrated speaker
• Height, tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.VTOHP.001)

$379

Acer S243HL bmii
•
•
•
•
•

24" wide-screen TFT LCD
White LED backlight
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
• VGA, two HDMI " (HDCP)
signal connectors
• 250 cd/m~ brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• One 2.0W integrated speaker
• Tiit adjustment
(ET.FS3LP.001)

$299

• 4GB DDR3t"St• u
• 320081 SATA hard drive
VX480G-E08400C (PS.V9703.005)

''• ·-.;,.,o....;'
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Acer Veriton X480G
• Genuine Windows® 7 Professional
• Intel® Core'"2 Duo Processor E7600
• 3GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 320GB1 SATA hard drive
VX480G-ED7600C (PS.V9703.004)

$599

Acer P5271
• Professional projector with
Dl..P9 Technology
• XGA (1024 x 768) native resolution
• 4,000-hour lamp life
(economy mode)
• 3100 ANSI lumens
~
(standard mode)
• 3000: 1 contrast ratio
• 2X digital zoom
(EY.J8701.008)

l

Acer Veriton X480G

... '

..

• Genuine Windows• 7 Professional
• Intel® Pentium8 Processor E5300
• 2GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 160GB1 SATA hard drive
VX480G-ED5300C (PS.V9703.006)

$479

$899
acer.com/us

• Genuine Windows 7 Professional
• AMO Athlon... X2 Dual-Core Processor QL-65
• 3GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 250G81 hard drive
TM5530-5369 (LX.TQ903.006)

$649
Protect Your Investment with an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade
ACR.r notebooks come with a one-year or three-year standard limited warranty.' For extra protection and peace of mind, consider the Total Protection Upgrade, which covers the cost of a replacement unit if,
as determined by Acer, your ooverod notebook cannot be repaired. On-site seniice Is available, too, for TravetMate notebooks.•
2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty (146.AB820.EX2)
For TravelMate and Aspire Notebooks with 1·Year l.Jmited Warranty
$99
2-Yoar Extenslon of Limited Warranty+
3-Year Total Protec11on Upgrade (146.AOOn.002)
for TravelMate and Aspire Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty
(Total Protection Upgrade runs concurrently wrth
limited warranty and limited warranty extension.)
$ 199

3-Yoar Total Protection Upgrade (t46.A0339.004)
for TravolMate Notebooks with 3-Year Limited Wananty
(Runs concurrently wrth 6mrted warranty.)
$99

3-Year Umltod On-site Service (1 46.AD362.003)
forTravolMate Notebooks with 3-Year LimrtedWarranty
(Runs concurrently with i mited warranty.)

2-Year Extension of Umited Warranty +
3-Yoar Umited On-Site Service (146.AD362.001)
for TravelMate Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty
(On-site service runs concurrently with ltmiled warranty and limited warranty extension.)
$149

2-Year Extension of Umited Warranty + 3·Year Limited On-site Service+
3-Year Total Protection Upgrade (1 46.AD362.002)
for TravelMate Notebooks with 1· Year Limited Warranty
(On-site service and Total Protection Upgrade run concurrently with fimited warranty and
llmrted warranty extension.)
$299
3-Year Umited On-Site Service+
3-Year Total Protection Upgrade (146.AD362.004)
for TravelMate Notebooks with 3-Year Limited Warranty
(On-Site seM<:e and Total Protection Upgrade run concurrently wi1h r.mrted warranty.)
$249

$99
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' The alternate operating sysiem can be in&lalted in place ol, not In addillon to. the ~oaded operating system.
• 30 content, 30 glasses and an app<Qprlately equipped PC are also requi'ed to display 30 images.
' Touch-screen ~bllity reqltres appropnate softw<¥o Installed on 1he PC connected to the display. '!Ns software does not come with the display.
• On-site senrice applies to the continental U S and Canada only and may not be available In all locations. In those areas where on-site senrice Is provided. a tecl'lnoclan wi l be dispatched, It necessary, fol awi1g efforts
to resolve the problem by telephone support

ac:er

acer.com/us

For the name of a reseller near you or further information,
please visit our Web site or call 800-571 -2237

© 2010 Acer America Corporation. All rights reserved. Pricing is effective from March 15, 2010 through April 30. 2010. Information Is subject to changewithou1notice. Prices shown are estimated street prices and
do not include tax or shippong. Retailer or reseller prices may vary. Product images are representations of some of the models available and may vary from the model you purchase. Acer, the Acer logo. Aspire,
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Security Alert
On-the-Go Drive Encryption Can Protect Data
BY ROBERT VAMOSI

Box, DataTraveler Secure-Privacy Edition, and DataTraveler
Elite-Privacy Edition. Users of these devices should browse
to www.kingston.com/driveupdate for more information.
IN JANUARY, THE health organization Kaiser Permanente
acknowledged the theft of an external hard drive from an em
Two other manufacturers soon followed suit. Verbatim said
that its 1GB, 2GB, 4GB, and 8GB Verbatim Corporate Secure
ployee's car. The hard drive contained data on about 15,500
Northern California patients, including their full names, med
and Verbatim Corporate Secure FIPS Edition USB flash drives
ical record numbers, and, in some cases, care records.
were vulnerable without a fhmware update. Sandisk said that
the 1GB, 2GB, 4GB, and 8GB versions of its Cruzer Enter
The 2009 HJTECH Act, among other things, requires re
porting healthcare-related data breaches to the Department
prise CZ22, CZ32, CZ38, and CZ46 drives were affected and
of Health and Human Services.
required a firmware dovmload.
Whether on a USB drive, an external hard
One USB manufacturer, Iron
Kaiser informed local, state,
and federal authorities on
drive, or a mobile phone, data is going out
Key, reported that its drives
the door- but what if the device is lost?
December 8, but the employee
were not affected, because
who lost the drive had waited
IronKey stores its passwords
within the device hardware,
one week to tell her employer.
not on the host PC as other
About the same time as the
brands do. "Every IronKey
Kaiser breach, researchers
from the German peneu·ation
device has unique random AES
testing firm SySS GmBH dis
encryption keys that are gener
covered a weakness in how
ated on the device when a user
the passwords for several en
initializes it," the company

I

crypted USB drives are stored

said in a press release.

on the host system.
When a user types a pass
word for an encrypted USB
drive, the host computer
authenticates the password
and sends an unlock code to
the USB drive. The German
researchers found that they
could create a script to bypass
the host system and send the
unlock code to the device, no
matter what password the
legitimate user had chosen.

Some of the recalled Kings
ton, Sandisk, and Verbatim
drives had been certified by
the U.S. government as cryp
tographically secure. But such
certification means only that
the product fulfills the mini
mum requirements.

USB Vendor Recalls
After the release of the SySS white paper, which focused on
Kingston encrypted drives, Kingston announced a recall of
three of its enc1ypted USB drive models: DataTraveler Black-

Missing Media
Encrypting an external drive,
no matter how small, makes
sense. In 2009 British security
company Credant published its annual USB survey and found
that 4500 USB drives (encrypted and not) were left in pock
ets at dry cleaners in the UK. That's actually good news: The
figure is down from 9000 the previous year. The decrease
comes from the growing use of mobile devices. However, »

Good news: Some netbooks can have whole-disk encryption (find.
pcworld.com/69493). Bad news: Cracking GSM encryption on cell
phones-and eavesdropping-is now easy (find.pcworld.com/69494).
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Credant conducted an earlier study in
London and New York that determined
12,500 laptops, iPods, and memory
cards are left in taxis every six months.
A few years ago, an unencrypted lap
top and external hard drive containing
sensitive personal information for 26.S
million veterans and military personnel
from the U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs was lost. The equipment was re
covered, and an investigation found
that the records had not been accessed.
This incident prompted the Office of
Management and Budget to require the
U.S. government to deploy encrypt ion
on laptops, as well as strong authenti
cation on all remote access.
In Nevada, by law, businesses may
not transfer the "personal information
of a customer" without "encryption to
ensure the security of the electronic
transmission." And in Massachusetts, a
new law requires monitoring and en
cryption of all portable devices for "all
persons that own, license, store or
maintain personal information about a
resident of the Commonwealth."

Encryption Solutions
If some encrypted drives are suspect,
what choices do you have? For starters,
Microsoft's BitLocker to Go in Windows
7 Ultimate and Enterprise extends drive
encryption to external storage devices.
Another solution: Encrypt any USB
drive using the open-source TrueCrypt
(find .pcworld.com/69479). This free pro
gram doesn't encrypt the entire drive;
rather, it allows you to create an en
crypted folder on an external, internal,
or USB hard drive. Simply drag the sen
sitive documents to that folder.
For data on a mobile phone, one op
tion is Lookout Mobile Security (find.
pcworld.com/69480), an app that's free
for personal use. It doesn't enc1ypt the
data, but if the phone is lost or stolen,
it lets the owner locate the device from
any Web connection and sound an alarm
(like a car alarm for a mobile), or re
motely wipe the personal data from most
popular mobile devices. It also offers
antivirus, firewall, and backup features.
42 I PCWORLO .CO M
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BUGS & FIXES

ERIK LARK I N

Google Attack Based on Unpatched IE Flaw
Close the hole that Chinese hackers
GOOG LE ANNOUNCED IN
Jan uary that it and numer
used. Plus: an essential Adobe update.
ous other companies had
been hit by successful hacker attacks
only for that old program, and use an
(find.pcworld.com/69481). The hackers'
alternative browser such as Firefox for
your everyday browsing instead.
means of access: a critical unpatched
hole in Internet Ex plorer.
The invasion originated in China, and
A Ho-Hum Update for Most
according to the company, the hackers
Microsoft's regular Patch Tuesday in
January included only one patch, shoring
tried to break into Gmail accounts and
steal information about human-rights
up a flaw with Embedded Open Type
fonts that was rated crit ical only for Win
activists. The IE flaw was exploited to
dows 2000. Without the MSl0-001
install a Trojan horse that would allow
update (find.pcworld.com/69483), a vul
fu ll remote control over a PC.
Though the hol·e affects IE 6, 7, a nd 8,
nerable Windows 2000 system could be
taken over by a successful attack,
the only known attacks were on
I E 6. According to Microsoft.
so run Windows Update to be
security measures (Pro
certain that you've nabbed
tected Mode for IE 7 and
this patch as well.
8, and Data Execution
Adobe Fixes Own
Protection for I E 8)
stopped attackers from
Zero- Day Flaw
using this zero-day flaw
Adobe re leased an
in the Later IE versions.
essential fix for its Read
er and Acrobat programs
I n response to the as
sault, Microsoft took the unusu
on the same day as Microsoft's
regular monthly patch. Pretty much
al step of releasing a fix-which it had
everyone will need to check that they
already been working on-outside of its
have t he Adobe Reader and Acrobat 9.3
normal monthly patch cycle.
update. It shores up a security hole that
The cumulative I E update addresses
other serious security holes in addition to
malicious .pdf files have been exploiting
the aforementioned flaw, which can trig
since December, and it is requ ired for
version 9.2 (or earlier) of both programs
ger an attack if you view a malicious Web
on Windows, Linux, and Mac systems.
page or poisoned banner ad. The MSl0
002 update (find.pcworld.com/69482) is
Click Help·Check for Updates to make
rated critical for a ll supported versions
sure you have the latest version, and click
of Internet Explorer, from IE 5 on Win
the Preferences button on the resulting
pop-up to confirm that you've enabled
dows 2000 through I E 8 on Windows 7.
Adobe's automatic updates. For more
Run Windows Update to make sure that
you have picked up the patch.
details on the update, see find.pcworld.
This latest major attack should prod
com/69484, a nd head to get.adobe.com/
anyone who has yet to upgrade from IE
reader to download the full version.
6 to take that essential step. It's a safe
bet that another hole will be found that
BUGGED?
causes the now-decrepit browser to
throw open the doors of your PC to hack
FOUND A HARDWARE or soft
ers. If you're stuck using IE 6 at work
ware bug? Send us an e-mail on
it to bugs@pcworld.com.
because of some legacy Website or com
pany program. you might want to use IE

L

Worried about
cybercrime?
ESET will protect you.

ESET martSecurity 4

ESET

4

Effective. fast protection for your PC
Our award-winning security technology is the most effective way to stop viruses. spyware. hackers.
spam and other internet threats. By blocking threats the second they're released, we'll keep your
internet experience safe and secure. Without slowing you, or your system, down.
www.eset.com
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Security Alert
PRIVACY WATCH

ERIK LARKIN

Digital Thieves Dominate Data Breaches
FOR THE FIRST t ime,
Theft by hacking is now the top cause of
companies' reported data losses, but a
hackers have become the
biggest cause behind pub
few steps can mitigate the damage.
licly reported data breach
es. according to a recent report.
types of personal information that some

l

Scammers Hop
ontheiPad
Bandwagon
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED in Apple's
recently announced iPad-and who
isn't?-beware: Search results for arti
cles on the iPad may contain poisoned
links that lead to rogue antivirus soft
ware, as fraudsters unleash a favorite
malware-pushing tactic.
Antivirus makers Trend Micro and
Panda Security, along with the threat
tracking Internet Storm Center, have

posted warnings about malicious
results for iPad-related search terms
such as "apple tablet announcement."
Crooks have for years used such SEO
poisoning to snare unwary su rfers.
According to Trend Micro, clicking
one of the malicious links could lead
to rogue antivirus software, an online
scam that uses fake but professional
looking applications to warn of non
existent infections. The fake app then
exhorts victims to purchase a license
for the software so as to clean up the
supposedly discovered malware. Go to
find.pcworld.com/69499 for more informa
tion on these sorts of attacks.
Trend Micro posted a screenshot of a
malicious result that it says appeared
on a first page of search results (find.
pcworld.com/69500); when I recently con
ducted a similar search, however, I didn't
see that particular link. Let's hope that
means Google and other search engines
are now filtering out these scams-but
watch out for new ones, regardless.

- Erik Larkin
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The Identity Theft Resource Center
began tracking the cause of reported
breaches three years ago. For the fi rst
two years, t he top cause was what the
ITRC calls "data on the move"- typically
a lost laptop with unencrypted data, or

one can use to turn a fraudulent buck.
While you can't improve the security of
obscure credit card processing compa
nies, you can stay vigilant to quickly catch
attempts to use stolen information.
Traditionally, you carefully scan your

even a Lost briefcase. That changed in
2009, when about one out of every five
data breaches had a hacker behind it.
A th ief who walks away with a Laptop

credit card and bank account statements.
But. hey, this is PCWorld- we' re all about
high-tech t imesavers . Here are four.
1. Most banks letyou set alerts if a

is likely more inter
ested in wiping its
ha rd drive and selling
it than in selling its
data. But a hacker
who invades a com
pany's network and
swipes a trove of
credit card numbers
is sure to use them,
or sell them to some
one else who will.
The ITRC notes that its study (find.
pcworld.com/69485) is based only on
reported breaches. Because state Laws
and policies vary, not all breaches or
their causes are reported. The number of
data breaches dropped from 657 in 2008
to 498 in 2009 (in 2007, there were 446).

charge above acer
tain amount hits
your account. Some
will even automati
cally send an e -ma il
or an SMS message
if a charge from
overseas shows up.
2. Mint.com can
pull in data on your
disparate credit
cards, checking and
savings accounts, and even investment s
and loans for you to view in one place.
The company says it carefully encrypts
its data, and the s ite allows only informa
tion viewing. But us ing it still requires
trusting the service with your financial

Assume Your Data Is Stolen

accounts' usernames and passwords. For
more on automatic account alerts and
Mint.com, see find.pcworld.com/69486.
3. Check your credit reports regula rly.
The free annualcredi treport.com allows

The upshot? As security gurus I talk to
like to put it. assume that your informa
tion has been compromised, and be
ready to catch it when it's used.

access to your Experian, Equifax. and
TransUnion reports once a year. for a
total of three reports per year. (The
much-advertised freecreditreport.com

That's Wade Baker's approach. He is
a researcher and coauthor of a data
breach report for Verizon Business, a
Verizon subsidiary that investigates infor
mation theft. According to Baker, hacker

requires you to pay $15 a month.)
4. Consider using virtual credit card
numbers, which some banks and PayPal
offer. Such numbers (typically a free ser
vice) are valid only for the company you

thieves are typically after credit card and
debit card numbers, as well as other

give them to. See find.pcworld.com/69487

But the number of hacker-Launched
thefts rose. And that's bad news.

for more on using the services. •
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Your child is on line now. Sadly, so are the bad guys. Each day, more than 50,000
predators are striking up conversations and trying to set up personal meetings
with unsuspecting children through Facebook, MySpace, chat rooms and Instant
Message services. How much do you really know about your child's online
"friends" and what they're planning?

Monitor and Protect your Children Online with Spector Pro

-
-Abaut.com

Make sure your child is safe with Spector Pro, the best selling software for
monitoring and recording every detail of their PC and Internet activity. Spector
Pro records everything they do on the computer- their chats, instant messages,
emails, the web sites they visit, what they do on Facebook and MySpace, the
pictures they post and view ... and much more. Plus, with Spector Pro's advanced
screen snapshots feature, you not only see what they do, you see the exact order
in which they do it, step by step.
Is there a "Susan" online with your child? Find out with Spector Pro, the most
widely used and trusted monitoring tool available today.

Spector Pro

~ SpectorSoft''

Take the next step
Call us today at

Visit us on line at

1.877.288.5702

www.SpectorProiswatching.com

Copyright 2010 Spector~oft Corpora11on All right< reserv<d P( MagaZ1ne td•tors'Choice Award Logo

'a trademark o( loff Dav s Publlsh•ng Hold•ng< Inc
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Ten Essential Android Apps
NO MATIER WHAT your
area of interest, the Android
Market (android.com/market)
probably has an app that
matches your needs. And if
it doesn't now, just wait:
One is likely on the way.
We've combed the shelves
of the Android Market and
culled the ten choicest items
that were available as of this
writing. The result is a list of
must-have Android apps, ar
ranged in alphabetical order.
And the best part? All but
one of these apps are free .
Tell us your favorites at
find.pcworld.com/69536.

l

We scoured the growing Android Market and
rounded up the very best that Google's app
store has to offer for Android OS phones.

apps, including each app's
version number, installation
date, and protection status,
and both the total and the
free storage space remain
ing on the phone and on
the microSD card.
AppManager lets you sort
the list of apps by name, by
size, or by app installation
date. In AppManager's main
window, accompanying the
icon and name of each in
stalled app, are its version

number, its installed size,
and its date of installation.
AppManager's greatest
strength is its backup fea
ture: You can choose to
back up only the new appli
cations, or everything. This
versatility helps if you aren't
sure whether a new feature
in an app's upgrade is going
to cause a problem. Back up
the existing app before you
upgrade, and then revert
to the older version if you
don't like what you find.

When you open Astrid,
you immediately encounter
an entry field for introduc
ing tasks. Once added, tasks
appear in a list that's orga
nized by the date and time
you set for them to be com

..
•
••
•

1J 9:34 PM

Inbox
use Astrid to org,inize
my life
Buy flowers for Jane

Astrid Task/Toda List
Category: Productivity
Price: Free
Developer: We <3 Astrid

Reflect on year

file-management features at
your fingertips: It serves as
an app backup tool, and it
can either selectively copy in
dividual apps or copy every
app that's on your phone to
your microSD card. In addi
tion, it displays valuable
information about installed
46 I PCWORLO . COM
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ASTRID TASK USES colored
tabs to prioritize to-do items.

Compatibility:Android 1.5or later

Rating:****

AppManager puts several key

I

Try todoroo on the
Android Market

App Manager
Category: Tools/Utilities
Price: Free
Developer: zxl28
Compatibility:Android 1.5 or later

I

Replace no ne

APPMANAGER CAN back up and
sort your Android phone apps.

Rating: **** "

A useful tool designed to
sync not only with your cal
endar but also with the pop
ular online task manager
Remember the Milk, Astrid
Task organizes your to-do
list by prioritized colored
tabs and lets you check off
items once they're finished.

pleted. Astrid offers quite a
few options for each task
entry: You can set the im
portance of the assignment,
add any necessary tags, esti
mate how long it will take to
complete the job, and attach
notes to the new task.
The organization was rea
sonably intuitive; in use, we

INSIDE

52 BOOKEEN CYBOOK

62 JABRA STONE

62 PALM PRE Plus

Opus

found it best to complete all
editing on a task first and
then press the Save button
(pressing Save always takes
you back to the original task
list, not back to the previous
editing screen).
Though we did find some
minor flaws in Astrid Task,
this application provides a
wide enough array of op
tions that even procrastina
tors can get things done.

SD9401S
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determine whether the phone
is being oriented horizon
tally or vertically (such as
when you point it straight
up at the zenith of the sky).

•

•

Google Voice

•

Category: Communication
Price: Free
Developer: Google

,,..:-.;.,

Compatibility: Android 1.6 or later

~

m

Google Sky Maps

GOOGLE SKY MAPS is like hav

Category: Reference

ing a planetarium in your hand.

Price: Free
Developer: Google
Compatibility:Android 1.5 or later
Rating:* * * *1

A virtual planetarium at your
fingertips, Google Sky Maps
may be the coolest app in
the entire Android Market.
Using both GPS and your
Android phone's internal
accelerometer and compass,
Sky Maps determines the
position in which you are
holding the phone and then
displays a live map of the
planets, stars, and constellaMORE ONLINE

See our Phones product center
at find.p cworld.com/63260. For
iPhone apps, see our App Guide
at find.pcworld.com/69513.

64 CANON POWERSHOT

tions on the phone's screen.
Simply hold the phone as
ifyou were taking a picture
of the sky, and Sky Maps
will display the portion of
the sky directly behind the
phone on the screen.
Can't figure out the name
of a particular constellation?
Point the back of the phone
toward that part of the sky,
and Sky Maps will identify it
for you. If you've ever gazed
up at a bright celestial body
and wondered, "Is that a star
or a planet?" Sky Maps will
clear up your confusion as
easily as ifyou were carrying
a little stellar cartography
department in your pocket.
The app does get confused
occasionally when it can't

Rating:* * * 1

Google Voice for Android is

Google Voice phone num
ber. Google Voice has lots of
nifty features that a typical
phone service doesn't. For
instance, ifyou receive a call
to your Google Voice num
ber on your handset, you
can opt to send the call to
voicemail-and then listen
to the message as it is being
recorded in almost real time.
When the caller finishes the
voicemail message, the ser

the mobile phone interface

vice sends both a transcript

for a free Google service that
merges voice telephony into
Google's near-instantaneous
information delive1y system.
With the Android app in
place, you can use Google
Voice to make phone calls or
send SMS messages via your

containing the text of that
message and an audio file to
the Google Voice app.
Messages you save on your
Android phone can't survive
a factory reset, but they
remain available on the Web
based service. It's a draw
back, but a small price to
pay for free U.S. phone calls.

Last.fm
Category: Music
Price: Free
Developer: Last.fm
Compatibility: And roid 1.5 or later
Rating:* * * *1

GOOGLE VOICE IS an excellent
tool for handling your calls.

Music geeks and Android
lovers, unite! Last.fro is an
across-the-board great appli
cation, and it comes filled
with pleasant surprises to
boot. For example, during
our testing of the app, when
»
Last.fro played a Sonic
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IF A GROUP is on tour, Last.fm's
button will pull up more info.

Youth song, a banner super
imposed on the upper right
corner of the album artwork
declared, "On Tour." The
On Tour button leads to an
artist bio, a similar artist tab,
tags, fans, and events. The
events information displays
all nearby shows where the
artist is playing, along with
relevant dates and venues.
Last.fm also supports
background streaming, so
you can continuously listen
while you use other features
ofyour phone. It lacks a
pause button, but that's the
only shortcoming we found .

Meebo IM
Category: Communication
Price: Free

ing services and social net
works (at last count). If you
want to use more accounts,
you'll have to log in to Mee
bo through a regular Web
browser on a computer and
add your other IM accounts
from there. Then, the next
time you log in to the Mee
bo Android app, all ofyour
accounts and friend lists will
appear in the mobile app.
Faced with spotty network
coverage, you may find that
your IM accounts constantly
lose connection and log you
out. But if you need to stay
in touch over IM, Meebo is
G10:02 PM
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MEEBO IM is one of the best
Android IM clients available.

among the best of the An
droid IM clients-free or
paid-that you can use.

MY MAPS EDITOR allows you to
share your personalized maps.

SportsTap
intuitive, smooth and useful.
When we used the app to
create a map for a fictitious
pub crawl through San Fran
cisco, My Maps Editor made
it easy to add markers at the
starting point, draw lines
between locations, and add
details for each marker.
The only trouble we en
countered was in trying to
add a photo to a marker
none of the ones we tried
would load. Other aspects
of this app make it indis
pensable, however. For one,
it syncs automatically with
Google Maps, which makes
taking your desktop maps
along with you very easy.

My Maps Editor

Price:SlO

Rating:* * * *

Category: Navigation/Travel

Developer: SplashData

Price: Free

Compatibility: Android 1.5 or later

APRI L 20 1 0

Price: Free
Developer: MobilelSports
Compatibility: Android 1.5 or later
Rating:****

A solid combination of slick
graphics and snappy func
tionality distinguishes
SportsTap as a sports fanat
ic's mobile companion.
Once downloaded, it pro
vides frequent score and
results updates for major
sports, all within an interface
that's fairly easy to navigate.
The main screen provides
icons for prominent sports
leagues as well as shortcuts
»
to leading college and

SplashID

Compatibility: Android1.5orlater
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Category: Entertainment

Category: Tools/Utilities

Developer: Meebo

As a Web-based tool, Meebo
IM gives you the flexibility
that client-based tools like
Android's own IM app can't.
The Meebo Android app
lets you add a subset ofyour
IM accounts-including AIM,
Google Talk, ICQ, and Yahoo
Messenger. The Web-based
Meebo, however, supports
54 different instant messag

ries with names like "Serial
Numbers" or "Web Logins"
and further classify them
into Business, Personal, or
Un.filed subcategories.
We did have a gripe with
regard to its synchroniza
tion: Wireless syncing with a
PC isn't an entirely automat
ic process, and it requires
you to know the IP address
ofyour desktop or laptop.
But that's a minor technical
hurdle; it shouldn't cause
most users to stumble.

Developer: Google

Rating:****"

Compatibility: Android

Splash!D acts as a universal,
secure data storage utility
for Web user accounts and
passwords, frequent flyer
programs, birthdays, e-mail
accounts, and myriad other
data types. You can create
accounts and then group
them together under catego

Rating:****1

Location-based apps have
been booming lately, and
Google's My Maps Editor is
one of the best. A free app
that allows users to create
and share personalized
maps, My Maps Editor is

SPLASHID securely stores data
like passwords and account Info.

www.trendnet.com

Family Friendly
Wireless N
(

®

TREnDnET
@2010 TRENDnet All nghtli reserved

amazon.com

Buy.com
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international professional
sports. In addition to install
ing the Android app itself,
you can embed a SportsTap
widget for scrolling through
scores and schedules from
your phone's desktop.
You can choose favorite

teams, and selection pro
motes them to the top of
your screen when you view
a list of scores. If you're on
the road, selecting LocalTap
will take advantage ofyour
phone's network and/or
GPS locator capabilities to
list scores and schedules of
sporting events within SO,
100, or 200 miles of your
location. We found that most
of the functions and settings
in SportsTap work just fine,
but some smaller text-only
links may be hard to poke if
you have large fingers.

Tweetcaster Beta
Category: Social Networking
Price: Free
Developer: Handmark
Compatibility: Android 1.5 or later
SPORTSTAP puts sports scores

Rating:* * * * °'

and game info in your pocket.

How many Twitter applica-

TWEETCASTER BETA helps you
manage your life on Twitter.

tions do you actually need
to have? The answer: One
Tweetcaster Beta. This app
does everything that a Twit
ter user could want, and its
interface is both intuitive
and easy on the eyes. Once
you're signed in and ready

to go, Tweetcaster will take
you to your home page, with
tabs along the top for the
feed, inbox, @J replies, favor
ites, and lists. Above the tabs
is an arrow that you can use
to change the view between
Twitter accounts or to view
Trends or Nearby tweets.
When you post a new
Tweet, you can geotag it,
shrink a URL, add a picture,
or include a username. Tap
ping on any user pulls up
the person's bio, Followers/
Following/Favorites num
bers, tweets in a feed, mes
sages, favorites, and lists.
Tapping on someone else's
tweet gives you several op
tions: You can open the
URL, post an @J reply, mark
it as a favorite, or retweet.
-RobertAnthony, Amber
Bouman, andAndrew Brandi

PCWORLD TOP 5 ANDROID SMARTPHONES
MODEL

Rating
Motorola Oroid
$200 (wi th 2-year contract)

find.pcworld.com/64263

Features and specifications
• Carrier:Verizon

****""
SUPERIOR

• Form factor:Slide
• Weight: 6.0 ounces
• Camera resolution: 5,0 megapixels

Performance
•Solid construction
•Keyboard is a bit shallow
•Superb suite of video and audio features

• The first Android 2.0 phone has a strong suite of Web features and a great 3.7-inch display: the shallow keyboard may irk some users. however.

2

3

4

5

i

ea

s

Google Nexus One
$180 (with 2-year contract)

find.pcworld.com/64373

****'
SUPERIOR

• Carrier: T-Mobile
•Form factor: Candy bar
• Weight: 4.5 ounces
• Camera resolution:5.0 megapixels

• Dazzling OLEO display
•Comfortable keyboard
• Middling audio andvideoquality

• The Nexus One has an AMOLED display, delivers speedy performance, and offers cool tweaks to Android OS 2.1; but it has limited multitouch.
Motorola Cliq
$150 (with 2·year contract)

find.pcworld.com/64261

****"
SUPERIOR

• Carrier: T-Mobile
• Form factor: Slide
• Weight: 5.6 ounces
• Camera resolution:5.0 megapixels

•High-quality design
•Comfortable keyboard
•Audioand videoare middle of the road

• This beautifully designed Android smartphone is a social butterfly's dream, but others may find the MotoBlur user interface overwhelming .
r:Tt'n T-MobileMyTouch3G
$150 (with 2·year contract)

ll!1J

****°"
SUPERIOR

find.pcworld.com/63912

• Carrier: T-Mobile
• Form factor: Candy bar
• Weight: 4.1ounces
•Camera resolution: 3.2 megapixels

• Lightweight. slim design
•Touch k.eyboard isn't perfect
• Excellentvideo andaudio features

• The T-Mobile MyTouch 3G is a big improvement over its predecessor (the GI); the phone"s lack of a physical keyboard is a minus, however.
Samsung Behold II
$230 (with 2-year contract)

find.pcworld.com/64264

****

VERYGOOO

• Carrier: T·Mobile
•Form factor: Candy bar
• Weight: 4.2 ounces
•Camera resolution: 5,0 megapixels

• Pocketable and light
•Touch keyboard is small
• Video looks terrific on OLEO display

• With a gorgeous AMOLED display and an excellent camera, the pricey Samsung Behold ll will appeal to mult imedia junkies with deep pockets.
CHART NOTE: Ratings are as of 2/5/L o. ONLINE: Visit flnd.pcworld.com/63260 to see in-depth reviews. full test results,and detailed specs for all cell phones.
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"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm ~
automatically:
~
·./ Remembers your usernames and passwords.

----

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

./ Logs you into all your favorite websites .
./ Reduces your many passwords to just one.
./ Increases security and helps protect your identity.

~./ Fills long forms and so much more!

PC Wo"rl.dt Reaet~rs
.~ ~o~r.-.load Robo~orm 1

for FREE!_
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We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.
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New Sony Reader Navigates Slowly
THE SONY READER Daily
Edition ($400) has content
that I'd love to download if
doing so weren't such a has
sle. This model is the first
Sony e-reader to offer wire
less access to content (via
AT&T's 3G wireless network)
including e-books and news
papers, by subscription or
as single copies, at Sony's
Reader Store, which you can
access from the device.
But 3G wireless service
was spotty at best in down
town San Francisco. I man

***

GOOO

Reader Daily Edition I Sony

Wireless reader with newspaper
support relies on iffy 3Gservice.
List: $400
find.pcworld.com/69501

aged to subscribe to the dig
ital New York Times through
the Sony store, but at first I
couldn't download it: A mes
sage reported that the down
load had been inten upted
and would have to be restart
ed from my account page.
You can transfer content
to the Reader after attaching
the device to your PC via the
included USB cable. In fact ,
this is the only way to pa
tronize bookstores other
than Sony's (you can buy
from any seller that supports
ePub with Adobe Content
Server 4 encryption).
Wireless services and a
7-inch-diagonal E-Ink screen
that supports 16 shades of
gray are the chief features
distinguishing the Daily Edi
tion from last fall's Touch

Edition. The extra real estate
mainly extends the height of
the Daily Edition, giving it a
display that's tall and narrow
for an e-book reader. It's also
a tad thicker (at 0.6 inch)
and heavier (at 12.75 ounc
es) than the Touch Edition.
You can manipulate the
Daily Edition's touchscreen
with your fingers or with a
stylus that slides into the
device's upper left: corner.
You can turn pages forward
(but not backward) with a
finger swipe, but using the
hardware page-turn buttons
below the display turned out
to be a more reliable method.
Among the reader's built
in apps are an image viewer,
a capable handwriting utility
for capturing notes or doo
dles, a memo pad, a diction-

THE SONY READER Daily Edition
features a long, lean display,

ary, and a music player.
The shopping experience
on the device wasn't great.
The store took a while to
appear, and it was neither
intuitively organized nor
particularly attractive-a far
cry from Amazon's neatly
organized Kindle storefront.

The newspaper features,

E-Reader Wins Featherweight Crown
OFFERED IN AN alTay of col
ors, and measuring 6.0 by 4.2
by 0.4 inches, Bookeen's 5.3
ounce Cybook Opus wins
the e-reader portability prize.
The $199 Opus's built-in
accelerometer shifts the
text's orientation whenever
you turn the device 90 de
grees. A four-button naviga
tional wheel guides you
through context-sensitive
menus that pop up when
you press a button to the
right of the wheel. You can

***~
Cybook Opus I Bookeen

VERYGOOO

Highly portable, no-frills e-book
reader is simple but satisfying.
List: $199
find.pcworld.com/69521
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set the menus (and your
e-books) to any of 12 font
sizes. And since the Opus
supports the securable ePub
e-book format, you can read
a vast array of commercial
content as well as the huge
Google e-book library. The
Opus's 1GB of internal
memory can hold hundreds
of books; a microSD Card
slot lets you add space.
The Opus's 5-inch screen
uses E-Ink technology; the
display's virtues include high
contrast and low power con
sumption, but it supports
only four shades of gray.
The rechargeable (and re
placeable) lithium polymer
battery supports up to 8000
page turns between charges.
You use the same USB cable
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THE OPUS'S SCREEN resolution
of 200 dpl works best for text.

to charge the device and to
transfer content to it.
The Opus has everything
you need to read a lot of
books, in a very small and
lightweight package.

- YardmaArar

though, are compelling. The
long display lets you view
more newspaper headlines
on a single page. And if you
subscribe to a newspaper
and leave the device's wire
less adapter turned on over
night, the new day's edition
will be waiting for you when
you wake up. The Daily Edi
tion has about 2GB of inter
nal memory and can accom
modate an SD or Memory
Stick expansion card, too.
But before you buy, check
the strength of the AT&T 3G
signal in your neighborhood,
because the whole scheme
depends on the 3G service.
Newspaper support is the
best reason to invest in this
device, so make sure you're
happy with the available net
work support before buying.

-Yardena Arar

A proud history o sa
a
re 1a 1ty, acked by
the strength ofWarren Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
(Note: the above portrait is not Mr. Buffett.)
Nearly 15 years ago, GEICO became a proud part of Warren Buffett's famed holding
company. Back then, the Gecko was one of the hardworking people - sorry, reptiles - in
our GEICO offices. Now he's helped GEICO become not only the third-largest car insurance
company in the country, but also the fastest growing. Which is no surprise. For over 70 years,
GEICO has worked hard to save people hundreds on car insurance. So why not give the Gecko
a call to see how much you could save? You'll find he's easier to reach than Mr. Buffett.

GEICO
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Top 10 Ultraportable Laptops
The ThinkPad Edge adds a touch of style to Lenovo's venerable but staid line of ThinkPads.
MODEL

Rating

Sony VGN-Z598U/B
$4450

find.pcworld.com/621 61

****

VERY GOOD

Performance
• WorldBench 6 score: 107 Superior
• Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:46

I

Features and specifications
• 2.53GHzCore 2Ouo SP9500
• 13.l ·inch widescreen
• 4.2 pounds
• BD·RE/BD-R

• Sony's high-powered business multimedia machine is compelling; but with all of the extras in place. its price is stratospheric.

HP ProBook 5310m
S899 NEW

2

find.pcworld.com/69436

***1

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 99 Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good
• Tested battery life: 4:56

• 2.26GHz Core 2Duo SP9300
• 14.0·inch widescreen
• 3.8pounds
• OVD+R DL/DVDtRW

• The ProBook 5310m's slim, stylish case impresses, as do its various quick-booting , business-friendly applications.

Lenovo ThinkPad X200
$1069

3

find.pcworld.com/69437

***1

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 88 Very Good
• Overall design: 81 Very Good
• Tested battery life: 8:54

• 2.4GHz Core 2 Duo P8600
• 12.1-inch widescreen
• 3.0pounds
• 160GB hard drive

• The ThinkPad X200 is a fine ultraportable with strong performance, superb battery life, and a good keyboard to boot

l:mJ

fl!D

4

Lenovo ThinkPad Edge
S899 NEW

find.pcworld.com/69438

***1

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 65 Good
• Overall design: 86 Very Good
• Tested battery life: 6:30

• l.3GHz Core 2Duo SU7300
• 13.3-inch widescreen
• 3.9pounds
• 320GBhard drive

• The ThinkPad Edge (see page 56) updates t he Thi nkPad line's traditionalist Look and feel without sacrificing its admirable features.

Acer Ferrari One
S599 NEW

5

find.pcworld.com/69439

***"

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 61Good
• Overall design: 86 Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:52

• l.2GHz Athlon X2 l310
• 11.5-inch widescreen
• 3.3 pounds
• 250GB hard drive

• Excellent design, features, and price make up for Lacklust er performance in a model that ' s j ust a Little bigger t han a netbook.

HP EliteBook 2530p
$2499

6

find.pcworld.com/69440

***

GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 89 Very Good
• Overall design: 85 Very Good
• Tested batterylife: 6:48

• l.86GHz Core 2 Duo SL9400
• 12.Hnch widescreen
• 4.6pounds
• DVD+RDLJDVDtRW

• Pricey but worth it, the HP EliteBook 2530P Lives up to its name wit h extras ordinarily not found on an ultraportable.

Samsung X360-34P
$2299

7

fi nd.pcworld.com/69441

***

GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 73 Fair
• Overall design: 87 Very Good
• Tested battery life: 7:36

• l.4GHz Core 2Duo U9400
• 13.3-inch widescreen
• 2.8 pounds
• 128GBsolid-state drive

• Samsung's X360·34P challenges Lenovo's X200 with slicker Looks and a crisper image, but it also carries a much higher price.

Asus UL30
$749 NEW

8

find.pcworld.com/69443

***

GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 67 Fair
• Overall design: 80 Very Good
• Tested battery life: 8:56

• l.3GHz Core 2Duo SU7300
• 13.3-inch widescreen
• 3.9pounds
• 500GBhard drive

• Good looks, a CULV processor, Long battery Life, and a huge keyboard highlight Asus's new low-cost ultraportable.

HP Pavilion dv2
$749

9

find.pcworld.com/69444

***

GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 45 Fair
• Overall design: 89 Very Good
• Tested battery life: 2:58

• l.6GHzAthlon Neo MV·40
• 12.1-inch widescreen
• 4.6pounds
• 320GBhard drive

• The Pavilion dv2 finds its niche between netbooks and notebooks, delivering good performance at a reasonable price.

Dell Latitude ZGOO
$2559 NEW

10

find.pcworld.com/69445

***

GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 78 Very Good
• Overall design: 83 Very Good
• Tested batterylife:3:01

• l.6GHzCore 2 Duo SU9600
• 16.0·inch widescreen
• 4.5pounds
• 256GB solid-state drive

• A fantastic but expensive piece of future-forward technology, the latitude Z600 is ideal for a status·seeking executive.
CHARTNOTES: Ratings areas of 2/1/201 0. Tested battery life is expressed in hours:minutes. Weight excludes adapter. power cord, and extra batteries.
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Lenovo Gives ThinkPad a New Edge
LENOVO'S NEW ThinkPad
Edge marks the first
significant change
to the look and feel
•
of the ThinkPad line
in years, yet it retains most
of the line's great features.
The ultraportable Edge's
design remains conservative,
but with cleaner lines, a
glossy lid, and silver accents
along the edges. Our chief
quibble about the design:
The ethernet jack is quite far
toward the front edge of the
left side. Open the lid, and
you'll find the same basic,
utilitarian look of other
ThinkPads with a large key
board and touchpad. But...

Users may be may be shocked
to see a Chiclet-style key
board inside the Edge. Such

to type on, especially com
pared with the standard keys
that other ThinkPad models
use. However, this is easily
the best Chiclet keyboard
we've ever used. The keys
have a slightly scalloped
curve, lots of u·avel, and a
good "clicky" feel-neither
mushy nor rubbery. You get
nice, big <Shift> and <Back
space> keys, and the <Ctr!>
key appears (cleverly enough)
inside the <Fn> button key.
Like all ThinkPads, the
Edge offers generous point
ing options: a large, smooth,
and accurate touchpad with
distinct left and right but
tons above and below the
pad; and a TrackPoint eraser
nub for pointer control, nes
tled between the bottom
corners of the G and H keys.
Still, Lenovo cut a few cor

keys are notoriously tough

ners in producing this inex-

Still Great to Work On

QUICK TAKE

Supersmall Power Adapters
WHEN YOU TRAVEL, you
want your gear bag to be as
light as possible. which is
the appeal of Innergie's line
of laptop power adapters.
The company sells several
packag es, including the
compact $70 mCube Mini
adapter (myinnergie.com).
This 2.4-ounce adapter

THE LIGHT, COMPACT mCube

Mini spreads its weight around.

measures 2.4 inches by 1
inch-smaller than the DC adapter it has runn ing out one side
and its weight is distributed so that the adapter doesn't pull on
your laptop while hanging between a tray table and a plane's
power port. The USB port (for charging another mobile device
such as a cell phone) comes directly out of the DC adapter.
The unit comes with ten t ips, to support laptops of up to 75
watts of peak power. The t ips lock into place on the cable, so a
tip in use won't inadvertently get separated from the cable.

- Melissa]. Perenson
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T HE THINKPAD EDGE

updates Lenovo's stolid
l ine of business laptops.

pensive,
lightweight
model. The keyboard
lacks backlighting, and the
lid lacks ThinkLight illumina
tion, making it a little harder
to use in the dark. But other
wise, the Edge keeps the fo
cus on getting things done.

Excellent Battery Life
Its 13.3-inch-diagonal screen
size borders on all-purpose
laptop territory, but Lenovo

bills and sells the Edge as an
ultraportable. It's certainly
slim and light enough (less
than 4 pounds, without ac
cessories). Like many ultra
portables, it sacrifices per
formance for battery life by
using an ultra-low-voltage
processor. Our test system
carried a 1.3GHz Intel Core
2 Duo SU7300 processor,
and starts at $799. A less
expensive, AMD-based sys
tem costs as little as $579,
but those CPUs tend to be a
bit slower than Intel's.
The low-voltage CPU helps
explain the Edge's pedestri
an WorldBench score of 65;
nevertheless, the laptop is
fast enough to handle day-to
day business needs. And since
it has 4GB ofDDR3-1066
RAM and a fairly swift 7200
rpm hard drive, system boot
up and application launch

times are
fast. It wakes
from sleep in about 5
seconds. Battery life was fine
at 6.5 hours in our tests, and
it probably would exceed 7
hours if you limited its tasks
to browsing the Web, check
ing e-mail, and working on
office documents.
Connectivity options in
clude 802.1 lb/g/n support,
built-in 3G mobile broad
band with GPS, and WiMax.

The ThinkPad Edge suc
cessfully updates a staid
notebook line that needed a
more contemporary look.
We had a few minor com
plaints (no status lights for
hard-drive access and Wi-Fi,
for example), but the Edge
hits all the important notes.
Everything you love about
ThinkPads is here, including
a great keyboard (despite
the switch to Chiclet-style
keys). We'd love to see this
new design spread through
the rest of the Think Pad line,
after a few low-level tweaks.
- Jason Cross

***~
ThinkPad Edge I Lenovo

VERY GOOD

Laptop updates the line's look and
feel without losing key features.
List: $799

find.pcworld.com/69531

Your company's bottom line depends on the
performance of its PCs.

To assess and compare system
performance across your organization,
use the benchmarking software developed
by the experts at PCWorld Labs.
Real- World Performance
WorldBench is the core set of applications that PCWorld uses
to test desktop and laptop PCs. The results play an important

WorldBench 6
runs on all editions of Windows 7,
Windows Vista, and Windows XP,

role in PCWorld's computer reviews-the reviews you trust.
Because our benchmark uses actual programs performing
common functions, it is an excellent barometer of PC
performance outside the lab and on your desk.

including all 64-bit and 32-bit versions.

Automatic Testing
From Web browsing to file encoding to general tasks, the
automated test scripts that run in WorldBench 6 are designed

You can purchase one ofthree different licenses
for WorldBench 6, according to your needs:

to deliver a tough evaluation of today's top computers. Although
multicore processors and larger amounts of RAM are appearing

• A Single User license ($249} allows you

even in budget PCs, it's important to have benchmarks that can

to install and use the software on a single

accurately assess - and challenge- systems with a wide variety

computer at a time.

of configurations. WorldBench 6 delivers.

• A Small Business license ($999} allows
you to install and use the software for your
internal business purposes on up to 5
computers at a time.

Since it's automated, the suite can report errors and restart
failed tests without user input. It then records the results,
including the final WorldBench 6 score as well as the individual
results of each application's workload, in both text and graphs.

• A Corporate license ($2499} allows you
to install and use the software for your

Refined over the past decade, WorldBench is currently used

internal business purposes on up to 25

in over 30 countries by Fortune 500 corporations, government

computers at a time.

agencies, and international media outlets.

Visit WorldBench.com today and secure your
DVD of WorldBench 6.
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Top 10 Solid-State Drives
The new top performer, from Crucial, is the first SSD to use a 6-GBps SATA connection.
MODEL

Rating

Crucial RealSSD C300
$800 NEW

find.pcworld.com/69523

****1
SUPERIOR

Performance
•Overall performance:Superior
•Copy 3.7GB of files: 19 seconds
•Write 3.7GB of files: 25 seconds

i

Features and specifications
• 256GB
• SATA-600
• Cost per gigabyte:S3.13

• The first drive with SATA·600 support, the RealSSD C300 screams past the competition in both read and write performance.

rr=

2

Samsung MLC SSD

I

$800

find.pcworld.com/63499

****

VERY GOOD

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copy 3.7GB of files: 27 seconds
•Write 3.7GB of files: 24 seconds

• 256GB
•SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte: S3.13

• This drive came close to matching the top-performing Crucial RealSSD C300; note that Samsung doesn't sell it directly to consumers.

Corsair P256
CMFSSD·256GBG2D

3

$800

****

VERY GOOD

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copy 3.7GB of files: 27 seconds
•Write 3.7GB of files: 24 seconds

• 256GB
•SATA·300
• Cost per gigabyte:S3.13

fi nd.pcworld.com/63500
• If the P2S6 CMFSSD·256GBG2D's specs, performance, and price Look familiar, that's because it packs Samsung's MLC SSD drive inside.

Kingston Technology SSD
Now V+ Series SSD

4

$385 NEW

****

VERY GOOD

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copy 3.7GB of files: 26 seconds
• Write 3.7GB of files: 23seconds

• 128GB
•SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte:S3.01

find.pcworld.com/69524
• This solid performer comes with a handy upgrade kit and cloning software to simplify adding the drive to your desktop PC.

l'm1 Intel X25·MSolid State

Im Drive160GB

5

$430

****

VERY GOOD

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copy 3.7GB of files: 25 seconds
•Write 3.7GB of files: 40 seconds

• 160GB
• SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte:S2.69

fi nd.pcworld.com/63498
• Intel's gem of an SSD boasts competitive performance on most tests, and its price has come down from the stratosphere.

Toshiba 256GB Solid State
Drive THNS256GGBBAA

6

$785 NEW

****

VERY GOOD

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copy 3.7GB of files: 26 seconds
•Write 3.7GB of files: 24 seconds

• 256GB
•SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte: S3.07

find.pcworld.com/69525
• Toshiba's high·capacity (256GB) solid -state drive delivered strong performance, but Toshiba doesn't sell it direct ly to consumers.

7

Super Talent Ultra SATA SSD
FTM28GX25H

•

$400 NEW

****

VERY GOOD

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copy 3.7GB of files: 28 seconds
•Write 3.7GB of files: 25 seconds

• 128GB
•SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte:S3.13

find.pcworld.com/63502
• A basic drive from Super Talent, the FTM28GX25H performed right in Line with competing SSDs from more-familiar companies.

Patriot Torqx M28 256GB
SSD SATA

8

$745 NEW

****

VERY GOOD

•Overall performance: Superior
• Copy 3.7GB of files: 27 seconds
• Write 3.7GB of files: 25 seconds

•256GB
• SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte:S2.91

fi nd.pcworld.com/69526
• This 256GB model has a different controller t han its 128GB cousin. It comes with a mounting bracket and has a low cost per gigabyte.

Patriot Torqx l28GB SSD SATA
$405

9

find.pcworld.com/63501

***1

VERY GOOD

•Overall performance: Superior
• Copy 3.7GB of files: 28 seconds
•Write 3.7GB of files: 28 seconds

• 128GB
• SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte:S3.16

• This model is a good performer, and Like its fellow Pat riot it ships with a mounting bracket to make it easier to install in a desktop PC.

OCZ Technology Summit Series
120GB SSD SATA

10

$480 NEW

***"'

VERY GOOD

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copy 3.7GB of files: 27 seconds
•Write 3.7GB of files: 25 seconds

• 128GB
•SATA-300
• Cost per gigabyte: S3.75

find.pcworld.com/69533
• OCZ Technology's speedy (though average for this group) performer is chiefly distinguished by its unusually high cost per gigabyte.

CHARTNOTE:Ratings are as of 2/18/10.

MO RE ONLIN E Visit find.pcw orld.com/69532 to see full test results and detailed specs for all of the drives ranked in t his chart.
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The PictureMate Show Prints and Displays Photos

•

THE PICTUREMATE Show
from Epson is both a
snapshot printer
and a digital pic
ture frame. Getting
two products in one makes
the device's relatively high
$300 price more palatable.
The included 7-inch color
LCD can display photos up
loaded to the unit's 270MB
memoty or pulled from a
flash drive or memory card.

****

VERY GOOD

PictureMate Show I Epson
The integrated frame makes this
printer a full-time home accessory.
List: $300

find.pcworld.com/64259

The PictureMate Show
does a great job of printing,
too. In our tests it output
color photos swiftly at 1.4
pages per minute, with natu
ral flesh tones and vivid land
scapes; black-and-white pic
tures had smooth grayscales.
The printer is designed to
work independently of a
computer, but it has a few
quirks. The cropping tool,
for instance, requires a lot of
tedious zooming and shift
ing. For greater flexibility,
you must install the printer
on your PC or Mac and use
Epson's bundled Easy Photo
Print or another application.
Standard features include
a rear 20-sheet input tray, a

THE BUILT-IN DIGITAL frame

can ap ply slideshow effects.

front output tray, two
multiformat card
slots, and a USB/
PictBridge port;
Epson sells a Blue
tooth adapter for
$39. The unit comes
with a carrying han
dle, but it is not
truly portable since
it lacks a battery op
tion. Epson includes a
20-print cartridge and 20
sheets of 4-by-6-inch paper
with the printer. A replace
ment pack with a 150-print
cart ridge and 1 SO sheets of
paper costs $38, or about 25

#1 Finance & Check Creation Software
Save

-

aI

.. •

..:..

... -• .

-

-

cents per print-quite eco
nomical compared with other
tested snapshot printers.
-Melissa Rioftio

PLATINUM 2010
Business Suite

50-80% or more on checks!

• Manage Finances
• Crea1e custom personal & business checks and save 80% or more
• Accept payments online, by fax or over the phone
• Import and Export data files
• Compatible with QuickBooks" , Peachtree, Money & more
• Use with any inkjet or laser printer
• Replace Credit Card use with zero-fee payments by Ve rsaChec~
INVt'UC:f

• NEW! Provision™ Payment Manager•
• No more postage cost & hassle!

- Send & receive checks Instantly by e·mall
·Service fee apptles

Visit VersaCheck.com/pc1 or call 877-872-1191

BONUS

Use ·Promo Code' VCSP
at checkout and get a
VersaCheck8
Starter Pack FREE
"""-~..:...-.....:=--- $19.99 Value
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Top 10 Color Laser Printers
The impressive Dell 5130cdn and HP CP4025dn offset their high prices w ith cheap toner.
MODEL

Rating

Dell 5130cdn
S1549 NEW
find.pcworld.com/64136

****1
SUPERIOR

Performance

i

Features and specifications
• 47 ppm text
• 47 ppm graphics
• 1200-by-1200-dpi maximum
resolution

• Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality:Very Good/
Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm):25.2 text/8.3 graphics

• The 5130cdn has everything a busy office needs: speed. great print quality, and features galore-plus supercheap toner.

fm1 Dell 3130cn Color Laser
(il!1J SS49
find.pcworld.com/61971

2

****

VERY GOOD

• Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality:Very Good/Superior
•Tested speed (ppm):16.3 text/5.7 graphics

• 31ppm text
• 26 ppm graphics
• 600-by-600-dpi maximum
resolution

• Spoil your small workgroup with this printer's good speed, terrific output quality, and inexpensive toner.

HP Color LaserJet CP4025dn
$1300 NEW
fi nd.pcworld.com/64138

3

****

VERY GOOD

•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality:Very Good/
Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 19.4 text/6.2 graphics

• 35ppmtext
• 35 ppm graphics
• 1200-by-1200-dpi maximum
resolution

• This workgroup printer has plenty of speed and features, and its toner is affordable. Photos tend to Look dark.

Lexmark C734dn
$899
find.pcworld.com/63236

4

***1
VERY GOOD

•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality: Very Good/Good
• Tested speed (ppm): 18.0 text/4.4 graphics

• 30ppmtext
• 30 ppm graphics
• 1200-by-1200-dpi maximum
resolution

• Offices will like the speed, features (including banner printing), and Low cost; the default color palette is oversaturated.

Xerox Phaser 7500/DN
53300
find.pcworld.com/63047

5

***"'

VERY GOOD

• Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality: Very Good/
Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm):17.0 text/5.1 graphics

• 35ppmtext
• 35 ppm graphics
• 1200-by 1200-dpi maximum
resolution

• Yes, the 7500/DN is expensive, but it prints on paper up to ta bloid or banner size, at a fast clip and for a Low cost.

Kyocera Mita FS·C5300DN
$1739
find.pcworld.com/63237

6

***1
VERY GOOD

• Text quality: Superior
• Graphics/photo quality: Good/Good
•Tested speed (ppm):17.2 text/6.1graphics

•28ppmtext
• 28 ppm graphics
• 9600-by-600-dpi maximum
resolution

• Speed and economy are this printer's st rengths; its color quality is acceptable for mainstream business use.

Konica Minolta Magicolor
4650EN

7

$599
find.pcworld.com/61205

***

GOOD

•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality:Very Good/Good
• Tested speed (ppm):15.0 text/3.9 graphics

•25ppm text
• 25 ppm graphics
• 9600-by-600-dpi maximum
resolution

• The Konica Minolta Magicolor 4650EN is a competent color laser printer that's both well priced and well made.

Lexmark C780n
$899
fi nd.pcworld.com/60051

8

***

GOOD

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics/photo quality: Very Good/
Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm):16.0 text/3.9 graphics

•35ppmtext
• 31 ppm graphics
• 1200-by 1200 dpi maximum
resolution

• Despite the C780n's subpar reliability, t his device's speed and print quality are worth the cost for busy offices.

HP Color LaserJet CP2025n
$499
find.pcworld.com/61877

9

***

GOOD

• Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality: Superior/Superior
•Tested speed (ppm):11.l text/4.2 graphics

•21ppmtext
• 21 ppm graphics
• 600-by-600-dpi maximum
resolution

• For the price, you get solid overall performance from this model- but a somewhat Less solid·feeling package.

Brother HL·4040CN
$349
find.pcworld.com/57915

10

***

GOOD

• Text quality: Superior
• Graphics/photo quality: Good/Fair
•Tested speed (ppm):10.5 textf4.2 graphics

•21ppm text
• 21 ppm graphics
• 2400-by-600-dpi maximum
resolution

• This basic office printer balances good pricing, s peed, and print quality; it has a sometimes-awkward design, however.
CHART NOTE:Ratings are as of 2/9/10. Speeds are in pages per minute (ppm):resolutions are ind ots per inch {dpi).

MO RE ONLIN E Visit find.pcworld.com/69507 to see in-depth reviews, full test resu lts, and detailed specs for all printers on this chart.
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ACDSee Pro 3.0: Capable
but Slightly Inefficient
THINK ABOUT ALL the im
ages squirreled away on your
hard drive-or on multiple
drives. Finding them can be
a challenge, which is where
ACDSee Pro 3.0 ($170, up
grade $90) comes in.
The tabbed interface is di
vided into four areas similar
to the steps in a photogra
pher's workflow: Manage,

****""

SUPERIOR

ACOSee Pro 3.0 I ACOSee

Effective, advanced image manager
might not suit every workflow.
List: $170, $90 upgrade
find.pcworld.com/69537

View, Process, and Online.
Manage mode is where you
import, organize, keyword
tag, batch-process, search
for, rate, and compare imag
es. All of the functions work
smoothly. Unfortunately,
Compare is a separate win
dow, which can hamper effi
ciency. Likewise, the division
of View and Manage seems
counterintuitive. Having
Manage, Compare, and View
functions on a single tab
would be more useful.
The Process mode now has
two edit methods: Develop,
which doesn't affect the in
tegrity of images, and Edit

ORGANIZING A ND TAGGING your images is easy in ACDSee Pro 3.0.

for pixel-level adjustments.
All image adjustments in
both methods display imme
diately, with no lag.
As capable as the app is,
it may be intimidating to a
novice. The company pro
vides guidance, at least: The
opening screen is a quick
start guide, and the Help

menu identifies the various
features and tools.
Ifyou don't mind the divi
sion of the interface, ACD
See Pro 3.0 might suit you.
Check out the free trial
download (find.pcworld.com/
69505) and see for yourself.
-Salty Wiener Grotta and
Daniel Grona

THE FASTEST WAY TO LEARN
A LANGUAGE.
GUARANTEED:
•Effective
Learn a new language like you learned your first.
• Easy and Convenient
On your time. At your pace.
•Fun and Engaging
Every lesson keeps you coming back for more.

Level 1

Reg.~

NOW $206

Level 1&2

Reg.~

NOW $368

Level 1, 2 &3 Reg. -$5e9 NOW $485
SIX-MONTH, NO RISK, MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.*

Over 30 languages available.
(877) 292-1423 RosettaStone.com/pws040
Use promo code pws040 when ordering. Offer expires July 31, 2010.

RosettaStone

e

C2009RosettaStooo Ud.M r1g1lts f&S!!Md. Offer applies to~.al Edrucin onty.Pahutt oghts f)e(ld11'g. Offerta11111:~ be 001nbil'l!d 'f.tth ~my ctlw offecPra:s. subj~ todlangewMout Ml1te. "SBA~rrtb IMl~y.8ackGua1artee Is limitfd toprt-Ouct tit1thasssma:leduettt/ f~n RMtlta Ster.anddoes nol
include return shiwin2. Gw11antee dcts rd alll)ttto 3nonlire wbwiptionetto Audiv<Mnpanion {lU:!Chased sepa1atet,tfrooi theOO-R{».I product All m3terialsinclu(Jed with the pre-duct at the timeotpurcl!a9e mus.tbe returned together 3nd undamagtd to be elie-ble tor anvmtiange 0( rtfund
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I TRIED 1WO hands-free
headsets that offer attractive
looks and clear audio. And
despite their differences, I
ended up liking them equally.

Aliph Jawbone Icon
Measuring 1.8 by 0. 72 by
0.95 inches, the 0.28-ounce,
$99 Jawbone Icon comes in
six iridescent and pearly col
ors; the different versions
have snappy names like "The
Bombshell" and "The Hero."
According to Aliph, the
Icon's batte1y provides 4.5
hours of talk time and 10
days of standby time.
Like older Jawbones,
the Icon uses "Noise
Assassin" noise cancella
tion. A small nub, the
Voice Activity Sensor,

rests on your face while the
unit sits in your ear. In prac
tice the feature worked well.
When the nub slipped off my
face for a bit, however, the
other party heard a distinct
drop in audio quality.
The Icon uses voice to
communicate to users. If
you press the talk button
while no call is in progress,
say, the Icon announces the
remaining batte1y time.
You can download new
voices from the Jawbone
MyTalk site; currently you'll

THE JAWBONE ICON comes in
six styles, such as 'The Thinker.'

find a voice for each of the
six Icon styles. You can also
customize the talk button
for voice dialing or for 411
information access; you can
even set the unit to work
with Jott Assistant for up
dating Facebook, Twitter,
and other services by voice.

Jabra Stone
The Jabra Stone ($130) fits
so neatly into its charging
base that the combination
really looks like a smooth,
plastic stone. The headset
and base measure 2.3 by
2 by 1 inches together.
The base contains a bat
tery that, when charged,
can fully charge the head
set. The headset's battery
alone offers up to 2 hours

Palm Pre Plus: A Subtle Upgrade
THE PALM PRE Plus ($150
with a two-year Verizon con
tract) is mostly an update of
the original Pre on Sprint
but subtle hardware tweaks,
combined with Verizon's
speedy network, make it an
overall improvement.
The Pre's single button is
absent here. Like Palm's Pixi
and Pi.xi Plus, the Pre Plus
includes a capacitive-touch
area (with a light-up bar)
below the screen. To shrink
an app down to card size,
you simply tap this area.

****

VERYGOOO

Pre Plus I Palm
Phone has expanded memory and
other tweaks- plus a few quirks.
List: $150
find.pcworld.com/69450
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Palm says it enhanced the
Pre Pius's keyboard, and I
did notice that the keyboard
was a bit more responsive
than the original Pre's. The
slider mechanism feels much
more secure, as well.
Some of the problems I
experienced with the origi
nal Pre remain on the Plus,
however: For instance, I had
to use my nails to type on
the small keys, and I made a
few errors in long messages.
One notable tweak is the
Pre Pius's inductive battery
cover; you can now use the
phone with the Touchstone
charger out of the box. The
original Pre requires that you
first swap out the standard
cover for the inductive one.
The Pre Plus has 16GB of
storage versus the Pre's 8GB.

THE JABRA STONE and its base
can easily slip into a pocket.

of talk time and 2.5 days of
standby time, Jabra says; the
base raises talk time to 8
hours and standby to 12 days.
Since the earhook is part of
the device, the unit fits only
on the right ear. The earhook
is flexible but still somewhat
rigid. The quarter-ounce
headset comes with extra
earbuds for a better fit.
Jabra's Noise Blackout Ex
treme technology enhances
your voice while blocking
other noises. The Stone also
has Audio Shock Technology,
which arrests spikes in vol
ume. In my tests, callers had
no problem hearing me even
when I was in a noisy room.
-Rohen S. Anthony

****

VERYGOOO

Jawbone Icon I Aliph
A customizable, voice-driven inter
face sets this headset series apart.
List: $99
THE PRE PLUS has a touch area

find.pcworld.com/69543

instead of a hardware button.

****

With Palm adding 30 graph
ics and opening the WebOS
SOK, we'll see a surge of
apps-so more storage helps.
- Ginny Mies

Stone Jabra

VERYGOOO

Headset with charging base offers
convenience and high-quality audio.
List: $130

find.pcworld.com/69544

INK & TONER
PRINTER CARTRIDGES
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Cartridge World is the leader in remanufactured printer cartridges.
Save money and the environment with quality products you can trust.
Rep lacement cart ridges for HP, Canon, Lexmark, Epson and more .

.
- ~-
'

Why pay more to print?

1,700 locations worldwide
Find a locally owned
& operated store near you

888.99.REFILL
www.cartridgeworldUSA.com

Jtc Cartridge World'

REDUC!

REUSE
ltECYCLi

Reviews&Rankings
Canon SD940 IS: Sleek
Looks, Nice Photos
THE $300 CANON PowerShot SD940 IS re
sembles the Power
Shot SD780 IS (find.
pcworld.com/63445)

•

in many ways. Both cameras
offer 12-megapixel resolu
tion, effective optical stabili
zation, 720p high-def video
capture, about 20 scene
modes, HDMI-out, and very
good image quality.

VERYGOOD

PowerShot SD940 IS I Canon
Stylish camera offers eye-catching
design and appealing image quality.

List $300
find.pcworld.com/69461

In PCWorld Labs tests, the
SD940 IS earned a higher
score than its sibling for
overall image quality, with
very high ratings for color
accuracy, exposure, and
flash exposure. Though it
lagged behind the older
model in sharpness and dis
tortion, it still had an image
quality score of Very Good.
The SD940 IS took 290 test
shots on one charge of its re
chargeable lithium ion bat
te1y, about 30 shots more per
charge than the SD780 IS.
Whereas the older SD780
!S's 3X-optical-zoom lens
extends to 33mm on the
wide-angle end, the SD940

THE EASY-TO-USE Canon SD940 IS captures good-quality images.

IS has a 28mm-to-112mm
lens with 4X optical zoom.
The SD940 JS has a slightly
bigger LCD screen (2.7 inch
es versus 2.5 inches), too
but unlike its sibling, it lacks
an optical viewfinder.
The SD940 IS also has a
few of the same drawbacks
as the SD780 IS, such as a
zoom ring and buttons that
are a bit too small, and flim

sy plastic doors. Also, while
shooting video, you're limit
ed to a digital zoom; you
still can't zoom optically.
Ifyou've been considering
the SD780 IS, I suggest pick
ing the SD940 IS instead. It
has the same great looks and
terrific performance, and it's
one of the best ultracompact
point-and-shoots we've seen.
-Tim Moynihan

FileMinimizer Suite Works Great, but Price Is Steep
IF YOUR HARD drive is
clogged with photos and
Microsoft Office documents,
or ifyou need a way to share
those large files, look to File
Minimizer Suite 6.0. This
software reduces the file
sizes of photos and Office
docs, with no significant
diminution in quality. If you
want to shrink only a hand
ful of files, however, its $80
price is probably too much.
The files that it creates
retain their format and are
usable just as the originals
are. It handles Excel, Power

****1

SUPERIOR

FileMinimizer Suite 6.0 I Balesio
Shrinks photos and Office files
well; pricey for a one-trick pony.
List: $80

find.pcworld.com/69496
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Point, and Word files, plus
various image file formats.
You choose the files and
the compression strength
(low, standard, or strong).
By default it keeps your
original and creates a new
file, appending '(FILEmini
mizer)' to the name. You
can, however, tell the app
to overwrite your original
or apply a different name.
In my tests using its stan
dard compression, it reduced
graphics files by approxi
mately 90 percent on aver
age, with little to no percep
tible quality loss. Only when
I zoomed in on fine details
did I notice any degradation
of quality on screen. (You
will likely notice the differ
ence in printed photos; if
you plan to print, use low
compression, which in my
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FILEMINIMIZER'S standard compression reduces file sizes skillfully.

tests reduced photos' file
size by about 80 percent.)
Office file sizes typically
shrink by 25 to 30 percent,
with no loss of quality.
The app integrates with
Microsoft Outlook and

Lotus Notes, so you can easi
ly attach a compressed file to
an e-mail message. And since
it integrates with Windows
Explorer, you can compress
files by right-clicking them.
-Prcstrm Graf/a

Run CD or
DVD Apps,
Sans Discs
SWAPPING CDs and DVDs
out of your optical drive is a
pain-not to mention slow.
It can take your drive and
Windows up to half a min
ute to mount a disc.
Daemon Tools Lite (find.
pcworld.com/69535) is a great
freebie for mounting ISO
and other disc images as vir
tual CD/DVD drives, but the
paid Pro versions offer con
siderably more functionality.
For example, both of them
have a straightforward, easy
to-use graphical interface
no command-line visits for
accessing advanced features,
as there are with Lite.
The only real negative to
Daemon Tools is that neither

Advanced nor Standard (nor
the free Lite, of course) han
dles copy-protected discs. If
you don't need to virtually
mount commercial games or
DVD movies, however, one
of the two Pro versions of
Daemon Tools should pro
vide all of the capabilities
you need. With improved
virtual-device support and
image-type conversion capa
bilities, Pro Advanced is bet
ter suited than Pro Standard
for heavy or specialized use.
-Jon L. Jacobi

****1 SUPERIOR
Daemon Tools Pro
Daemon Tools
Handy utility saves you the hassle
of swapping out optical discs.
List: 4€ 0 (about S55) Advanced,
2€ 5 (about $35) Standard
find.pcworld.com/69534

DOWNLOAD THIS
Files That Give You a New View of Windows
A SIMPLE BROWSER exten
sion for Firefox and Chrome
lets you mouse less, keeping
your hands on the keyboard
and your eyes on the screen.
A special screensaver shows
you the current weather as an
attractive, animated scene. A
Firefox-only add-on tracks the
progress of your downloads,
right in your browser window.
And any way you look at these
programs. they're free.
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THE YOWINDOW SCREENSAVER portrays your location's

GleeBox

actual weather conditions in a pretty, fictional scene.

Do your mousing muscles ache
after you browse the Web? With the no-cost
GleeBox experimental Firefox add-on and
Chrome extension, you can perform many Web
surfing tasks by using your keyboard rather
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YoWindow
For those who prefer to dwell without sunlight.
YoWindow offers a chance to see the weather
without actually having to look outside. This
cunning screensaver gets local weather infor
mation and then draws a pretty picture of rain,
snow, or sunshine. as appropriate. I'm willing
to replace my aging "pipes" screensaver with
this one, as it will not only save my screen but
also let me know if I need to find a coat or um
brella before I've made it all the way to the door.
find.pcworld.com/69527
-Jan Harac

Download Statusbar

THE GLEEBOX ADD-ON for Chrome and Firefox
lets you browse by typing, not mousing.

than the mouse-including some tasks that
require multistep actions. Install the GleeBox
add-on into Firefox and type g, and you'll see a
big, transparent gray box in the middle of your
screen. Then type in a letter or a string of let
ters, and you'll be sent to the first link on the
current page that contains that letter or string.
The links on the page will be highlighted in yel
low, too. When you are at any link, just press
<Enter> to open it; to go to the next link, simply
press the <Tab> key. If you want to minimize
your mousing, this add-on is well worth a try.
find.pcworld.com/69529
-Preston Gralla

This add-on for Firefox offers an unobtrusive,
streamlined way to track downloads. Instead
of listing your downloads in the regular pop-up
window, Download Statusbar tracks them in a
new toolbar that appears at the bottom of the
browser. A progress meter shows the estimat
ed time and speed for the current files. It's
easy to monitor your in-progress downloads as
you surf, and the app spares you a separate
window. The tool makes a fine addition to Firefox.
find.pcworld.com/69528
-Erik Larkin •

Visit Firefox Sup-s-=r-=-t--=........--l
Downloads Frefox Se~ 3,... :-~
- -.-..:.--1
Done
THE DOWNLOAD STATUSBAR add-on for Firefox
watches your downloads in the browser window.
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

HD Video
Conferencing
for Everyone
Enjoy Affordable HD Video Conferencing
with Family, Friends and More with
faceVsion Technology

I

fa picture is worth athousands words, then '.video.ch.at today with

FVexpress"' Combo

its sometimes blurry images and problematic audio 1s akm to the

Empower your PC for HD video chit with iWird
winning VideoCam ind the world's first PO express card

[

"'PXfTt.'<is-

...,;,"*''"'ArhlC<lls

J

FVexpress• Combo packages fareVsion's
award-winning high-definition VideoCam,
FY
Ll, with FVtxprMs• , tM

roumcam•

world's first PO exp~ card embedded witha
chip-based H.264 encoding/decoding mKha·
nism. The combination delivers best·in·dass HDvideo dlat experience
to consumers who demand both highquality and the ability to instantly
share videos with socialgroups and devices.
The Combo is also targeted for small office/home office users andsmall
businessesinvertical markets such as education and training, health care,
public sertices, finance and services.
Hett's a loolc atsome key product features:
• World's first express card, empowering any PC with an ExpressCard
slot for two-way HD 720p, 30fps video communications regardless
ofCPU power
• FVToucheam• L1 VideoCam, which won the 2010 design award from
International Forum Design (if), fNtures a 28mm wide-angle lens,
nalive 2megapixel sensor with autofocus, capable of delivering upto
30 fps True HD (720p)v~ caning
• Adaptive H.264 encodtt and deoxler allowing smooth live share of
HD video/desttop in addition to HD video call over~ Internet
• QuUves• Manager (Grnail acrounts "Quired) bsuperiof video commu·
nications and sharing experieoce empowM users to enjoy 720p 30fps
video calls over800 kbps bandwidth with excellentaudio quality
• System ments indude: minimum CPU speed of 1.6 GHz Atom or
AMo• equivalent processor, PC memory of 1 GBor above, Microsoft
Windows• XP. Windows Vista"', Windows• 7, and ExpressCard slot
and US8 2.0 ports
"- -

early daysof television in the 1950s. Now imagine that same two·

way conversation with acrisp, high definition display resolution and the
ease-of use and networking infrastructure usually associated with high·

cost video conferencing.
Today, consumers and small businesses alike can enjoy this kind of hassle-free
HD video communication to stay in touch with friends, family and co-workers any
where in the world. Thanks to technical breakthroughs from faceVsion Technology
(FVT), anyone with an x86-based personal computer- regardless of CPU power
canachieve high quality, real-time, two-way, 30-frames-per-second HD 720p video
communication over astandard broadband network.
Drawing from the company's HO codec and embedded systems design exper·
tise, faceVsion's core technology embeds HOencoding and decoding algorithms at
the chipset level. and optimizes video chat by using faceVsion's self-developed video
communication software, Qulives"' Manager, for high definition image and audio
quality under low bandwidth requirements. This cutting-edge solution is designed
for use with faceVsion VideoCams and interoperates with standards·based third-party
applications. including Google.
The recently announced Google partnership offers an HO 720p video chat experi·
ence to all Gmail users using faceVsion Qulives"' Manager and ascalable platform
for interoperable video communication and sharing. The partnership, built on open
standards such as XMPP and H.264, represents a true mass market solution for HD
video conferencing at an unprecedented price and quality level.

To order or for more information,
visit www.faceVsionUSA.com
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Experience superb HD video clarity
and smoothness from your PC
faceVsion FVexpress™ Combo empowers you r
PC to deliver high definition 720p 30 fps v ideo
communications at substantially lower bit rates,
anyt ime, anywhere.
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• World 's first ExpressCard for 2-way 720p 30fps video
communications
• H.264 encoder and decoder allowing live sharing of
HD video over the internet
• 2010 if award-winning FV TouchCam '"' L1

~express ™ combo
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[SYSTEM UTILITIES]

[PC CUSTOMIZATION]

PC TWEAKS TO SAVE TIME
AND OPTIMIZE YOUR SYSTEM

Windows 7
Bling for Your
Older OS

Windows is a great operating system, but that doesn't mean it always does what
you need or want it to. These eight utilities will help you find a missing Recycle Bin,
make your mouse more usefu l, fix Windows annoyances, and more. (Go to find.
pcworld.com/69446 for access to the downloads in this section.)
Ever copy and paste text from one document to another only to discover that
unwanted text formatting came along for the ride? It can be downright maddening.
Keep your sanity with Better Paste, a tiny utility written for Lifeh acker (employer of
Adam Pash, coauthor of this story) that automatically strips formatting from text
when you press <Ctrl>-V to paste. Pressing <Ctrl>-<Shift>-V retains the formatting.
Recycle Bin inexplicably missing from your desktop? Thumbnails not working?
The easy-to-use utility FixWin repairs-with point-and-click ease-common annoy
ances related to Windows Explorer, the Internet, Media Player, and other system tools.
Using Windows Update keeps your operating system up-to-date, but what about
third-party applications? Ketarin scans your installed programs and then checks for
and downloads any updates to ensure that you're running the latest versions.
You don't have to install an ent irely new OS ifyou ever feel the urge to experi
ment with Linux, specifically Ubuntu. Just install Portable Ubuntu Remix, and you
can run Linux applications seamlessly on your Windows machine.
Ifyou get impatient while waiting for Windows to copy large files from one folder
to another, try Teracopy, which can copy files significantly faster than Explorer can.
The utility has advanced features that allow you to pause and resume transfers, too.

Even if you're happy w it h your current
Microsoft OS, you still might want to
snag a few of Windows Ts innovations,
such as transparent w indows or eye
candy icons. These five apps will help.
(Go to find.pcworld.com/69455 for the
download s in th is section.)
AeroSnap: Maximizing a w indow on
today's Large monitors is often a waste
of r eal estate. In Windows 7, a fea
ture called Aero Snap Let s you resize
a window to fill hal f of the display by
dragging the wi ndow to the screen's
edge. Kick a space out of the name,
and you have AeroSnap, an app that
gives XP and Vista the same feature.
Seven Remix XP: Windows Ts visual
appeal defi nitely sets it apart from
the aging Windows XP. But t his trans
formation pack makes XP's boxes,

icons. buttons, and Start menu look
remarka bly like the new OS's versions.
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TaskbarShuffle: The new super
charged Windows 7 taskbar allows
you to reorder any of your ta skbar

Change User Account Control (UAC) settings

items with a simple drag and drop. XP
and Vista user s can enjoy the same

T

Windows Club

functionality with the help of t his
lightweight system -t ray utility.

In the golden days of XP, a small utility called TweakUI
was every system tweaker's dream-unfortunately, it
to a variety of options for
doesn't exist fo r newer Windows releases. But Ultimate
adjusting your OS.
Windows Tweaker lets you optimize every little corner of
your Windows 7 or Vista installation.
To help you find your data easily, Windows 7 aggregates files and folders from all
over your computer into a few special groups, called Libraries. You can make your
libraries even better with Zorn Software's Win7LibraryTool, an easy-to-use down
load that can add the contents of networked folders to libraries, back up library
configurations, and even change your library icons.
Say that you're working in another window when a picture in your Web browser
catches your eye. You move your mouse to the image and spin t he scrollwheel to
enlarge it-but nothing happens because the browser isn't your active window.
Wizmouse is a small, single-purpose app that makes your mouse's scrollwheel work
with whatever window your mouse is hovering over, active or n ot.
ULTIMATE WINDOWS

Tweaker gives you access

Windows 7 Shortcuts: Win 7 intro
duces gobs of time-saving keyboard
shortcuts for moving w indows around
your desktop, focusing on speci fic
w indows, or taki ng a quick peek at the
desktop. This down load installs a tiny
system-tray utility that adds them to
your XP or Vista machine.
WinShake: Window s l's Aero Peek
feature turns your w indows t ranspar
ent, giving you X-ray vision for deter
mining what lies beneath. Its Aero
Shake function Lets you minimize
every w indow but t he active one via
a simple shortcut. This application
brings similar capabilities-and then

Note: All items in this story were free at t he time we went to print.
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some- to most of Win l's precu rsors.

[PRODUCTIVITY]

GET THINGS
DONE FASTER
With these 11 programs and services,
you can share large files, save ink, keep
tabs on action items, and improve your
efficiency. (Go to find.pcworld.com/69463
for the downloads in this section.)
DoPDFFreePDFConverter: Want to turn
a Word document, Excel spreadsheet,
or Web page on your PC into a PDF?
Install this download and then choose
the Print command in the app you're
using. Select the DoPDF "printer" and
tweak the settings, and you're done.
Drop.ioforOutlook: If there's an easier
way to share big files than the Drop.io
Web service, we haven't found it. And
now you can grab the beta plug-in for
Outlook (or add-ons for Chrome and
Firefox). It lets you select up to 100MB
of files and then choose your own cus
tom download URL to share them.
Ecofont: This font set looks a lot like
the familiar Arial typeface, but with one

service shows you news in your chosen
areas, in the familiar format of a daily
paper. It can take some work to set up,
but it's good for keeping track of a wide
range of subjects. www.icurrent.com
Liaise: Many e-mail messages repre
sent action items-things you need to
schedule, track, and do. This Outlook
add-in automatically recognizes action
items as you type a new message, and
then keeps tabs on them and helps you
finish them on time. www.liaise.com
MakeSomeTime: Invoice management
poses a challenge for the self-employed.

Sign up with MakeSomeTune to
keep tabs on invoices, clients,
projects, and billable time, all
within your browser. The free
plan lets you manage up to five
clients and send one invoice per
month . www.makesometime.com
ScreenToaster: You need to
show Uncle Al (who lives halfway
across the country) how to copy
and paste text in Word? Create a
"screencast"- a recording ofyour
PC's screen- and send him the video.
Sign up at the ScreenToaster site, press
<Alt>-S, and you're recording. Once you
have finished that, you can add captions
and then upload the video to the site's
servers or to YouTube, or download it
as an AVI file. www.screentoaster.com
Tom'sPlanner: Gantt charts, with their
overlapping color bars, are nice for visu
alizing a schedule-but making them can
involve painful data entry. With Tom's
Planner (free for a year with sign-up
during the beta), you go straight to the
final product. www.tomsplanner.com »

key difference. Each letter has holes
punched in it, and so requires less ink
to print- which means that you'll
spend less money on ink cartridges.
Everything: This app indexes all of the
items on your hard drive and then per
forms lightning-fast searches for files
and folders. The tiny program takes the
place of the regular search function in
Windows 2000, XP, Vista, and 7, and it
produces dynamic real-time results.
FlockDraw: If you have an idea that
you need to express visually to people
who aren't in t he same room, this Web
based service can act as a shared cock
tail napkin. Invite other people to view
your drawing and even to draw along in
real time. www.flockdraw.com
Fonolo: Sick of navigating phone
menus? This Web service, which gives
you access to the phone menus for
common customer-service numbers,
lets you pick any menu item and then
connects you right to it . www.fonolo.com
iCurrent: Personalize this free news
site to match your interests. This beta

Get toget her via business chat. secure screen sharing. and microblogging.
SERVICE

LogMein Express
find.pcworld.com/69488

MiNeeds
www.mineeds.com

Tinychat
tinychat.com

Yammer
www.yammer.com

·Zoho Discussions
discussions.zoho.com

Whatotdoes

I

Whywelokeot

Enables secure screen sharing;
perfect for troubleshooting a
relat ive's or friend's PC from afar.

Nothing to install. The sharer
downloads and runs a tiny app and
then gives a 12-digit code to the
person taking control remotely.

Connect s you with local service
pros-from attorneys to house
cleaners to wedding planners.

Just post your "need" and then wait
for bids. Compare offers, view each
professional's credentials, and read
reviews left by ot her customers.

Creat es "disposable" chatrooms
for on· the· fly meetings with
coworkers or weekend planning
sessions with friends.

Easy to use. Simply create a name
for your chatroom, and invite people
via Facebook. Twitter, or e-mail.

Offers Facebook-style functions
for individual businesses, allowing
employees to communicate in a
variant of a private social network.

Ample collaborat ion features, such
as microblogging, file sharing, and
groups within the net work.

Adds a feature-rich discussion
forum to any blog. product page,
site, or other on line destination.

An easy way for small-business
owners, bloggers, and other site
managers to converse with readers.
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[DESKTOP CUSTOMIZATION]

TAKE WINDOWS TO ANOTHER DIMENSION
Use these eight downloads and services to build 3D desktops,
creatively launch or minimize programs, and keep your work
space tidy in other ways. (Go to find.pcworld.com/69462 for
access to the downloads in this section.)
Are you fond of pinning notes and photos to the walls and
arranging your documents into stacks? That's the idea behind
BumpTop, a 3D desktop designed to bring a real-world organi
zational approach to your computing life.
Don't have room on your desk- or money in your wallet
for a second monitor? No problem: DeskHedron supplies you
with "virtual" 3D desktops (up to nine of them, in fact) that

you can flip through by using either
hotkeys or your mouse's scrollwheel.
well as to make them
Fences organizes your icons into
appear and vanish.
translucent, windowlike areas. And
with a double-click of the desktop,
you can make everything disappear (another double-click re
stores everything). lt's a must-have app for neatness freaks, or
for anyone whose icon collection has gotten out of control.
USE FENCES TO put

your icons in order, as

Windows 7 can automatically cycle through wallpapers at
designated intervals, so be sure to stock it with plenty of
pretty pictures. For an attractive assortment of images, sign
up to use the beta lnterfacelift wallpaper library, which has
more than 2000 selections that you can sort by resolution or
by the number of monitors. You'll even find mobile-ready
images for iPhones and other devices. find.pcworld.com/69491
Everybody has a favorite method for launching programs.
If you haven't found yours yet, though, download Krento. It
creates a slick, rotating 3D circle of up to 12 ofyour favorite
applications (and it supports multiple circles if you want to
categorize them). You can also skin Krento, invoke it
using a variety of mouse/keyboard methods, and add
favorites by dragging and dropping.
Give your desktop a complete overhaul with Rain
meter, a beautiful display complete with resource mon
itors, news feeds, a to-do list, and more-all seamlessly
embedded on your desktop and completely customiz
able. It works with Windows XP, Vista, and 7.
The concept of "stacks" is familiar to any Mac user,
and now Windows users can have them, too. Stand
aloneStack 2 creates eye-pleasing animated shortcuts
aka stacks- for the contents of any folder on your system.
Such a function usually requires a desktop dock program,
but this download gets you straight to the good stuff.
Forget minimizing programs to the Windows taskbar
where you can't see what they're up to. T3Desk minimizes
them to the desktop, shrinking each one to the size, trans
parency, and 3D viewing angle ofyour choice. All it takes to
bring any window back to the forefront is a single click.

[BROWSER APPS, ADD-ONS, AND UTILITIES]

You Live in Your Web Browser-Enhance It
The following five tools and services allow
you to recover information you typed into
forms, add narrations to presentations, turn
PDFs into editable documents, and more.
CeeVee: Register to assemble a polished
looking resume with this Web service, and
then share it online via Facebook, Twitter,
or a custom Web address. It's fast, easy to
use, and proof positive that you're a Web
savvy applicant. ceevee.corn
Lazarus: This convenient Firefox add-on
records every keystroke you enter into blog
tools. comment boxes, e-mail forms, and
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the like. To magically restore the items you
typed, just right-click and choose Recover
Text or Recover Form from the context
menu. find .pcworld.com/69465
MailBrowser: Manage your contacts, at
tachments, and other details in Gmail. Avail
able for Firefox and Internet Explorer, this
beta add-on reveals information about each
contact, integrates with Google Calendar
for simple appointment scheduling, Lists
all of the received attachments for a given
contact, and creates local, searchable
copies of them. find.pcworld.corn/69512

MyBrainshark: This presentation-hosting
service lets you add narration to a presen
tation just by picking up your phone. All you
do is sign up, upload your PowerPoint slide
deck, and then call a special number and
start talking. rny.brainshark.corn
PDF to Word: This Web service transforms
PDFs into edit-ready documents. Simply
upload your file and choose your desired
output format, either Word or Rich Text For
mat. Then sit tight until the service sends
you an e-mail with a link to download the
converted document. www.pdftoword.com

[BACKUP AND STORAGE UTILITIES]

Keep Your Data
Safe and Organized

[SOCI AL NETWORKI NG]

CONNECT FASTER
WITH WEB FRIENDS
These eight freebies will streamline interfaces, help you share
phot o s, and use social net works more effect ively. (Go to find.
pcworld.com/69466 for the downloads in t his section.)
Tired of Facebook's cluttered int erface and Twitter's boring
one? Sign up with Drizzly to give both services a simple, classy
makeover. You can still tweet and retweet, write on walls, and
do all t he other core Facebook/fwitter stuff. brizzly.com
Everyone loves sharing photos on Facebook, but download
ing shots from a friend's album is a hassle. Facebook Photo
Album Downloader, aka FacePAD, is a Firefox add-on that lets
you grab entire albu ms (including event and grou p albums).

Want to make shopping online a group sport? Add a book
marklet for t he beta service FriendShopper to your browser.
When you see something on the Web that interests you, click
the bookmarklet and save the page, share it with a friend, or
do both. www.friendshopper.com
The ultrastylish Microsoft Silverlight 4 Beta Client for Facebook
delivers not only the usual Facebook elements but also a cool
animated photo grid and a better photo-uploading tool. It's
currently a "developer preview," so expect a few bugs.
Outlook lets you link photos to contacts. And most Face
book users have profile phot os on their accounts. How shall
the twain meet? Use OutSync, which copies photos ofyour
Facebook friends into matching contacts in Outlook.
PhotoGrabber runs independently ofyour browser, and
downloads p hotos tagged with your name o r with t he names
ofyour friends . It's great for rounding up snapshots that land
in other people's albums without your knowledge.
The browser-based beta Splitweet lets you tweet t o one or
more accounts simultaneously; read, reply to, and share
updates from users you follow; and track mentions of any
"brand" names you want (your company's name, a competi
tor's name, a product line, and so on). www.splitweet.com
Don't want to run a full-blown Twitter client (like Tweet
Deck)? The Outlook add-on Twlnbox brings tweets to your
inbox and has a toolbar for updating your status, retweeting,
sending direct messages, and performing other tasks.

Among these seven offerings are tools that enhance back
ups, make drive images. provide free storage, and more. (Go
to find.pcworld.com/69469 for the downloads in this section.)
Sure, you regula rly back up local data. But what about
Facebook contacts, Twitter feeds. and Flickr photos? If you
don't trust the cloud, sign up for Backupify to get lGB of
storage, weekly backups of your online accounts. and the
ability to download backups to your PC. www.backupify.com
Similar to Windows' own System Restore, ComodoTime
Machine can roll back your PC to an earlier state. However,
this download does more than just protect the Registry and
your system files: It backs up files, folders, and programs,
as well. Windows won't load? Press <Home> while booting
to access all of CTM's roll-back features.
Macri um Reflect Free Edition images your hard drive for
restoring your PC in the event of a disaster. This download
can run automatically at set times, too. The interface requires
some understanding of the XM L data format, however.
Windows Live SkyDrive gives you 25GB of free online stor
age, and SDExplorer allows you to access that storage from
Windows Explorer. No more wrangling Live SkyDrive's awk

ward Web interface- this extension brings drag-and-drop
BKlwpTasb
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Crute a backup image
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simplicity to file management.
CREATE A DISK image
in Macrium Reflect to
SpiderOak gives you 2GB of free
online backup space, a perfect
protect against data
amount for preserving small
loss In a disaster.
batches of data such as Word
documents or Quicken files. This download runs in the
background, saving your selected files whenever it detects
changes. It can archive data stored on network drives. too.
Courtesy of Microsoft. the Sync Toy utility syncs files be
tween two home-network locations, such as a desktop and
a laptop, or a flash drive and a network folder. Just choose a
"left" and "right" folder and specify a few sync settings.
Compatible with Windows 2000, XP, Vista, and 7, the Todo
Backup download creates an image of your entire hard drive
or an individual partition. You can restore that backup from
within Windows or via a bootable CD, which the download
can burn for you. Note: This tool has no scheduling option. »
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[VIDEO]

[MOBILE TOOLS]

What's on the PC Tonight?

ON-THE-GO
ASSISTANCE

Find and organize media with these
eight toots. (Go to find.pcworld.com/
69475 for the downloads in this section.)
Boxee Beta: This open-source applica
tion plays back desktop and Web-based
media seamlessly on your HDTV.
Classic Cinema Online: At this Website

you can find and
beta, you can view
view hundreds of
freely available
your digital video
on your HDTV.
classic films,
neatly organized
by genre. find.pcworld.com/69508
Clicker. This site aggregates I nternet
video. giving you a central source for
WITH THE BOXEE

your favorite TV shows. www.clicker.com
DoubleTwist If you're using a non
Apple cell phone or MP3 player, this
download is a great iTunes alternative.
Hulu Desktop: Download this remote
friendly desktop app to liberate Hulu's
streaming video from your browser.
Jinni: This beta rec
ommendation service
helps you select videos
to watch by their com
ponents, such as mood
or plot. www.jinni.com
libox: Sign up for this
desktop app to create
a private network for
sharing large media files. www.libox.com
ShowMeWhatsWrong: The next time
you need to help someone remotely,
point your relative or friend to this Web
service, which makes it dead simple for
tech neophytes to record and share
quick screencasts to demonstrate their
PC problems. showmewhatswrong.com

[THE BEST OF THE BEST]

ALL-TIME GREATS
In our 1 S years of choosing the best free stuff,
we've spotlighted the superstars: Adobe Reader,
Craigslist, Flickr, Gmail, Google, Mozilla Firefox,
and Wikipedia. Here are ten more classics. (Go to
find.pcworld.com/69511 for the downloads listed.)
Ad-Aware Free: Excellent at stopping spyware.
Audacity: This surprisingly powerful open
source tool can record sound as well as edit it.
BitTorrent: Easy-to-use file-sharing tool lets you
pause, resume, and otherwise control downloads.
Dropbox: Download offers 2GB of file syncing among multiple PCs and the Web.
Evite.com: Website lets you create and e-mail party invites and track RSVPs online.
FreeConference.com: Schedule and make unlimited conference calls with this service.
!MOB.com: How did we ever settle bar bets without the Internet Movie Database?
OpenOffice.org: This downloadable Microsoft Office competitor gives you a word
processor, a spreadsheet, a presentation program, a database, and a drawing app.
TheGIMP: In this oddly named image editor, you'll find many of the same photo
tools that come with Photoshop, including filters, effects, masks, and layers.
TrillianBasic: From one interface, you can chat with many instant messengers.
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Embrace the mobile lifestyle with the
help of these five programs and online
services. They'll let you recover a lost
smartphone, strip Web content down
for easy downloads, turn a PC into a
Wi-Fi hotspot, and more.
BlueRetriever: Misplacing a must-have
mobile gadget makes you frantic. For a
little peace of mind, sign up with this
Web service, which provides a simple
way for someone who finds your lost
device to return it. You can even offer
the finder a reward, from good karma
to money. www.blueretriever.com
Connectify: Ever find yourself stuck in
a room with just one wired ethernet
connection and a whole lot of comput
ers begging to browse the Web? Simply
run this download on your Windows 7
laptop, and turn your portable into a
Wi-Fi hotspot that you can share with
others. find.pcworld.com/69472
lnstapaper: The Web rnnneth over
with content worth reading-but you
certainly don't want to spend your
entire life parked in front ofyour com
puter. This Website lets you bookmark
anything to read later, stripping the
page's content to bare text for your
computer, iPhone, or Kindle. You can
even go completely old-school and
print it out. www.instapaper.com
OverMyMinutes: Cell phone plans
aren't cheap- and ifyou exceed you r
allotted minutes, the overage charges
will bleed you dry. This Web service
monitors your minutes and sends you
alerts when your remaining minutes
drop below a threshold that you define.
An app is available for iPhones, too.
www.overmyminutes.com
Xpenser. If you travel for work, you
know how much of a pain tracking your
expenses can be. Rather than forget
another expense, try this smart service,
which helps you track your expenses
through its Website, e-mail, SMS, IM,
»
and even Twitter. www.xpenser.com

Faster.
Smarter.
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[MUSIC]

Uncommon Audio Apps
Let these seven music-centric freebies help you fi nd, edit, and manage t unes.
The next t ime you get an earworm from the catchy background music in a You
Tube video or some other file and you can't identify it, head over to the bet a service
Audio Tag and allow it to identify the song for you. audiotag.info
Tune out the world at Buddha Machine Wall, a stripped-down Website whose cus
tom ambient noise will help keep you focused. www.zendesk.com/external/wall
When you need to t urn to the Web for music, look to Grooveshark. This service

[SECURITY]

PC SAFETY
BOOSTERS
Your computer should be a safe place
to work. Secu re your machine in a snap
w ith one or more of the follow ing four
t ools and services, including a pass
word m anager and spyware fighters.
(G o to find .pcworld.com/69470 for acce ss
t o the d ownloads in this section.)
Passw ords play a p rominent role not
just in computing b ut also in everyd ay
life . Download KeePass to organize and

can play almost any song you req uest. and it sports a beautiful interface for seeking
out mus ic and building playlists. www.grooveshark.com
You say that you've been ripping. burning, and sharing mus ic for years? Chances
a re, the audi o files on
9 ...,.., .. or...,.• ..,,., .... ._.,.,.., •
your hard drive are a
........'fll'IH"• .,..,...
...,,
metadata disaster.
Quickly clean things up
Search for Music
with Mp3Tag, a univer

..................................
___

II

sal tag editor that sup
ports virtua lly every
audio file type you're likely to own. find.pcworld.com/69478
If you need t o do a little light audio edit ing and you don't
want to download and install a fu ll-fledged desktop appli
cation, s ign up for Avia ry's Myna, an impressive online ser

ON GROOVESHARK,
you can find and
enjoy just about any
tune you desire.

vice that lets you handle advanced aud io editing from the
comfort of your Web browser. aviary.com/tools/myna
Are you listening to music on your tinny, underpowered laptop s peakers, wh ile

protect all manner of important data,

your PC's fancy speakers sit unused? Download Speakershare to share the better

from ATM codes t o Social Security
n u mbers to Web p asswords. You n eed
rem em ber o nly a single p assword-this
down load r emembers the rest.

equipment with other PCs on your home network, whether you're s itting in front of

OpenDNS promises to protect your
children from online violen ce, pornog
raphy, phish ing, and o ther u ndesirable
elements of the Internet . Guess what?

It works. Eve n b etter, you h ave nothing
to install. Simply sign up for the service
and p oint you r PCs or router to t he
OpenDNS servers, and presto: bullet
proof protection. www.opendns.com
Its name seem s a bit over the top, but
SuperAntiSpyware is a robust , legitimate
m alware fighter. This d ownload runs in
the b ackground and staves off and re
moves even the nastiest attacks.
Clicking any link that you find on the
Web- even o n e th at app ears at the t op
of a Google search r esu lts page-can
lead to a spyware infestation. Try the
free browser plug-in WebofTrust, which
vets the links you click. G reen means
good, red mean s b ad. Simple.
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those speaker s or not. find.pcworld.com/69474
If you aren't satisfied with streaming music you find onli ne, dip into your collec
t ion wit h TunesBag. A free account lets you upload lGB of music from your PC to
the Web so tha t you can access your songs from any browser. www.tunesbag.com

»

In PCWorld's tests, these fou r free ant ivirus programs were among t he best.
DOWNLOAD

Pro/Con

Alwil Avast Home
Ed ition

Capable malware detection/
Confusing interface

Avira AntiVir Personal

Excellent detection and disinfection/
Interface not novice-friendly

AVG Anti-Viru s Free
Edit ion v8.5

Good PC disinfection/
Slow on-demand scans

Microsoft Security
Essentials (beta)

Nearly perfect in disabling infections/
Somewhat slow

CHARTNOTE: All fourdow11loads are available at find.pcworld.com/69470.

Bottom line

****""
****"'
****
****

Solid ant im alware protection.

Top-notch protection, scan speed.

Useful blocking of Web-based attacks.

An effective utilit y.

Cenegenics®Executive Wellness Program

Grow Older...~oak Younger.
That's the idea behind Cenegenics®, the cutting-edge Executive
Wellness Program that reverses the signs and symptoms of aging.
Cenegenics®is not a diet, not a surgical procedure. It's a
customized program designed by our medical team that utilizes
the latest advances in nutrition, exercise and, when clinically
indicated, hormone optimization.
It's no wonder that 15,000 successful professionals, including
doctors themselves, are turning to Cenegenics®to dramatically
improve how they look and feel and boost the overall quality of their life.

• LESS risk of age-relat.ed disease
• MORE muscle tone
• LESS body fat
• MORE energy
• CLEARER, sharper thinking
In this competitive environment, Cenegenics®can give you the
edge. Call now to speak with a Cenegenics® medical doctor.

Conndential. No Obligation Consultation

1-888-350-9031

www.cenegenics-run.com

Jeffry S. Life MD, PhD
Before Cenegenic~. Age 64
27% Body Fat, 157.6 lbs. Lean Muscle Tissue
After Cenegeni~. Age 69
100/o Body Fat, 164. 2 lbs. Lean Muscle Tissue
Data compiled by the GE Lunar Prodigy DXA scan.
Dr. Life'sphoto isnot enhanced inany way.

No insurance or Medicareaccepted. Most patients whostrictlyadhere to the Cenegenics program for 6months or more will see these benefits.

[TIMESAVERS]

Add More
Minutes to
Your Day
PCs a re supposed to make life easier.
That may actually happen if you use
these six resources to avoid repeti
tive typing, to reboot a PC efficiently,
and to gain time in other ways. (Go to
find.pcworld.com/69476 for access
to the downloads in this section.)
You have enough to worry about
without taking time to prune clut
tered folders. The system-tray app
Belvedere. an automated file manag
er, moves, copies, rena mes, and de
letes files based on rules you de fi ne.
Disclosure: This app was written by
article coauthor Adam Pash.
Rebooting your PC while you're
working is a huge t ime s ink. Startup
utility cache My Work takes note of
the applications runn ing at the re
start. and then automatically reloads
them when the machine reboots.
I nstalling a new OS? Don't hunt
for, download, and install your must
have free apps separately. Instead,
try Ninite. Once you select your apps.
this brilliant service installs them all
in the background (skipping toolbars
and crapware). www.ninite.com
Don't type the same text strings
e-mail addresses, phone numbers.
snail-mail addresses- countless
times. The PhraseExpress system
tray utility monitors your typing for
predefined bits of text and expands
them into larger snippets.
No time to keep up with your Web
read ing? Install the Read It l ater
Firefox extension-or download the
smartphone app- to mark content
for enjoying later, online or off.
For a window into your productivity,
sign up with Rescue Time, which
monitors the apps you use and the
sites you visit and then uses fancy
graphs to break down how you spent
your day. www.rescuetime.com
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These six helpers assist you in reshaping your life with the power of the Internet.
Focus

APP OR SERVICE
BudgetSketch
www.budgetsketch.com

Budgeting

Helps you track where you r hard-earned money
will go-before you spend it.

DailyBurn
dailyburn.com

Diet, exercise, and
weight

Offers motivat ing charts and graphs for tracking
your fit ness regimen's progress.

Habitforge
www.habitforge.com

Changing habits

Provides three weeks of daily reminders and
progress tracking to help you achieve your goals.

LearnlO
www.learnlO.com

Language skills

Presents ten new foreign-language vocabulary
words a day. Currently covers about 20 languages.

RunKeeper Free
find.pcworld.com/69490

Jogging

Uses your iPhone's GPS feature to track your runs
on a map, and then uploads results to its Website.

YouTube EDU
find.pcworld.com/69489

Education

Hosts videos of lectures from the likes of Harvard,
MIT, Stanford. and Yale.

[PHOTOS]

TOOLS FOR SHUTTERBUGS
Whether you' re an ama
i -i.

-·-

teur occasional snapshoot
enotit~.. • 01<1Cra<t
er or an avid p hoto u p
load er, these five tools
· J-·
can help you get the best
from your images. (Go t o
find.pcworld.com/69477 for
access t o the d ownloads
in th is section.)
Easy Poster Printer is a
deskt op applicat ion that lets you adjust any h igh-resolution
THE WEB-BASED
digital photograph .and print it as a poster (wh ich , at its largPhoenix image edi
est, can be 21 by 21 yard s). You print out your poster in sector has an array of
tions and then simply assemble the final product.
desktop-like tools.
Phot ographers caJI t he d ay's first and last hour of su nlight
the golden hour in h onor o f t he great ligh t that's available during t hose t ime periods.
Plug your locat ion into t he Google Maps mash up TheGoldenHourCalculator t o
determine the exact times when it arrives. www.golden-hour.com
Pho t oshop may be t he king of phot o editing t ools, but it's also expensive and
t oo powe1ful for most users. The desktop app Paint.Net is a light weight, powerful,
and easy-to-use alternative that can handle almost any edit ing task.
Want to quickly punch up a few photos before you share t hem on Facebook or
Flickr? Sign up with Aviary's Phoenix image editor, an impressive tool that looks
and feels like a d esktop image edit or but lives on t he Web. aviary.com/tools/phoenix
D igital p ho t os can reach many megabytes in s ize, so uploading images t hat you
haven't resized can be slow. Download Shrink Pie, a s imple but ingenious utility
that automatically resizes images when you upload them to t he Web. •

Advertisement

Try It Free! Ano risk showcase for sampling great products.
Glary Utilities:

50% on
Need4 Video Converter
SAVE

The Most
popular
all-in-one
free utility!
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All formats! All devices! One click solution!
- Convert video & ri p DVDs.
- Save movies for iPod, iPhone, PSP, Nokia ...
- Copy & burn DVD.

How Many DVDs Do You Own?
And which ones exactly?
Catalog your EJVD collect ion
today and KNOW.
Enter movie title or scan barcode to
download cast, crew and cover image.

http://need4 -video.com

1. Clean and boost the speed of your PC;
2. Protect your privacy and security;
3. Scan and f ix problems efficiently;
4. Windows 7 Compat ibility.
100% freeware! Speed up your PC!

www.glaryutilities.com

www.CatalogYour DVDs.com

BounceBack Ultimate Backup
Soun~
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..

Instant PC
-

C °')VE RY

Capture any image,
audio or video easily
and save 10%!
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Finally! a backup program that delivers
Instant PC Recovery. Start your PC or
Laptop from an external hard drive and
get up and running in seconds, not days.

find.pcworld.com/63837

100% FREE
Partition Manager
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Pinnacle Studio Trial
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Ser OU Ykteo Au<lo

It's like having digital scissors. make perfect
copies of anything from videos or t reasure
maps to PDFs or computer settings.
I nnovat ive feat ures make it fast and easy.

pixel metr ics.com/PCWdiscount

and create video
masterp ieces with
features Like motion titling, surround
sound, or pro stabilization technology.
Then share on YouTube, Blu-ray and more.

find.pcwor ld.com/63834

Catalog your DVDs!
CRM, Projects & More

Work. Online
Partit ion Wi zard is a 32/6 4 bitWindows
based par tition management software.
Move/Resi ze Partition without data Loss.
MBR. GPT Disk and RAID are supported.

find.pcworld.com/63832

From our online office to CRM, Projects,
Recruiting, Invoices and more. Zoho has over
20 different award-winning online services
for businesses and professionals.

zoho.com/pcworld

Just enter t he movie titles or scan
DVD/Blu- ray barcodes and get the
movie details and cover im age in your
personal movie catalog inst antly.

find.pcworld.com/63840

~II Restaurant Pro express
11
Point of Sale Solution for Restaurants

Dm
m pcAmerica I 877.722.7671 I www.pcAmerica.com/ pcw/ rpe
Retail cmd Rest urant Solutions

If you steered clear of Vista (or bought it and regretted the decision),
you're probably overdue for a desktop system w ith Microsoft's new,
nonhated OS. We've surveyed the field, from inexpensive space-savers
to the latest full-featured towers, to help you pick the perfect PC. »
BY NATE RALPH
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROBERT CARDIN
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emember when buying a desktop computer was simple?

in small living rooms, as Internet access
points, or deployed en masse in an
You'd stroll into your local electronics boutique, pick
office environment, where a low price
out the homely beige box with a logical moniker that
and energy efficiency help the balance
sheet. They also make handy compan
perfectly complemented your needs (and a copy of Win
ions for cash-strapped students.
dows XP), and then head home, eager to begin what
Many compact PCs come pitched as
Lilliputian media dispensers. Equipped
was sure to be an effortless setup and installation process. No? We
with power-efficient CPUs, HD-friendly
don't either. The PC market has always been inundated with more
integrated graphics, roomy hard drives,
and HOM! connectors, they're designed
options than the average shopper could hope to puzzle through, and
to live beside (or behind) your televi
the march of time has only complicated matters. Even the act
sion set, streaming Web content to your TV for a fraction of
of buying a desktop has been muddled, as towers ofva1ying
the cost of traditional set-top boxes or a cable subscription.
Read our online stories "7 Sawy Tips for the Web Video
sizes have been joined by computers of entirely new designs.
Underground" (find.pcworld .com/69417) and "Cable Cutters"
Fortunately, the most important choice you can make is
also the easiest: Whatever shape, size, and price range you
(find .pcworld.com/69416) for more on such uses.
settle for, you'll want your new PC to run Windows 7. The
Compact PCs have become a good choice for home theater
disappointment ofVista is still fresh on many minds, but
use in recent years, if you don't mind sacrificing a little pro
Microsoft's latest operating system offers improved perfor
cessing power. Besides streaming content, they're a good set
mance, surpassing even the venerable Windows XP. And
top DVR alternative. The mainstream editions of Windows 7
while each class of desktop offers divergent capabilities,
(Home Premium, Professional, and Ultimate) have Media
Center software; this software, with a TV tuner installed in
strengths, and weaknesses, they also take advantage ofWin
your PC, lets you watch and record
dows 7's features in their own ways.
We tested a number ofWindows 7
TV. You could also install DVR software
such as SageTV or even the familiar
based desktop computers spanning the
three major categories: compact PCs,
TIVo interface (find.pcworld.com/69426).

all-in-ones, and the traditional tower.
The six systems that we discuss here
represent new and notable entries in
each of those categories.

The Right Tool
for the Right Job
The first step in buying a PC is identify
ing a need: Who is going to use the
machine, and why? You might be
tempted to buy Grandma an inexpen
sive e-mail appliance, to help her keep
in touch. But what if she wants to stream Matlock in high
definition to her living-room TV, edit and store terabytes of
family photos, or video-blog her cooking show? A pricey,
high-end desktop computer could handle those tasks with
aplomb. The trick is to know what you want and, as a smart
shopper, to find a machine that delivers exactly what you
need in a convenient, cost-effective manner.

Compact Desktops
As the smallest members of the desktop family, compact (or
"mini") PCs tend to favor size over performance. A combina
tion of low-power, energy-efficient components and quiet
operating decibels makes compact PCs cheap to purchase
and affordable to maintain. You're likely to find them serving
82 I PCWORLO.COM
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With Windows 7 alleviating much of
the bloat associated with Vista, you can
enjoy the operating system without
dragging your little machine down.
Sure, some mini-PCs still run Windows
XP, much as their netbook counter
parts do. And our tests show that Win
dows XP will perform slightly better on
some Atom-based machines. But you
would be missing out on the stream
lined media-sharing experience afford
ed by Windows 7's HomeGroups and
its Internet TV functionality, among other improvements.
For more mini-PCs than we can cover here, turn to our
chart at find.pcworld.com/69447 to see a list of our favorites.

All-in-One Desktops
A decidedly different approach to fitting PCs into small spac
es is what's known as the all-in-one. These slender computers
are essentially the laptops of the desktop world: Their com
ponents are built in behind their displays, giving you a full
fledged workstation with a minimal footprint.
They're more than attractive. Many all-in-one PCs include
touchscreens, which offer a novel way to interact with your
computer. Windows 7 added native support for multitouch
gestures, letting you navigate the operating system using nat

Which Kind of DESKTOP Is Right for You?
Compact PC

support, and

media outlet in your home, store a life

PRO:If you're on a shoestring budget and

w ireless In

t ime's worth of memories, and give you the
computing power you need to create rich

you just want to send a few e-mail messag

ternet connec

es. a compact PC can get you on your way

t ivity). This

media content. The right tower is also read

for as little as $200 (sans monitor). I f high

keeps cord

ily upgradable-an important consideration,

def video strikes your fancy, you'll w ant a

clutter at a

as t hat will let you keep your machine in

machine equipped with an nVidia Ion pro

minimum, an

top shape for years to come.

cessor, for improved Flash and video de

important

CON: The Achilles' heel of t owers hasn't

cod ing, and an HDMI output, for HDTVs.

consideration

changed over t he years: Their girth, relative

Such PCs start at just over $300.

in spaces where a rat's nest of cables may

to smaller PCs, can make them at once

clash with a neat, spare decor. You are also

unsightly and ungainly. Noisy fans can ruin

CON: Sometimes, bigger is better.
Gaming, or even heavy multitasking,

Likely to end up with a single-touch display

the home theater experience, but they are

on a Low-power, compact PC can

- but even multitoucln support is becoming

quite necessary to prevent hardware failure

more common on budget all-in-ones now.

in such high-end

CON: ALL-in-ones may flaunt a small size,

performance

be an exercise in futility. The
price-to-per formance ratio
....

works against you, too: For

but their svelte dimensions often require

machines.

$400, you could acquire a bud 

notebook processor s, to mitigate heat and

Those large

get desktop that offers stronger

power Limitations. As a result, PCs of a tra

fans will also

performance, albeit in a Larger

dit ional size generally offer equal or superi

accumulate

package. You may also need to

or performance, for Less. ALL-in-ones priced

dust, espe

between $500 and $1000 typically offer a

cially if you

peripherals, such as a hard drive or an opti

20-inch screen, but performance w ill be on

have pets in

cal drive, if the model that you've pur

a par w ith that of netbooks and Low-end PCs.

the house

chased lacks key features.

Paying more will get you a Lar ger screen

so keep a

and superior performance, but often with

vacuum

supplement your mini-PC w ith external

AU-in-One

the trade-off of Lim ite d upgrade options.

PRO: All-in-one PCs are self-contained- the

~ -~.
I
-·

handy (air
circulation is vita l to a tower com puter's

innards are mounted behind displays typi 

Tower

cally ranging between 18 and 27 inches.

PRO: A system that is built with the right

sis of power consumption: A top-of-the-Line

Many models tout their wireless functional

components w ill play the Latest video

computer can generate an impressive

ity (wireless keyboards and mice, Bluetooth

games, stream movies and music to every

bump in your monthly electricity bill.

ural hand motions. You can flick Web pages to travel back
and forth through your browsing history, pan through docu
ments with your fingers, or pinch images to zoom in on
them, much as you would on an iPhone.
Lower-end all-in-ones often sport screens with only single
touch capability, but more PC makers are taking advantage of
Windows 7 by providing multitouch displays at a lower cost.
With no cords to manage or peripherals to juggle, setting
up an all-in-one PC can be as simple as pulling the machine
out of the box and finding a power outlet. Just keep in mind,
though, that this convenience can become a double-edged
sword: As with laptops and most other self-contained gadget
ry, you may find yourself out of luck if you decide later on
that you would like to upgrade particular components.
Cost and screen sizes vary. Depending on which is more
important to you, browse to our "Best Big-Screen All-in-One
PCs" ch art (find.pcworld.com/69448) or to our "Best Budget All
in-One PCs" chart (find.pcworld.com/69449).

health). And then there is the silent neme

Tower Desktops
Tower PCs are the most familiar member of the desktop fami
ly, and their chief strength is versatility. You'll find desktops
in all shapes and sizes: petite minitowers, gaming behemoths
bedecked in LED bulbs, and the midsize tower, aimed at
mainstream users. Need more room for your family photos,
or music? Open up your case and add an extra hard drive.
Has your machine Jost its pep? Pop in a stick of RAM, or
swap out an aging motherboard for a newer model.
If you aren't afraid to get your hands a little dirty-or are
willing to take your machine to a shop-no other category
comes close to matching a tower desktop' s flexibility. The
right components can prepare your system to tackle almost
any task, whether you're slaying dragons or rendering them.
You 'll want t o get the best possible performance out of
your workhorse, and Windows 7 is faster overall. But Micro
soft has also reworked how the operating system runs multi
threaded applications, such as image editors and games. »
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This is an especially important change for computers that
sport multicore processors-a feature of the great majority of
new tower PCs- as they will see snappier performance under
Windows 7 than under either Windows XP or Vista.
On the other hand, a plethora of options isn't always a
good thing. Tower systems are arguably the most confusing
category of the desktop bunch, because the dizzying range
of choices and price ranges here can have you buying far

more machine than you need ifyou don't do your research.
To narrow down your options, go online to see our charts
for our favorite budget desktops (find .pcworld.com/69451),
mainstream desktops (find.pcworld.com/69452), and perfor
mance desktops (find.pcworld.com/69453).
You have lots to consider when shopping for a new desk
top. But take heart: A look at the following models can bring
focus to your search and help you make the right choice.

COMPACT PCs: Byte-Size Media Machines
Dell Inspiron Zino HD
The ideal home theater PC can dish out high-definition
media while remaining unobtrusive-qualities the Dell
Inspiron Zino HD (find.pcworld.com/69454) excels at. The
minuscule 8-by-8-inch shell will fit just about anywhere you
can think of, is whisper-quiet, and can connect to your HDTV
or monitor using HDMI or VGA connections. It also has two
eSATA ports and four USB slots (perfect for connecting
external hard drives full of media), and a multiformat media
card reader lets you view photos on the big screen.
The Zino HD starts at $250 and scales up to specs that
include a 1TB hard disk. The $557 configuration we tested
had Windows 7 Home Premium (64-bit), 802.11n Wi-Fi
(important for streaming HD video) , 320GB storage, and
3GB of DDR2 memory. Its 1.5GHz AMD Athlon 3250e dual

DELL'S INSPIRON ZINO HD fits everything in an 8-by-8-inch shell.

Asus Eee Box 1501
Although Dell' s lnspiron Zino HD makes a stellar home the
ater PC, offering compelling performance at a fair price,

core processor also offers a considerable performance gain

people on tighter budgets hoping to find something a little

over the Intel Atom CPUs that compact PCs commonly use.
The Zino HD's built-in optical drive (a DVD player/writer) is
another rarity in a PC of its size.
The Zino HD's AT! Mobility Radeon HD 3200
graphics processor makes it far from a gaming
machine, but most compact PCs aren't de
signed to tackle gaming, anyway. You'll be
using it to consume video, and the Zino
HD will handle high-def media just
fine, whether you're streaming from
Hulu or watching DVDs.
PRO: For almost $600, the Inspiron
Zino HD presents a well-equipped,
attractive package in a compact, col
orful shell. Home theater buffs should
benefit from its potent processor and
quiet operation, but anyone in need of a
compact PC would do well to consider it.
CON: While its performance is admira
ble, your upgrade options are limited, as
are your connectivity ports. Its price tag
also brushes up alongside those of budget
midsize towers, which will likely deliver
better performance. Ifyou aren't fixed
on a mini size, look at such alternatives.

cheaper without sacrificing too much versatility should con
sider the Asus Eee Box 1501 (find.pcworld.com/69456).
At 7.5 by 7.5 by 1.5 inches, the newest Eee Box is one of
the smallest mini-PCs we've encountered. Running Win
dows 7 Home Premium (32-bit), the system achieved a
WorldBench 6 score of 38. That puts it right on a par with
rival Atom-based compact PCs, though they all lag
noticeably behind the Zino HD.
Inside the 1501, you'll find a 1.66GHz Intel Atom
N330 dual-core processor. Intel's Atom chips are a
popular choice for small, cheap PCs, as they offer
low power consumption while letting a model
remain competitively priced. But they also
don't hold a candle to the performance we've
seen from the Zino HD's AMD chip.
Rounding out the 1501 's internals are
2GB of DDR2 mem01y, a 250GB hard
drive, and nVidia Ion graphics. Ion is a
great asset, allowing even middling CPUs to
tackle high-definition content while maintain
ing their svelte dimensions. Even with capable
media playback under its belt, the 1501 will likely
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THE ASUS EEE Box 1501 offers a striking, elegant
design-and a number of compelling features.

CHECK OUT THESE, TOO
be of most use to folks who are
Acer AspireRevo R3610
Viewsonic VOT530
looking for an inexpensive produc
An HOM! port and
The VOT530 packs a Core 2 Duo Laptop
tivity machine but still want to be
nVidia Ion graph
processor into a chassis that's just 2 inches
able to enjoy high-definition media.
ics make this Acer
tall. You also get whisper-quiet operation
media-capable.
and a roomy 320GB hard drive, while a
To make up for its lack of raw
With a petite 1.2
plethora of ports and 802.lln Wi-Fi keep
performance, the Eee Box 1501
offers quite a few compelling fea
you connected. find.pcworld.com/69516
inch shell and a
tures. Make what you will of the
$330 price. it'll
disappear in your
unit's eye-catching, tilted align
ment, but with its slot-loading
living room but
DVD burner, the Eee Box keeps a
leave your wallet
trim design while also possessing
intact. find.
pcworld.com/
a quirky sort of elegance.
69515
The system packs a total of six
USB ports, an HDMI port, a multiformat card reader, and an eSATA
port, in addition to 802.lln Wi-Pi
and a gigabit ethernet port. The
the Eec Box 1501 isn't afraid to let its hair down and stream a
package makes for a nice range of options, though not quite
as many as you'll find in more capable PCs. Nevertheless, the
bit of Hulu. Some people might also find it easy on the eyes.
CON: At $500, the Eee Box 1501 's price is a bit steep. You
Eee Box 1501 fits an impressive offering into very little space.
can find other models in the compact category that offer sim
PRO: Although it makes a competent Internet kiosk for the
ilar performance but take some $50 to $100 off the cost.
techno-savvy grandparent or cash-strapped college student,

ALL-IN-ONES: Reach Out and Multitouch
Sony VAIO L117FX/B

a traditional display for your gaming or TV-watching needs.
The VAJO's 1TB hard drive will allow you to make ample
In the upper echelons of the all-in-one bracket, the Sony
use of its DVR capabilities. If you do manage to fill that hard
VAIO L117PX/B (find .pcworld.com/69457) could let you do
drive, feel free to offioad some ofyour media using the built-in
away with your TV altogether. Just connect your cable or sat
Blu-ray player/writer. The machine also offers a full range of
ellite receiver to its built-in TV tuner, and you can enjoy wide
wireless functionality: a wireless
screen, high-definition playback
on its vivid, 24-inch-diagonal dis
SONY'S VAIO L117FX/B offers potent
keyboard and mouse, speedy
802.1 ln Wi-Pi, and Bluetooth
media capabilit.ies and a lTB
play. An HDMI input means that
hard drive.
and Bluetooth Stereo support.
your video game consoles can
come along for the ride, too. The
Couch surfers will appreciate the
built-in speakers offer fairly
bundled remote control and a
decent performance, but you'll
design that lets them leave their
machine on a television stand or
likely want to replace them
shelf, operating it from the couch.
with your own set before long.
If you must have some peripher
Does a 24-inch screen offer
als and cables hanging off of the
enough viewing real estate for
your living room? The answer
slim, sleek chassis, you'll also find a
will vary from person to per
multiformat card reader, five USB
ports, a PireWire port, audio and
son. In cramped quarters, or
in a private room, an all-in
microphone inputs, and gigabit eth
ernet. The generous connectivity op
one PC with potent media
capabilities will run circles
tions will make expanding the PC's
functionality a bit easier. It lacks an
around the average TV
set-and this VAJO
eSATA connection for external stor
doesn't need to be fully
age, but otherwise the selection avail
»
powered on to function as
able is enough for most users.
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MSI Wind Top AE2220

The VAIO is no performance slouch either, earning top
honors on our list of the best big-screen all-in-ones. Pow
ered by a 2.66GHz Intel Core 2 Quad Q8400s processor and
6GB ofDDR2-800 memory, it achieved a score of105 in
WorldBench 6-among the highest results in its catego1y.

When shopping for an all-in-one PC, you'll often need
to contend with an unfavorable price-to-performance
ratio. In the case of the VAIO L117FX/B, an energy
efficient quad-core processor keeps things svelte
while bolstering the machine's score-and its hefty
price tag. But Sony also excels at designing attrac
tive products. Consumers have grown accustomed
to paying a premium for Sony goods, if only to have
something to show off to their friends.
Smaller PC makers don't have that luxury. They
generally outfit their products with less-expensive
laptop and netbook components, trading perfor
mance for affordability-as their customers want.
A few rungs down the all-in-one ladder, we find the
MSJ Wind Top AE2220 (find.pcworld.com/69458). If
you're in the market for a touch-friendly all-in-one
that isn't necessarily a media powerhouse, it's a
strong contender. The AE2220's 21.6-inch widescreen display
delivers high-def media at 1920 by 1080 resolution. Like the
VAIO, it sports a multitouch screen with full Windows 7 ges
ture support, courtesy of Windows 7 Home Premium.
The MS! Wind Top's similarities to the Sony VAIO contin
ue: Its VGA and HOM! inputs let you use the device as an
external display for a video game console or other device.

And let's not forget the coup de grace: multitouch. The

And it comes bundled with a wireless keyboard and mouse,

THE MSI WIND Top AE2220 is a multitouch-friendly all-in-one.

screen takes full advantage of Windows 7's capabilities here.
plus 802.11n Wi-Fi. It also has six USB ports and an eSATA
It's a fine representative of what all-in-one PCs can offer.
port (handy for external hard drives), a combo Blu-ray play
This VAJO has a lot to like, and Sony charges accordingly:
er/DVD burner, and a multiformat card reader.
Expect to pay around $2000,
though configurations in the L
Series with fewer features are cheap
er. But as is often the case with allin-ones, you could find a tower PC
HP TouchSmart 600 Quad
and a monitor with comparable
HP's custom TouchSmart software creates
specs for a few hundred dollars less.
touch-friendly widgets out of popular Web
PRO: Whether you're looking for
destinations Like Hulu and Twitter. The
an interactive 1V, a gaming ma
multitouch-capable TouchSmart 600 Quad
chine, or just a conversation piece,
includes Intel's Core i7 quad-core proces
you can't really go wrong here.
sor, for top-tier performance in a slender
Impressive hardware performance,
shell. find.pcworld.com/69518
a gorgeous chassis, and a vibrant
24-inch display make this multi
touch all-in-one the PC to beat.
Asus EeeTop ET 2203
CON: The Sony VAIO is pricey,
The single-touch EeeTop ET2203 lacks
even for an all-in-one- it starts at
Windows 7's gestures but boasts a 21.6
inch. high-definition screen. Features for
$1300 and can go up to $2000. You
media buffs include a Blu-ray player and
will pay a premium for that shapely
discrete mobile graphics from ATI, for a
chassis, so if looks aren't a priority,
keep hunting: Perfectly capable
home theater experience packed into a
alternatives are available for less.
small space. find .pcworld.com/69517

CHECK OUT THESE, TOO
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So the AE2220 appears to offer a package similar to the
VAIO's, in a marginally smaller, less attractive shell. But it
can't hope to compete with Sony's all-in-one in performance.
The AE2220 is powered by a 2.2GHz T6600 Core 2 Duo-an
energy-efficient laptop processor. It also has a 500GB hard
drive, 4GB of DDR2-800 memory, and integrated nVidia Ion
graphics. While Ion GPUs can deliver competent performance,
they're usually in netbooks and nettops, and are no match
for the VAIO Ll17FXjB's potent discrete graphics. The
AE2220 earned a respectable score of90 in our WorldBench 6
test suite. That looks even better when you consider the price
tag-the MSI Wind Top AE2220 can be had for $800, signifi

cantly less than Sony's aesthetically superior offering. And
performance runs in the family: The AE2220's smaller sibling,
the 20-inch AE2010 (find.pcworld.com/64217), is our highest
ranked budget all-in-one PC.
PRO: You get strong performance, high-definition Blu-ray
playback, and a multitouch display. It may not be as chic as
the Sony VAIO, but the money you save with MSl's Wind
Top AE2220 will more than make up for that.
CON: Ifyou aren't dead set on an all-in-one design, $800
can buy you a marginally superior PC and a 22-inch monitor.
While the MSI is not as fast (or as attractive) as Sony's offer
ing, you will still be paying a premium for a svelte chassis.

TOWERS: Data-Crunching Monoliths
Maingear Shift
The Maingear Shift (find.pcworld.com/69459) is the quintessen
tial perfo1mance desktop: Billed as a "personal supercomput
er," it delivers blistering performance by stacking all of the
latest components and technology into its imposing metal
chassis, overclocking them, and implementing liquid cooling
and clever airflow mechanics to keep all those up-to-date
parts humming along smoothly.
The Shift is powered by a 3.33GHz Intel Core i7 975 Ex
treme Edition processor overclocked to 4GHz. At $1000 for
the chip alone, the 975 Extreme is the fastest processor that

nized interior that makes tinkering a hassle-free endeavor.
TI1e Shift also has a grand total of ten USB slots, an eSATA
port, two FireWire 400 ports, three HDMI and DisplayPort
connections, integrated 7.1 surround sound, a multiformat
card reader, and a Blu-ray burner- a bundle that should handi
ly take care of just about every media-related need a user
could dream up. Should you wish to expand the machine's
innards even further, four free hard-drive bays and three free
5.25-inch bays are available. Maingear also offers an extensive
warranty program, and prides itself on its cuscomer service.
Is $7000 too much? For most users, the answer is likely an

money could buy at the time of writing, but Intel's upcoming

emphatic yes. High-powered PCs that approach the Shift's

six-core Core i7-980X processor could soon change that.
Meanwhile, the Shift's pair of Intel X25-M 80GB solid-state
drives ($250 each), arranged in RAID 0, serve as
the boot drive for Windows 7 Ultimate
Edition (naturally); a 2TB Western
Digital Caviar Black hard drive ($300)
handles storage. And don't forget the
three XFX Radeon HD 5870 graphics
cards ($400 each) that are paired with
6GB of DDR3-2000 RAM.
The Shift achieved a score of 181 in
WorldBench 6-one of the most im
pressive performances we've seen on
our test suite. In our gaming tests, we
saw a whopping 204 frames per sec
ond in Unreal Tournament 3 (2560 by
1600 resolution, highest settings).
The final price tag: just over $7000.
As for the Maingear Shift's case, a
unique, vertically mounted design
offers improved cable management
and airflow. The case is beautiful
inside and out, with a brushed-metal
exterior that's free of garish paint jobs
or decals, and a meticulously orga

level of performance can be had for far less, especially if you
are willing to roll up your sleeves and build one yourself.
While this configuration of the Shift would make a rather
convincing poster child for excess, some users-if
their pockets are deep enough-will throw
caution to winds for such a dream PC.
Boutique PC shops are the pre
mier source for excessively power
ful performance PCs, and every
thing is made to order. The Shift:,
which starts at $2600, can push
well beyond $7000-or even past
the $20,000 barrier, if taking out a
second mortgage strikes your fancy.
PRO: Ifyou're looking for raw
performance, enough fistfuls of
cash will buy it. Ifyou're a bit
thriftier, however, you should be
able to find an appreciable middle
ground by knowing exactly what
configuration you need and main
»
taining a strict budget.
MAINGEAR'S SHIFT IS the quintessential
high-performance, highly loaded desktop.
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CHECK OUT THESE, TOO
CON: While such super-PCs are
expensive in themselves, buying
one from a boutique shop entails
paying a premium-and labor isn't
cheap. Ifyou'd rather not build
your own PC outright, do a bit of
comparison shopping before you
buy, as you could save a bit of cash
handling some upgrades yourself.

Dell OptiPlex 780 USFF
A mere 9.4 inch
es tall, Dell's
business-centric
OptiPlex 780
USFF is pow
ered by a Core 2
Duo desktop
processor with
Intel's vPro

HP Pavilion HPE-l?Ot

technology

Fortunately, performance machines
your IT depart
Micro Express MicroFlex 758
are available for the rest of us, too.
ment will thank
The potent Intel Core i5-750 processor
you. And the
Though the plain midsize-tower
makes the MicroFlex 758 a strong per
Energy Star
chassis won't turn many heads, the
5.0-compliant
former. Its chassis offer s lots of room to
HP Pavilion HPE-170t (find.pcworld.
com/69460) delivers where it counts.
lBOW power supply will keep Accounting
add hard drives, plus a gaggle of ports for
We'll start with two pleasing num
happy, too. find.pcworld.com/69519
your peripherals. fi nd.pcworld.com/69520
bers: a WorldBench 6 score of 146,
and a price tag of just under $1500.
The HPE-170t is powered by a 2.8GHz Intel Core i7 860
Once you slide off the HPE-170t's case, the Maingear Shift's
CPU, with 8GB ofDDR3 memory. Windows 7 Home Premi
premium plice starts to make a bit more sense. Inside the HP,
you'll find a haphazard mess of cables, with little room to tin
um (64-bit) is housed on the two 500GB hard drives, which
ker or to add more components. While the Shift offers an ex
are arranged in RAID 0 for a total of lTB of storage space.
Graphics performance comes from an nVidia GeForce
pansive case with room to grow, the limited expandability of
the HPE-170t is indicative of its much lower price bracket
GTX260 graphics card with a pair of DVI ports. Whereas the
and of the kind of buyer that this machine is built for.
Maingear Shift achieved 204 frames per second in Unreal

Tournament 3, the HPE-170t managed a very respectable yet

Acasual user who simply wants a beefy workhorse and who

comparably paltry 66 frames per second (2560 by 1600 reso
lution, highest settings).
The HPE-170t offers a total of nine USB slots,
two FireWire ports, a multiformat card read
er, and an HDMI port, while a combo
Blu-ray/DVD-burner drive is coupled
with integrated 5.1-channel audio to
round out the multimedia faculties.
For networking, you'll find gigabit
ethernet and 802.1 ln Wi-Fi. The lat
ter is a curious addition to a perfor
mance desktop, but not without
merit. Ifyour desktop is already
pinned down underneath a myriad
of cables, an ethernet cable is just
one more. Taking advantage of the
gigabit ethernet will result in a fast
er networking experience. But if
you would rather keep things tidy
or your PC is in an inconvenient
location, 802.1 ln Wi-Fi is just fine
for streaming media and files.

is unlikely to take off the PC's case would do well to consider
the HPE-170t when looking for a tower system with a bit of
spring in its step. If you're a power user or gamer hunting for
bleeding-edge performance, you probably haven't made
it this far: You're still fawning over the Shiftand that's fine, too. Keep the level of per
formance you want in mind, but don't
dismiss a reasonably pliced
machine without giving it
a thorough evaluation.
PRO: The performance
takes this tower ever so
close to the deep end of
the PC pool for only a frac
tion of the investment. It's
a great way for folks with
stricter budgets to enjoy
high-end performance.
CON: The confined chas
sis leaves your future
upgrade options limited,
which will likely disap
point PC enthusiasts who
are looking for tower
sized expandability. •

THE HP PAVILION HPE-170t is a rea
sonably priced power machine.
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Faster.
Smarter.

NEW
Enterprise
Version
Available!

Synchronize
Your Life!
GoodSync

Award Winning Backup and Synchronization Solution

Automatic backup and synchronization made easy...
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
and back up your precious family photos, music,
email, contacts, and other important files - between
desktops, laptops, servers, and external drives, as
well as through FTP, SFTP, DAV, and S3 servers.

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

GoodSync will:

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

,,,/ Automatically backup all your important files.
,,,/ Synchronize your data between multiple devices.

It's FREE!

,,,/ Organize/transfer information between computers.
,,,/ Sync multiple file copies to prevent data loss.

,

,,,/ Help you achieve complete peace of mind!

--......._

www.GoodSync.com/PCW

The
Subscription
Trap
BY TOM SPRING
I
[ LLUSTRATION BY DAN PAGE

If you've ever opened your credit card bill to
find that you've inadvertently joined a club
you've never heard of, at a cost of $10 or more
a month, you're not alone. Millions of Web
consumers have been snared by similar tactics.
Our tips will help you fight back. »
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Q. How can companies make over a billion

called a data pass. Some consumers
consider these tactics a betrayal of their
trust, but the arrangement is certainly
lucrative. The Commerce Committee's
interim report lists Comcast, Orbitz,
Priceline (which operates Fandango),
and Shutterfly among 19 retailers that
have made more than $10 million each from their partner
ships with the three marketing businesses over the past ten
years. United Online, which owns Classmates.com, has col
lected $70 million via partnerships with Affinion, Vertrue,
and Webloyalty over the past ten years, the report says.

dollars selling a service few people want?
A. By signing up millions of members who
don't know that they're becoming members.

A survey by credit card company Visa estimates that nearly
three in ten Americans have been stung by a subscription
trap. Here's how it works: You buy airline tickets or flowers,
say, at a site like Orbitz or FTD-and just when you think
you've completed your transaction, you get an offer for cash
back or free shipping. So you click the button, and a screen
Convenient or Confusing?
appears asking for your e-mail address in exchange for that
attractive little benefit. It seems like a small price to pay, so
Many people think posttransaction marketing is built on de
you comply and then finish your purchase.
ception. David Murray, a Massachusetts hospital executive,
Three months later, your credit card statement lists a total of
mistakenly enrolled in Affinion's $12-a-month LiveWell health
$50 in membership dues from a company you've never heard
related membership program while shopping at 1-800-Flowers.
He concedes that he erred by clicking on a '$15 Cash Back'
of, for a club you never knew you belonged to and have never
button, but he insists that the offer
received any benefit from.
was presented in a "deceitful" way.
Unfortunately, getting your money
"The order confirmation stated,
back isn't easy. Some angry consum
'Your purchase is complete. Click
ers say getting a full refund required
here to claim $15.00 Cash Back on
In a Webloyalty survey of 308
writing a letter and waiting months
past and current Reservation
to receive a credit card chargeback.
this purchase!' This is not true.
Welcome to posttransaction mar
1-800-Flowers isn't offering $1 S
Rewards members, few were
active program participants.
keting, a billion-dollar industry that
back, LiveWell is. And who the hell

Who Knew?

is LiveWell?" Murray asks. He says

most people have never heard of.
According to an ongoing investiga
tion begun in 2009 by the U.S. Sen
ate Commerce, Science, and Trans
portation Committee, headed by Jay
Rockefeller (D-West Virginia), the
three biggest players in this busi
ness, Affinion Group, Vertrue, and
234 MEMBERS
Webloyalty-all based in Norwalk,
said that they
Connecticut-have earned at least
did not recall
being offered
$1.4 billion in revenue over the past
a Reservation
ten years. They shared more than half
Rewards
membership or
of that money with hundreds ofWeb
that they had
site partners, including such reputa
declined a mem
bership offer.
ble businesses as Avon, Barnes &
Noble, Budget, Buy.com, Class
mates.com, GMAC Mortgage, MovieTkkets.com, Priceline, Shutterfly, Staples, and Ticketmaster.
In return for their cut ofthe action, these big-name companies
commonly pass consumers' credit card information to the post
transaction marketing firm-unbeknownst to many of the
affected consumers. At one site, all you have to do to trigger
the handoff is to type your e-mail address: Even if you never
click a Submit button or press <Enter> on your keyboard,
your billing data goes flying from one company to another.
In the posttransaction marketing business, this exchange is

the data-pass process obscured the
fact that he was separately purchas
ing a LiveWell membership. "Is this
something 1-800-Flowers wanted
to be associated with?"
Apparently not. Company spokes
person Joseph Pititto says, "We re
4MEMBERS
viewed the programs and notified
said that they
the partner we are not renewing
had used dis
counts from
our contract." He says that less
the Reservation
than
2 percent of customers com
Rewards
program.
plained to 1-800-Flowers about
Affinion membership programs.
Source: U.S. Senate
Commerce Committee
Senator Rockefeller is among the
most outspoken critics of post
transaction marketing. "These com
panies use aggressive sales tactics intentionally designed to
mislead online shoppers," he says. His committee's investiga
tion has put the industry's Big Three firms under a microscope.
"There are more than 4 million American consumers whose
credit cards are being charged by mysterious membership
clubs after shopping online, and most of these 4 million con
sumers don't even know it's happening," Rockefeller claims.
Officials for Affinion, Vertrue, and Webloyalty all bristle at
the charge that they mislead customers. Each has claimed in

76% 1.3%

,
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the past that its offers are clear and
their details are conspicuous. Ob
taining your credit card data from
a merchant you just finished doing
business with isn't sneaky, they
argue: It's a convenience to you.
Affinion runs more than two dozen
membership programs, including
Buyers Advantage, Identity Secure,
and Travelers Advantage. It did not
respond directly to Rockefeller's
comments, but company spokesper
son James Hart says, "Affinion is
proud of its long-standing history of
employing the best marketing prac
tices in the industry. ..our programs
provide tremendous value for mil
lions of consumers worldwide."
According to Hart, Affinion's mar
keting terms are explicit and require
consumers to give "informed con
sent" before they join one of the
company's membership programs.
Online marketing expert Ben
Edelman, an assistant professor at
Harvard Business School who testi
fied at the Commerce Committee

hearing last year, believes that post
transaction marketing uses "bait
and switch" sales techniques and is
deliberately deceptive.
"Most consumers have no idea they
are enrolled in these programs or
how a third party got hold of their
credit card number," Edelman says.

RESTAURANT.COM'S SLOGAN is "eat,
drink, save money;' but Kari Glennon of
Bellingham, Wash ington, thinks it should
be "eat, drink, and watch out for surprise
charges on your credit card bill."
I n October 2008, Glennon bought sev
er al Restaurant.com gift certificates for
her coworkers. The next month she no
ticed a mysterious 514.95 charge on her
Visa credit card statement for "Shopping
Essentials." Glennon shares the account
with her husband, and assumed that the
charge was his. Three months later, she
realized that the $14.95 was a recurring
fee, so she decided to investigate.
Glennon called a toll-free phone num
ber for Shopping Essentials and discov
ered that it was a shopping club owned
by Norwalk, Connecticut-based Vertrue.
"I told the woman on the phone I had
no recollection of joining the service,"
Glennon says. The rep told her that the

I don't recall clicking
anything, and I did not give
my credit card information
to Restaurant.com for the
purpose of signing up for a
membership.

cha rges originated from her Restaurant.com purchase. "But how did you get my credit car d number ?" she asked. The rep
resentative told her that Restaurant.com had given the credit card data to Vertrue after
she had clicked on a "SlO cash back" banner ad and input her e-mail address.

Thousands of consumers have complained to the Better Business Bureau that they,
too, had inadvertently and unknowingly become members of a Vertrue service.
Earlier this year, in response to a Senate Commerce Committee investigation, Vertrue
voluntarily modified its marketing offers so that prospective club members must input
their credit card number a second t ime to confi rm that they want the membership.
Restaurant.com spokesper son Tony Bombacino says that his company cut t ies w ith
Vertrue in November 2009 after the Commerce Committee began investigating the busi
ness practices of major posttransaction marketers. "We felt it wou ld be best to end our
relationship and find out what the Senate investigation concluded," Bombacino says.

Making It Clearer

Accor ding to Bombacino, Restaurant.com has an A+ rating with the BBB and has re

ceived few complaints about its Vertrue ties. Vertrue has an F rating with the BBB due
In January, in response to the Com
to a "fail ure to honor commitment to arbitrate or mediate disputes," the BBB says.
merce Committee's investigation,
When Glennon asked Vertrue for a refund, its reps told her they could credit only the
Affinion, Vertrue, and Webloyalty
most recent charge to her Visa account. To get the other 529.90, they said, she would
agreed to alter their online offer
have to mail a request to Vertrue's postal address. Glennon says the money came three
pages. Instead of collecting credit
weeks Later. Vertrue reps declined to comment on her experience, but they say the com
card data directly from the host Web
pany has always allowed members to cancel an account and receive a refund by phone.
site where the offer appears, the
companies now require consumers
to enter their 16-digit credit card
number a second time in order to establish their club member
we are happy to address those concerns," Kitchener says.
"We don't want customers who don't want us."
ship (and to qualify for any special cash-back or rebate offer).
Since Webloyalty began requiring consumers to input their
Rockefeller sees the change in policy as a "step in the right
direction," but he still views the companies' offers as mislead
credit card information a second time, the company has seen
a drop in enrollments, spokesperson Beth Kitchener says,
ing and is pushing for further reforms. Moreover, since the
three companies adopted the change voluntarily, other post
though she declines to specify how big the drop has been. "If
transaction marketing firms need not follow their lead.
»
there is confusion about how people enroll in our programs,
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W elcome to Privilege Pass

The Process
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It's very easy for a shopper at
Spiegel.com to stumble into a
Privilege Pass club member
ship. Here's how, step by step.
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PROCESS COMPLETE.
Congratulations on joining
Privilege Pass. Your recur·
ring membership dues will
begin appearing on your
next credit card statement.

"'t"' ,,,,,...,. ~-··\<\9f'lt9

0

AT CHECKOUT, a pop·up box
offering free shipping appears .................)
on the order summary page.

FILL IN an e· mail address
i
field "To claim your Free .............:
Shipping Certificate."

Seeing for Ourselves
During a shopping excursion at Spiegel.com, I discovered how
easy it is to mistakenly sign up for a membership program.
After I made my purchase and progressed to the order sum
mary page, a window offering "free shipping" popped up.
Looking closely, I realized that the offer applied not to my
current purchase but to my next purchase at Spiegel.com
"Compliments of Spiegel Privilege Pass." I dicked 'Continue'
and found myself on a Web page that stated prominently at
the top "Claim your Free Shipping Certificate Now!"
At the bottom, a text field invited me to enter an e-mail ad
dress as an "electronic signature" agreeing to "activate your
Privilege Pass membership." In a lower corner of the browser,
a gray box with text that in several browsers looked slightly
blurry spelled out the "Offer Details": Activating my member
ship meant agreeing to pay a $1.95 "activation fee"; and if!
didn't cancel my membership within 30 days, the club would
begin debiting my credit card at a rate of $14.95 per month.
I typed my e-mail address in the text field, but before I
clicked anything else or pressed <Enter> on my keyboard, the
Web form seemed to register my e-mail address automatically
and jumped me to a page welcoming me to Privilege Pass.
This page said that I would receive, within 24 hours, a confir
mation e-mail, a "Shipping Certificate," and a user ID and
password to access my Privilege Pass benefits. When the con
firmation e-mail arrived, it didn't mention any fees associated
with membership nor any instructions on how to cancel.
Privilege Pass is a discount membership program that offers
deals on travel- and entertainment-related purchases. The pro
gram is run by Encore Marketing International, a privately
held company in Lanham, Maryland. The company did not
reply to repeated requests to be interviewed for this story.
Representatives of Signature Styles, the owner of the Spie
gel brand, say that their company has not received many com94 I PCWORLD .CO M
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plaints about the way its partner
markets the Spiegel Privilege Pass.
According to spokesperson Parker
Block, Signature Styles is currently
in discussions with Encore Marketing International to update
the way Spiegel's Website enrolls consumers in the Privilege
Pass monthly subscription membership. "We are developing
ways to be more transparent to consumers to make their ex
perience more satisfying to government, consumer advocacy
groups, and consumers," Block says. Signature Styles will
change the process in the near future, he says.

Some Partners Cut Ties
The vast majority of retail Websites I interviewed that have
business relationships with Affinion, Vertrue, and Webloyalty
say that they work hard to build a positive relationship with
customers and don't want to tarnish it through deceptive
practices. But since the Senate Commerce Committee inves
tigation began, only 8 of the estimated 450 companies that
partner with the Big Three (1-800-Flowers, Air Tran Airways,
Continental Airlines, Fandango, lntelius, Priceline, US Air
ways, and Vistaprint) have publicly announced that they will
no longer allow companies to make misleading pitches dur
ing the checkout process on their Websites.
Both 1-800-Flowers and US Airways say that they won't
be renewing their contracts with Webloyalty. Priceline and
Vista print say that they will no longer work with Affinion.
Intelius says that it no longer works with Vertrue.
AllPosters.com and MovieTickets.com continue to offer
club membership pitches on their sites. MovieTlckets.com
dangles a "$20 cash back incentive" in exchange for trying
Webloyalty's Reservation Rewards program (for dining and
travel discounts). AllPosters.com plays up a $15 coupon in
exchange for trying membership in Webloyalty's Shopper
Discount and Rewards club. Both sites ask you to enter your
credit card information a second time to acknowledge that
you are joining a club, and both explicitly warn that you'll be
charged if you don't cancel your membership within 30 days.

Money-Go-Round
for club membership said they were
Spokespeople for several companies
unaware they had given these com
told me they don't believe that post
panies their billing information.
transaction marketing confuses or
Financial information the companies
provided to the Commerce Commit
entraps their customers, but Rocke
THESE COMPANIES EARNED more
tee reveals that Affinion, Vertrue, and
feller says the results of his commit
tee's investigation show otherwise.
Webloyalty and their e-commerce
than $10 million each over the past ten
partners have generated more than
"The interviews and the e-mail com
years from posttransaction marketing.
$1.4 billion in revenue over the past
munications provide abundant evi
1-800-Flowers
ten years from Internet consumers
Intelius
dence that the e-commerce partners
who have been charged for member
are aware that their customers are
Buy.com
Movie Tickets.com
Classmates.com
Orbitz
being misled by the enrollment offers
ship programs . Of the $1.4 billion in
from Affinion, Vertrue, and Webloyal
total revenue, $792 million went to
Columbia House
Priceline
the e-commerce retailers.
ty," the committee's report states.
Conti-Check
Redcats USA
Expedia/Hotels.com Shutterfly
A review of posttransaction mar
Even more telling is a Webloyalty
Fandango
Travelocity
keting companies' financial informa
study that the Senate investigation
unearthed as part of a subpoena for
FTD
US Airways
tion, however, suggests that their
Hotwire
Vistaprint
information. According to internal
revenues may have been considerably
higher. For instance, Webloyalty
InQ
company documents, Webloyalty sur
reported revenue of $193 million in
veyed 308 of its Reservation Rewards
members and found that 76 percent
Source: U.S. Senate Commerce Committee
2007 alone; that same year, Vertrue
of those consumers either didn't
announced that it was projecting rev
enue of $800 million. For its part, for
recall being offered a Reservation
the third quarter of 2009, Affinion reported in excess of $184
Reward membership or said they had declined a membership
million in revenue from its Membership Products segment.
offer. The survey was conducted before Webloyalty began
Those numbers suggest that the combined revenue for the
asking customers to enter their credit card information a
three firms may now be close to $1 billion a year.
second time in order to sign up for its programs.
The Commerce Committee report also included an e-mail
message in which a Vertrue employee estimated that "cancel
lation calls represent approximately 98 per cent of call vol
ume" to the company's customer service center.
A Better Business Bureau review of numerous complaints
against these companies found that many consumers charged

No Strangers to Courtrooms

Rockefeller isn't the only politician to have gone after Affin
ion, Vertrue, and Webloyalty. Affinion (known before 2005 as
Trilegiant) has been sued by the attorneys general of 16 states
acting in concert, and by the attorney general of Florida separately. In 2008, the company paid $25
million to settle a nationwide class
action lawsuit for allegedly billing
YOU'D THINK THAT not joining a club would be easy.
and collecting unauthorized charges
But at many sites, consumers reg ularly get sucked in
from consumers for products or
to signing up for discount shopping clubs that they
memberships that consumers never
have no interest in joining. Here's what to look out for.
requested or consented to receive.
0 When you see words such as "free," "cash back,"
Webloyalty is currently under in
and "rebate " on a Website, alarm bells should ring in
vestigation by the attorney general
your head. Before clicking to take advantage of any
of Connecticut. In 2009, Webloyalty
such deal, take a deep breath and read all of the terms
settled a class-action lawsuit in which
and conditions carefully. Too often, accepting a "cash back" offer turns into a costly mistake.
plaintiffs alleged that it had defraud
@ If the terms and conditions are confusing, the company may have buried something
ed them. As part of the settlement,
Webloyalty agreed to adopt changes
in them that it doesn't want you to find. Skip it!
0 When completing a purchase online, look for prechecked boxes that may bind you to
to the way it markets its loyalty pro
terms and conditions you don't want. Uncheck those boxes.
grams, as well as to pay $10 million
0 Don't shop online with a bank debit card. The federal Fair Credit Billing Act protects
to consumers who had inadvertently
credit card companies such as American Express, MasterCard, and Visa; when you dispute
signed up for its membership clubs.
Over the past nine years, Vertrue,
a charge on your credit card. you can ask your credit card company to withhold payment
»
wh ile it investigates. You don't have the same protections with a debit card purchase.
which changed its name from
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policing posttransaction marketing.
Credit card companies clearly re
ceive many requests from customers
shoppers discounts or
free shipping if they'll
to reverse charges from Affinion, Ver
join a discount club
true, Webloyalty, and similar com
panies. (Each company declined to
that charges a monthly membership fee. Joining is so easy that many people don't know
say how many chargeback requests
they've done it. Getting out of the club-and getting your money back-is the hard part.
Here are the best steps to take to obtain a refund from posttransaction marketers.
they receive from customers disput
O Call thebilUng company. First contact the company directly billing you-not the Web
ing charges related to them.) Credit
site that hosted the original offer. Be polite, ask to cancel your membership, and demand
card companies have rules for deal
your money back. If the rep refuses to refund your money, ask to talk w ith a manager. Note
ing with merchants whose customers
the date and time of your call. and the names of all the service reps you speak w ith. Getting
frequently ask to have their charges
reversed; offending merchants are
nowhere? Inform the biller that you'll dispute the charge w ith your credit card company.
f) Call your credit card company. American Express, MasterCard, and Visa offer credit
subject to fines or even removal
from a credit card's network.
card customers fraud protection and will investigate claims of bogus billing. Lodge a for
American Express spokesperson
mal claim with your credit card company, explaining that a posttransaction marketer billed
you for a service you mistakenly signed up for or were unaware you'd requested. Empha
Lisa Anselmo says that her company
is scrutinizing the way Websites
size that you've tried to get your money back from the billing company w ithout success.
A high-profile Senate investigation has put posttransaction marketers under a micro
pass credit card information to
Affinion, Vertrue, and Webloyalty.
scope and has encouraged credit card companies to investigate and reverse these charges.
"We share the committee's concern
and are investigating alleged unfair
and deceptive practices," Anselmo says. "A merchant can't
MemberWorks in October 2004, has been sued by the attor
neys general of California, Florida, and Iowa. Each suit in
just transfer information to a third party." MasterCard
reports that it is "investigating online marketing practices
volved similar allegations that the company had deliberately
misled customers or charged them without their knowledge.
by certain merchants." And Visa officials say that the com
In January, New York attorney general Andrew Cuomo sub
pany is cooperating with the Senate investigation. •
poenaed 22 e-commerce retailersADDITIONAL FIELDS include
1-800-Flowers, Avon, Barnes &
address and credit card info.
Noble, Budget, Buy.com, Class
C.....le IM 111lonna1111n ._ena c:llclL YU IO "'V"
mates.com, Columbia House, Expe
up l or,.,..rm•m...,.ftlO 111 -"'~~-rd•
Faced with federal scrutiny,
dia/Hotels.com, ITD, Gamestop/EB
By m mptenng ma tnfamullion ..._ llM emartng )'<llJr
posttransaction marketers
@ma• adar1:s.s as rour el~ s1gnau• rau conDrm
Games, GMAC Mortgage, Hotwire,
lha t you ,_"" ano •ortt IO.,. Ollt< on4 811Hno
have altered their sign-up
Ot t811s lllldA\11114t!:t RHt_
R_l6UH11\41
Intelius, MovieTickets.com, Orbitz,
nsnu t<IO<tst 111\0 crt<lll or 0.1)<1 care ln!Om'~Uon '(OU
process to make joining a
pr-lor Cllllng aner your 30 cay FREE l!laJ.
Pizza Hut, Priceline, Shutterfly, Sta
club more of an effort.
ples.com, Ticketmaster.com, Trave
locity, and Vistaprint-seeking
information on their dealings with
ENTER AN E-MAIL address,
verify it, a nd you're enrol led.
Affinion, Vertrue, and Webloyalty.
Cuomo says that these "well-known
companies are tricking customers
Sia!•
I
By etCemg 1111'- - - •• !"f eleelroAc ~·....,
c1ioos
~.-=
0c-.
n--'Tw
....
clcit'lg YES, I r...i end O!J" !lo lho OffOf end &a'9 Ot\...
into accepting offers from third
end llAl'clrtxe Nellorolo ~.,._,. "'Y""""· - e n d
COtdT
aedl ar deblcentln1a r - to 9 - Obcouru a ftew- tar
Ma.t..Cllld
EJ
party vendors, which then siphon
~end-tlP'OC:e.s-.
Caro numoer (no spaces or GUl\U)
money from consumers' accounts."
I
I
HUNDREDS OF big-

name Websites offer

Then and Now
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Who Has Your Back?
Some people, including Senate in
vestigators, believe that the govern
ment shouldn't be the only entity
looking out for consumers' interests.
They think that credit card compa
nies American Express, MasterCard,
and Visa should do a better job of
96 I PCWORLO .COM
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AfJERDEEN
SERVERS

AND

STORAGE

WHAT'S THE DEAL
WITH THOSE GUYS?
Sometimes you have to ask, "What are they thinking?"
Aberdeen gets it. Businesses are in need of cost effective,
reliable, high performance, customizable servers that
feature enterprise level benefits with
entry level pricing.

Wha gives yau the best bang far the buck?
Dell
PowerEdge
R710
,/
VMware" Ready Certified
,/
Windows Serve~ 2008 Models
,/
Linux OS Models
,/
Redundant Power
,/
Hardware RAID 0, 1, 5 & 6
,/
SAS I SATA Drive Support
,/
Available with 2TB Drives
)(
Out of Band RAID Management
)(
JBOD Storage Expansion
Dual Intel®Xeon®Processors E5504 2GHz
Memory
6GB
PCl-E Expansion Slots
4
Hot-Swap Drive Bays
6
Maximum Capacity
12TB
Configured Capacity
3TB
Warranty
3 Years

Price

s4,462

HP
ProLiant
DL380 G6

Aberdeen
Stirling
267

,/

,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
)(
)(
)(

E5504 2GHz
6GB
6
6
6TB
3TB
3 Years
5

5,338

,/
,/

E5504 2GHz
6GB
7
8
16TB
3TB
5 Years

inter ~- :
Xeon

L

~

inside·

Powerful.
Intelligent.

$3,995

Prices l0t theabove specific conliguiations obtained horn the respective websites on Jan. 27, 2010. lntcl, lnlel logo, Intel Inside. Intel Inside logo, Flmlium, Xoon. and Xeon
Insideare trademarl<S or regislered trademarks of Intel Corfl(lfation or i/s subsidiaries in the United States and othe1cvunuies. VMware is a registered lrademark or trademark
of VMware. Inc. in the United States and/or other 1urisdictions. For terms and conditions, please see www.aberdeeninc.oom/abpoly/abterms.htm. pcw05

888-499-4771

www.aberdeeninc.com/pcw05

ere's
Tech Support Survival Tips
BY PATRICK MILLER AND
ELVIN LAI

l

No one likes talking to tech support. Use our
tips to help get your problem fixed-and maybe
receive a little something extra, as well.

Suddenly, your computer is

diagnostic tools didn't help,
you're probably calling tech
support because your prob
lem is so bad that you need
someone to authorize a war
ranty replacement part.
Prepare for your call: Gather
whatever product informa
tion you can find. Collect
your system's model name
and number ("Lenovo Think
Pad TSOO," say), your com
puter's serial number (typi
cally printed on a sticker on
the back of a desktop PC
and on the bottom of a lap

having issues. Maybe it's

top), and any relevant ex

crashing randomly, or it's de
vouring data. Maybe it won't
start. Depending on your
level of expertise, calling
tech support could be either
a really good way to solve
the problem or a really good
way to waste an afternoon.
Research and test: Ifyou
can, start by figuring out for
yourself exactly what isn't
working. The more details
you can put together, the
better-especially if you
have a smartphone or an
extra computer that you can
use to plug those details
into a search engine. Chances
are, any issue you have with
a piece of technology is one
that someone else has had as
well; and ifyou're lucky,
they've posted extensively
about it on a forum or a com
pany support site. Above all,

tended warranty, receipt, or
other proof-of-purchase info
(in case the company loses
your warranty information).
Make sure, too, that you
know what name, physical
address, phone number, and
e-mail address the computer
is registered under.
Have a system specification
list and a crash report handy,
if possible. Type msinfo32
into Windows' search bar to
bring up the specs; then
type problem reports into the
search bar and choose View
AllProblem Repons.
During the phone call: First
of all, get a callback number
and a case number, in the
event you're accidentally
disconnected-you don't
want to wade through the
phone menus and the tech
support script twice.

YOUR PC, INTERNET con
nection, and cell phone nor
mally save you tremendous
amounts of time, but that's
easy to forget when you're
spending hours on the line
with tech support. Here's
how you can streamline the
process and make sure you
get the fixes you need.

€PORT

Your PC Crashes
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don't forget to keep your
stress level low while you're
troubleshooting.
You should perform a few
basic tests yourself, too:
Reboot into Safe Mode
(press <F8> as your PC starts
up) and see if the problems
persist. Additionally, try
booting from a recove1y disc
(read "Six Downloadable
Boot Discs That Could Save
Your PC" at find .pcworld.
com/62506 and "Make Your
New PC Hassle-Free" at find .
pcworld.com/69407 for more
information) and run Win
dows' included diagnostic

tools to check the state of
your hard drives, RAM, and
system install. Make sure all
connected devices are firmly
seated in their ports; fid
dling with your PC's insides
could have left a RAM chip
or video card unseated.
Ideally, you'll figure out
which component is acting
up. This will make the call
process much easier because
the phone tech won't be
able to refer you to another
company by saying it's a
problem with that third par
ty's product, not their own.
Also, if Windows' built-in

How long the call takes
will depend on how many
details you've pulled togeth
er and the complexity of
your problem.
If your computer doesn't
turn on, most of the support
tech's tests won't work. If
you were able to figure out
which specific component
isn't functioning, the pro
cess should be fairly straight
forward, though the tech
will probably have you try
a few basic tests anyway
before transferring you to
someone who can either
send a replacement part or
point you to a software fix.
But computer problems
that aren't so easily trace
able will most likely mean
running a gamut of tests
from both the first-tier sup
port rep (the person who
initially responds) and the
second-tier rep (the person
you get transferred to if the
first person can't help). Set
aside some time where you
won't be interrupted.
Bonus tip: Depending on
how old your PC is, the war
ranty return might result in
an unexpected upgrade.
We've had iPods and hard
drives upgraded under war
ranty simply because the
right parts weren't in stock
anymore. If the manufactur
er messed up your warranty
coverage, it might give you
an upgrade in that case, too.

You're Off the Net
Your Internet connection
doesn't work, leaving you
stranded from the outside
world-or at least, from cat
videos on YouTube.
If some PCs on your net
work can access the Internet,
but not others, your ISP con

nection is fine and the issue
is on your network.
Unless your ISP supplied
both the DSL/cable modem
and the router (wired or
wireless) for sharing a Net
connection among your
PCs, it's not likely to pro
vide much helpful tech sup
port besides telling you to
power-cycle (turn off and
on) your modem and router
and reset them to factory
settings. Instead, the home
networking tips at

the account holder is no lon
ger around), this can make
the call complicated, which
is why you need to ensure
you have all the info before
setting aside time to call.
Also, if it's a speed issue,
know what level of service
you signed up for.
Collect hardware data: You
should have all of your hard
ware information on hand,
too. Know the brand and
model number for your mo-

find.pcworld.com/
69530 and find.
pcworld.com/69408

may be more useful.
On the other
hand, if you can't
access the Internet
at all-even if you
directly connect a
PC to the modem
via ethernet- then
it's pretty clear the
problem is with
your ISP, not your
own equipment.
Try power-cycling every
thing and checking the cable
connections, just in case.
Prepare for the call to your
ISP: First, try calling the pro
vider's main support line-if
a large service outage has hit
your neighborhood, a pre
recorded message will often
tell you what's going on and
save you the trouble.
If it's not a local service
issue, you'll need to gather
some details before making
your call. Get the account
holder's information-that's
usually your account num
ber (if you have DSL, it's
probably your landline tele
phone number) and the
account holder's Social
Security number. If you're
living with roommates (or if

demand/or router, as well
as the MAC address (a 12
character string of numbers
and letters, typically punctu
ated by colons or dashes,
that can usually be found on
a label on the device).
You'll also want the MAC
address of the Wi-Fi or eth
ernet card that you use to
connect to the Internet; find
it by opening the command
prompt (type cmd in Win
dows' search bar) and typing
ipconfig/all to b1ing up your
networking information.
Scroll up until you find your
device (Intel WiFi Link 5100,
for example), and write
down the physical address.
During the call: Again, the
first thing to do is to obtain
a number to call back and a

case number in the event
that the call is disconnected.
Calling an ISP's tech sup
port for an Internet problem
can be tricky: If the issue
could be something other
than the Internet connection
itself, the rep might just
instruct you to call a differ
ent tech support line. For
example, if you are using a
wireless router that didn't
come from your ISP, the
tech may well tell you to call
the router compa
ny instead, or your
PC manufacturer's
tech suppo1t line.
Avoid this by
keeping your net
work as simple as
possible (directly
connecting to the
modem via ethernet, or setting up
your network with
the ISP-supplied
router); if you can,
make sure that
your computer can
still connect to the Internet
through other means (your
local cafc or library Wi-Fi,
say). This will clearly estab
lish that the problem isn't in
your computer or network,
but in the ISP connection.
Home service call? Internet
support calls tend to be
closer to calling a utility com
pany than fixing a PC over
the phone. You call when
you can't get online, they
give you a few quick tests,
and then they send someone
out to fix the problem.
Usually the issue appears
in at least one of three spots
along the line: Your service
hasn't been enabled on the
ISP's end (as happens often
with new customers); some
thing isn't connected at »
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the switching station be
tween your residence or
office and the ISP; or some
thing isn't connected in the
wiring on your end.
If the ISP simply hasn't
enabled your service yet, it
should be able to do so dur
ing the phone call. If your
connection is having prob
lems at the switching station
or on your end, the phone
tech will have to send some
one out to fix it.
Switching-station
checkups can usual
ly be handled be
fore the day ends,
but on-site visits
mean freeing up
some time to let a
repairperson into
your house or
office, if necessa1y.
Hopefully, all
goes well with the
visit, and your

and you may get a credit to
your account plus a free
month or so of service.

Your Cell Phone
Is on the Fritz
Your cell phone won't make
calls, its internal speaker and
microphone are broken, or
the display abrnptly stopped
working-or some unholy
combination of the three.
Generally speaking, cell

Internet access
returns-but you
should prepare for the worst.
Keep your account info, case
number, and callback num
bers together in case you
need to call again-this in
formation will let your ISP's
techs know which repairs
have already been tried.
Bonus tip: Keep track of the
time spent waiting for or
talking to tech support, any
problems dealing with staff
over the phone, and espe
cially the dates/times of ser
vice outages and any fees
you were charged.
Unlike cellular providers,
ISPs are not contract-locked;
and their service is a sub
scription rather than a one
time purchase (as with hard
ware). Call up the customer
service line, explain your
history of service problems,
100 I PCWORLD .CDM
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through the carrier. The
iPhone is a notable ex
ception to this rule- Apple
supports it, not AT&T.
If you have network access
issues, call tech support to
see if they can help.
For phones with manufac
turer defects (like a DOA
handset or a model with a
common software glitch) or
other handset issues, you
can get better, faster service
and have an easier
time obtaining a
replacement if you
bring your busted
handset to your
local cellular pro
vider's store in
stead of opting for
over-the-phone
tech suppo1t.
Since technicians
need to see the
phone before they
authorize a war

ranty replacement,
phones either work or they
don't, and you usually can't
fix anything unless you're
comfortable with opening
the handset up (and thereby
voiding the warranty). You
can t1y updating the firm
ware yourself from the
phone manufacturer's Web
site, and ifyou have access
to similar phones from the
same carrier, you can ny
swapping the SIM card, bat
tery, or removable storage
to see if it's a problem with
the phone or a component.
Prepare for your call or store
visit: You'll probably need to
contact your cellular provid
er, not the handset manufac
turer, for support. While
manufacturers may provide
a warranty, you usually have
to get the phone serviced

over-the-phone
techs will make you send the
device in and wait for their
in-house techs to examine it
before you can get a working
phone. Take the phone to
the store, and you'll speed
up the turnaround by days.
Either way, you'll need
your account holder's infor
mation (the cell phone num
ber and your Social Security
number) as well as the brand
and model number for your
handset. If you've jailbroken
or unlocked the device, you
should restore it to its facto
ry settings first-otherwise,
your wireless carrier proba
bly won't support you.
During the call or visit: The
best approach to making
your cell phone's support
process less painful usually
is to be proactive- that is,

to make a few smart choices
before anything goes wrong
with the handset.
For one thing, buy directly
from the provider, rather
than an authorized reseller,
because the provider typical
ly offers a higher level of ser
vice (and may not support a
reseller's handsets).
Buy handset insurance
from your mobile carrier
the monthly fee and the per
incident deductible are defi
nitely worthwhile if you're
worried about thefr, loss, or
accidental damage, especial
ly if the phone is critical to
your work or business.
If you get a warranty re
placement authorized, don't
forget that the provider usu
ally sends a return envelope
for mailing the broken hand
set back. If you don't do so
within a certain window of
time, it will charge you for

the full cost of the phone.
Bonustip: If you 're still in a
contract, cell phone provid
ers have the upper hand,
thanks to their excessive
early-termination fees and
highly subsidized handsets.
However, keep track o f any
accounting errors or billing
problems you've had, and
hold the company responsi
ble for crediting amounts to
your account balance. Also,
if you are looking to extend
your contract or add anoth
er line, the customer service
rep might offer a discount.
Finally, some providers
(Verizon, for example) have
a three-strikes policy for
chronic handset problems:
If the company has to re
place your phone under war
ranty three times, it will
allow you to pick out a new
handset model instead.

Five Playful Tech Pranks for April Fools' Day
Here's how to play
harmless pranks on
your family, friends,
and coworkers with
their own tech- and
avoid like-minded
mischief makers.
A PROPER TECH prank
is mischievous, not mali
cious. In time for April
Fools' Day, we've identi
fied a few quick tricks
you can pull off with just
a few minutes of access
to your victim's gadgets.

Prank 1: Mess
With the Desktop

Language Bar tab and then
choose Hidden.
To access the keyboard
layout changer in XP, go
to Control Panel•Region
and Language and select
the Language tab.
Microsoft Word's Auto
Replace function is a
great resource for poten
tial pranks, as well: In
Word Options•Proojing•
AutoReplace, you can in
struct Word to automati
cally replace particular
words with other charac
ter strings. While you could
lean toward the obnoxious
and juvenile, I prefer to cre
ate minor typos ("definate
ly" instead of "definitely") or
to introduce repeated words
("the" becomes "the the"),
the better to delay the vic
tim's moment of discovery.

FOR SHOCK VALUE, search for " broken LCD" on Google Image Search to find
convincing images-like this one-of broken LCD screens for your prank.

they realize that it's a joke.
Bonus points for getting this
on a laptop, as notebook
LCDs cost more to replace.
1he easiest way to prevent
this trick from being played
on you is to lock your PC
( <Windows>-L) when you're
away from your desk-but

No prank guide would be
complete without the classic
desktop-picture switcheroo:
Take a screenshot ofyour vic
tim's desktop (in Windows 7
or Vista, type Snipping Tool in
the search box; in XP, just
that's no fun. So instead of
press the <Print Screen > key);
prevention, go for revenge:
then right-click on the desk
Just glue down all the items
top and choose the Personal
on their (physical) desktop,
ize menu to bring up the Per
so they know how you feel.
sonalization control panel.
Now change the user's
Prank 2: Sabotage
the Keyboard
normal desktop picture to
Unlike desktop picture
the screenshot you took,
pranks, keyboard-related
right-click on the desktop
gotch as are best executed
again, go to the View menu,
and uncheck SholJJ Desktop
with some subtlety; you
Icons. Nothing will look dif
want the target to realize,
ferent, but the "icons" on
slowly, that they've been had.
the desktop won't respond.
In Windows 7 or Vista, the
Region and Language con
Pranksters looking for
trol panel lets you change
more shock value can search
the keyboard's software lay
for "broken LCD" on Google
Image Search and pull up
out to anything installed,
several convincing images of
including certain European
broken LCD screens. Set it
configurations that almost
as the victim's new desktop
match the standard U.S.
and watch the stress level
English layout-French, for
example, is very similar ex
spike when they suddenly
cept for the placement of a
think their monitor has been
couple of key letters.
wrecked- and again when

Open the Region and Lan
guage control panel, click
the Keyboards andLanguages
tab, select Change keyboard•
Add... , and choose your key
board layout of choice.
You'll also want to hide
the language bar so that the
change is not immediately

»

Ifyou're the target of

obvious. To do so, click the
AutoCorrect English (United States)
,___ _ ____;AutoFormat
..;.;;.;.;c....;;.;,

AutoCorrea

}

Smort Togs

Math Autoeorrect~FonMt As You T)IP!

I

./ Sbow Auto<A>rred Options buttons

L
./
./
./
./

CJirrect TWo INltlaJ CApltals
capltllllze first letter of aemences
C'apltllllzt first lerur of mble cells
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Correct ooodental usage or cAPS J,OOC key

[ ~ns...

:

.:!.. Replace text 115 you type
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ltl'.1111:
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Jttie the
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thefirst
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the first
the government
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!

Formatted text

I ~ I
~ ./ Automatically use suggestions from the spelling checker
[

OK

J[

cancel

J

MAKING CHANGES TO Word's Autoreplace and Autocorrect settings
on a victi m 's PC can make for some deliciously subtle pranks.
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this trickery, pop the vowel
keys off the perpetrator's key
board with a pen or a screw
driver and mail them to the
country that corresponds to
your new keyboard setting.

'

Barack Obama
l'/h1t~Hooit

Prank 3: Play With
Their Phones
Phones are always ripe for a
prank or two, but we have
a few suggestions that go
above and beyond renaming
the target's contacts.
Our first phone prank
comes courtesy of PCWorld's
smartphone specialist,
Ginny Mies. First, get two
phones and block their Call
er ID (in the United States,
dial *67 before a call). Then
call two people-ideally,
they'll know each other
and hold the phones close
together, oriented micro
phone to receiver. After the
prank victims sort out the
"No , you called me" bit and
come to terms with this
freak cellular "accident,"
you'll get to listen to the
subsequent conversation.
Plenty of apps can help
you with your phone pranks,
too. Visit t he Soundboard
Archive (soundboardarchive.
com) for dozens of collec
tions of celebrity and pop
culture character sound
bites, from George Takei to
Hulk Hogan. As long as you
remember that those who
prank-call service industry
workers get a special place
in hell, you'll be fine.
Also, pick up a Fake Call
app for your smartphone of
choice (for links, go to the
online version of this story
at find.pcworld.com/69414 and
scroll to near the bottom of
the page): Fake-a-Call Free
(iPhone), Fake My Call ($3,
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A FAKE-CALL APP on your phone
can convince friends you got a
call from President Obama.

BlackBerry), and Fake-a-Call
Free (Android) all let you set
up convincing-yet-fake calls
on your smartphone-so,
for example, you can show
your friends the call you got
from President Obama.
Ttred of people playing
with your phone? Lots of
fake broken LCD desktop
images for smartphones are
around , too, and once the
perp is done panicking over
the prospect of paying for
an unsu bsidized iPhone,
they'll never want to pull a
prank on your phone again.

flicts (some configurations
don't do well with two mice
at once). Also, it's more dis
creet than a mouse-you can
even put it in your pocket
and stand behind the target
while your prank is running.
If your neighbor is catch
ing you with this one, play
along. Pretend to call IT,
"report" that your computer
has been hacked and doesn't
work, and take a long lunch.

Prank 5: Switch the
Operating System
In the tech-prank universe,
nothing will take your target
out of their comfort zone
like swapping their operat
ing system out for a new
one. Installing a new OS is a
pain when you actually want
to use it, however, so save
your prank time by burning
a Linux boot CD (try Knop
pix, find.pcworld.com/57261)
and setting your target's
BIOS to boot from a CD
before it looks on the hard
drive for an OS. Your vic
tim's data will be intact and
untouched , of course, but
they'll just have to get their
work done in OpenOffice
instead. And who knows-

maybe they'll even like it .
PCWor!.d Staff Editor Nate
Ralph adds his own touch
by gluing or duct-taping the
optical drive door shut to
prevent a target from swap
ping the disc out. Or you
could instead boot from a
very, very small USB drive.
(Bonus points if you use both
the CD and the USB drive.)
On the other hand, if
you're the recipient of an
unwelcome upgrade, thank
them for going out of their
way to install a new OS on
your PC; then make their
Windows Vista or Windows
7 PC look like Windows XP
in all its garish neon glory
(find.pcworld .com/69415); or
switch them to the Windows
Classic theme to bring them
back to the Windows 95
days. Alternatively, if they're
still running XP, just up
grade their PC to Vista (find .
pcworld.com/69418). They'll
forgive you someday.
Want more pranks? See
our slideshow "Pranks for
Geeks: 1 S Fun Ways to Pwn
Coworkers" at find.pcworld.
com/69419 ("pwn" is Net slang
for "owning" someone) .
-Patrick Miller

Prank 4: Manipulate
the Mouse
Reader @edcomingatyou
reports that he discreetly
slipped a wireless mouse
USB receiver into a cowork
er's PC and remotely inter
fered with his clicks and cur
sor movements. Result: The
thing is possessed!
PCWorld Senior Ed itor
Robert Strohmeyer suggests
using a wireless USB remote
presenter instead of a wire
less mouse. Similar effect ,
but you don't have to deal
with potential device con
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SWITCH YOUR VICTIM'S theme to Windows Classic (in the Personaliza
tion Control Panel) and watch them suffer Windows 95 flashbac,k s.

Disaster-Proof Your PC:
Make a Backup Plan
HERE'S HOW TO do the
ultimate hassle-prevention
steps for a PC: imaging your
hard drive and introducing
a backup routine.

your cloned files? Maclium
lets you choose from among
DVDs, external drives, and
even network drives. I rec
ommend using an inexpen
sive ext ernal hard drive.

Create a Drive Image
This precaution lets you re
store your PC to a like-new
but custom-configured state
if disaster strikes. In theory,
you'll need to image your
hard drive only once. You
may never need the image
file-but if you do, you'll be
awfully glad you have it.
Countless programs can
clone (and restore) your
hard drive, but it's hard to
beat Macrium Reflect Free
(find .pcworld.com/63521).
So where you should store
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MACRIUM REFLECT FREE is a drive-imaging program with a friendly,
easy-to-use interlace, and it can help you schedule your backups.

Gear Up for Backups
First, read "How to Prevent
a Data Disaster" (find.pcworld.
com/61670). It has all the info
you need to create a d iversi
fied backup plan. One app I
touted there (DocSyncer) is
now defunct, but a freebie
called OffiSync (find.pcworld.
com/69425) can take its p lace.

Back Up l's Libraries
Windows 7's Libraries fea
ture simplifies the task of
finding documents, music,

ANSWER LINE

pictures, and videos scat

my wife's PC, I can now add

tered across your hard drive.
Unfortunately, libraries do
not support network loca
tions. That's a huge hassle if

her Photos folder to my Pic
tures Library. The tool also
provides a centralized loca
tion for tweaking library set

you have m u ltiple PCs and
the files you want are sitting
on another hard drive.
Enter the Win 7 Library
Tool (find.pcworld.com/69424),

tings and lets you change
the icons for your libraries.
My favorite Win7 Library
Tool feature is backups: You
can save a set of libraries for

a handy freebie that makes it
easy to add network folders
to your libraries. If I want to
view the digital photos on

later restoration, such as after
you've reinstalled Windows
or migrated to another PC.

- Rick Broida

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD.COM

What can I do about Vista's annoying
User Account Control messages?
- Alex Diluzio. PCWorld.com forums
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USER ACCOUNT CONTROL pops up a "Do you want to allow..."
message, and does t his so frequently that users soon learn to click
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Microsoft kept UAC in Windows 7 but improved it somewhat. I'LL
give separate instructions for Vista and Windows 7. and one for both.

I ) 0« JI '-"

UAC in Vista

IN WINDOWS 7, selecting the second setting in the UAC dialog box

To turn UAC off, click Start, type user, and select User Accounts.

instructs UAC to notify you only if a program tries to make a change.

Click Turn User Account Control on or off a nd follow the prompts.
If you want to leave it on for regular users, but not for adm inis
trators, down load TweakUAC (find.pcworld.com/61960). This free
utility offers three UAC states. The midd le one, 'Switch UAC to the

change. but not if you do. The third level improves on t he second in
that it doesn't plunge your screen into darkness before bringing up
the notice. The fourth, 'Never notify', effectively t urns UAC off.

quiet mode', will turn it off only for adm inistrators.

Both Versions
UAC in Windows 7
Click Start, type uac, and select Change User Account Control
Settings. You'll get a choice of four UAC Levels. The first Level,

'Always notify', is basically the same as Vista's UAC. Avoid it.
The second setting notifies you if a program tries to make a

I n the Professional or Ultimate edit ion of Vista or Windows 7, select
Start, type sec pol.msc, and press <Enter>. Navigate the Left pane to
the Security Settings\ Local Policies\Security Options "folder"; scroll
to the bottom of the right pane to the User Account Control options.

- Lincoln Spector
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Here's How
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Let Win ?'s Libraries
Simplify File Organization
WINDOWS TS LIBRARIES
feature is an easy yet power
ful tool for streamlining the
management of all your files ,
whether they're stored local
ly or across a network.
Libraries are a way of orga
nizing folders that simplifies
finding, sorting, and manip
ulating files with a common
type of content, even when
stored in different locations.
Among the uses of libraries:
• They can aggregate files of

If you have
photographs in different
folders, you can add them all
to the Photos library.
a particular type.

• They can combine folders of a
common project . Say a project

consists of multiple groups
with data stored in different
folders. By creating a library

for the project, you can ac
cess all its files in one place.
• They can integrate dispersed
media libr aries. Often, people

1-t

Blogl
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have huge collections of vid
eos, photos, or music that
can't fit onto a single drive.
With libraries, the collection
retains its cohesiveness.

TO CUSTOMIZE a library, change settings in its Properties menu, cre

• They can flatten folders tor

ating a default f older for f iles and adding f olders from other drives.

may want
to sort files by size or modi
fied date. When you add
multiple folders to a library,
they can be sorted as if they
were part of a single folder.
Libraries show their great
est potential in aggregating
local and nonlocal data. In
corporate environments we
often have data strewn over
the network. The benefits of
using libraries in this situa-

Computa'

easy sorting. You

ANSWER LINE

t;1

librlrics

tion are twofold. First, it
simplifies navigation. Sec
ond, since all library data is
indexed, searching in one
library yields fast results.
Only locations indexed by
Windows 7 can be added to
a libra1y; to index a network
share, enable it for oilline use
by right-clicking the folder
you want to add and clicking
Always alJailable ojfline.

In Windows Explorer
( <Windows>-E), click Libraries

in the left-hand pane. Navi
gating here is the same as
navigating folders. To create
a library, simply right-dick
on Libraries, select New•
Library, and give it a name.
For a few more details on
working with libraries, go to
find.pcworld.com/69429.

-MichaelScalisi
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I s Windows 7's built-in backup
worth Using? -Robert, PCWorld.com forums

Backup and Restore can back up files incrementally, saving only
those created and changed since t he last backup. And if several
versions of a file have been backed up, you can pick which one you
want to restore. (It defaul ts to restoring the most recent backup.)

I WASN'T PREPARED to Like Windows Ts Backup and Restore, but

The program also Lets you pick wh ich drive to back up to. but not

to my amazement. I kind of do. It perfor ms image backups for sys

wh ich folder in that drive. Restoring images ca n be problematic.

tem protection and file backups for regular data protection-in the

You can save to a net work, but not over the Internet.

Home Pr emium as well as the Business and Ul timate editions. For

A video on how to set up a scheduled, automatic backup with

file backups. it backs up libraries. app data. and a few other im 

Backup and Restore is posted at find.pcworld.com/69431. Here I'll

portant folders, and it lets you specify any other folder s you want.

outline the manual approach. (With automatic backups. the backup
media m ust always be available. An external drive connected to a
PC around the clock is vulnerable to the same disasters t hat could

SANYOOU109 (F-J
938.0S M8 free of 1.004.ll M8
8a<loJp sl~ Not Available

~

'"" f

hit the internal hard drive, so con nect a backup drive only whe n you
need to. For more on backing up, see find.pcworld.com/69433.)
To launch t he program, click Start,type backup, and select Back
up and Restore. Plug in your external hard drive and click Set up

Next backup:

lnpf091ess...

backup. Make your own decisions in the setup wizard, but w hen

last ti.cl<up:

Nevet

you get to the Last page. click Change schedule. Uncheck Run

Contml$

Filr< in scle<:tt"d folders

Schedule;

EvetySunc:lay at 71'0 PM

~

•S<'

backup on a schedule (recommended). and click OK. You're set.
To back up your data (you should do so daily). plug in the exter
nal drive, launch Backup and Restore. and click Back up now.

BACKUP AND RESTORE- p art of Windows 7- i s Microsoft's besttool
to date for performing b ackups, ei ther automati cally or manually.
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You can continue working as you back up.

- Lincoln Spector

Make Your New PC Hassle-Proof, in Three Key Steps
SO YOU HAVE a brand-new system? I'm sure you're eager to star t
using it, but take a little time to "hassle-proof" it fi rst. Note: I'm go
ing to assume here that the PC came w ith Windows 7 preinstalled.

Create a System-Repair Disc

Did you get a new computer recently? Here's
how to take hassles out. with a system-repair
disc, crapware removal, and security steps.

l

I n most cases, however, if you see a program that you don't rec

You never know w hen a catastrophe w ill strike your PC, rendering

ognize or that you feel confident you don't want (a little googling

it unable to boot. But few vendors bundle operating-system discs,

should answer most questions about it), go ahead and get rid of it.

so you'll have to build your own bootable emergency CD or DVD.
Windows 7 makes this quite easy. J ust click Start, type repair,

Keep the PC Secure

and then click Create a System Repair Disc. Pop a blank CD or DVD

Now let's talk security. As any regular PCWorld reader knows.

into your drive (netbook users will need to connect an external

computers and their users are vulnerable to all manner of threats,

drive), and click Create disc; Windows w ill do the rest.

from hackers to phishing ploys to viruses. That's why it's crit ical to

When it's done, Label the disc, and file it away in a handy place. If
you ever need it. you can boot the disc to load a basic repair environ

batten down your new machine's hatches from the get-go.
Out of the box, though, Windows 7 is pretty darn secure. Win 
dows Defender. its firewall and built-in antimalware tool, offers

ment. com plete w ith diagnostic tools and System Restore.
You can't do this after a problem has occurred: you must create
t he repair disc ahead of time. Take 10 minutes and do it right now.

robust protection from everyday th reats. And the latest versions of
Firefox (3.5) and Internet Explorer (8) help keep you safe from
pop-ups, phishing attempts, browser hijackings, and the like.

Remove the Crapware

As for e-mail, both Gmail and Yahoo employ Norton Antivirus

Now Let's get the PC running at peak performance- by r emoving

software at the ser ver level (meaning that you don't have to install

some, if not all, of the software that the system maker preloaded

anything), along w ith antispam and antiphishing utilities.

on your machine. Some call it shovelware: I call it crapware.

Consider adding a couple of tools to your defensive arsenal. The

Why the derogatory moniker? Simple: The proprietary and/or

first is a router; its built-in firewall will effectively render your PC(s)

third-party software that many vendors preload on the ir comput

invisible to the Internet at Large, so that hackers can't break in.

ers is mostly junk. This useless software consumes space
on your hard drive, causes your system to boot more slowly
than it should, and just generally gets in the way.

Sel ect the Items to Uninstall

(Yes, I'm looking at you, McAfee I nternet Security 90-day
./ Internet Savicr Offen l•uncher
Norton Symantec li'tt Updatr

trial. And Google Desktop. And Roxio everything. You're not
bad products, but I didn't ask for you, and I don't want you

~ Googlr Desktop

unless I want you. Get it?)

Googlr Toolbar
./j Dell URl Ass.runt

Users have two ways to shovel out their preloaded digital

'""] Norton lntemd Security

stable. One is to install one of my longtime favorite utilities,

.(} AOL Install

Reva Uninstaller Portable (find.pcworld.com/64314), and

f+

then manually remove unwanted applications one by one.

1)Run ~iruy EntriH
.t.] Drsktop Icons

The other is to take advantage of the aptly named PC De
crapifier (find .pcworld.com/69411), w hose sole purpose is to
remove crapware. The Latest version (2.1) can kick nearly

I ( Beck

11

Neel >

I I

ClnCd

100 junk apps to the curb. everything from AOL to Yahoo
Toolbar. Of course. it's not an all-or-nothing proposition: You

NEW PCs NORMALLY come loaded with a pile of mostly unwanted software.

can choose exactly which programs this utility uninstalls.

The free PC Oecrapifier utility makes simple work of removing the junk.

Sure, I see the irony of installing software to remove
software. But Reva Uninstaller is one program worth having on

The second is Microsoft's w idely acclaimed Security Essentials

hand anyway, and you can dump PC Decrapifier when you're done.

antivirus software. (Read more about this program at find.pcworld.

As to which programs you should keep and w hich you should

com/69412, and download it fro m microsoftcom/security_essentials.)

pitch, follow the old barnyard adage: Tread carefully. If your PC
came with a Blu-ray drive and you removed a bundled program like
Arcsoft TotalMedia Theater, you might Lose the ability to watch
Blu-ray movies. So when in doubt. keep it- at least for a while.

I also recommend Web of Trust (find.pcworld.com/64152), a free
browser plug-in that shows if Web links are safe- before you click.
And that's it-no pricey suites needed. (See "Security Software:
Protection or Extort ion?" at find .pcworld.com/69413 for more.) •
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Save Your Back Issues
Be an iPhone &
iPod Touch Pro

Preserve, protect and organize
all your PC World back issues.
Slipcases are library quality. Con
strncted with heavy bookbinder 's
board and covered in a rich flag
blue leather grained material. A
silver label with the PC World
logo is included for personalizing.
Pe1:fectfor your home or office.

One - $15

Three - $40

Six - $80

Add $3. 50 per slipcase for P&H. USA orders only.

Send to: TNC

Enterprises Dept. PCW
P.O. Box 2475
Warminster, PA 18974

Enclose name, address and payment with your order.
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More great deals at..
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The Back Page
Commodore 64 Meets
Windows

Plugged In
1

AH, THE EIGHTIES-when hair

was big, clothing was bright,
and 64 kilobytes was a whole
lot of memory. Although you
may not want to return to the
simpler times of the old com
mand line, you can turn your
Windows desktop into a Commodore look-alike with PCWorld's Commodore 64
desktop theme. Download it from find.pcworld.com/69514. Pac-Man not included.
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Micro-Who? According
to a recent sur vey, 3 per
cent of Brits think Bill

Gates is a comed ian. Clearly, they
haven't been reading his tweets.
I

Blah, Blah, Blog
Teens are no longer blog
ging. a Pew study says.

They've r ealized sexting is a m uch
better way to horr ify their parents.

A Side of Spam Noto

Fanboys: A Field Guide

rious e-mail rule-breaker
Tagged.com wins $250,000

We've ident ified five species of "fanboys"- devotees who revere
one tech platform above all others. Here's w hat makes t hem t ick.
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"Hands of f my

"What's your
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in a lawsuit against a spammer. The
social network announced t he victor y
in a series of unsolicited e-mail s.

Cellular Censorship
Google admits that its
Nexus One voice recogn i
tion software censors "offensive"
words. So that's why we had so
m uch trouble discussing the phone's
init ial $550 early-ter mination fee.
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Photoshop Turns 20
Adobe's image-editing app
celebrated w ith a birthday

bash that included Ben Bernanke,
Britney Spears, and Andy Warhol.
Well, at least t hey were in the party
photo that we saw online. •

-JR RaphaelandStelle Fox
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magical.
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"Cool"
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Have an idea for a Back Page
item, from an offbeat screen
shot to a wild Windows hack?

"Meh"

i
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''Freemium"

•

"Pwned"
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Send your suggestion to
TheBackPage@pcworld.com.
You'll earn a small slice of
fame, our undying gratitude,
and a nifty PCWorld mug.
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1-877-MY-1AND1

of small businesses today.

It's 2010. What are you waiting for?
You don't need a web designer to get started! Building a website
is as easy as 1-2-3. Choose your business sector and color scheme,
complete your business contact information, and click... your
website is ready! No programming skills required! You can make
changes directly on your website.

Everything you need to get started:
• Content and graphics that you
can customize, or insert your
own text, images and logo.

• Website address included
(Choose from .com, .net,
.biz, .org or .info)

• Unlimited number of website
pages, web space, and traffic

• E-mail addresses included

• No software downloads or
programming knowledge
required.
...,..__ _ _ __

$ 9 99
:-,;.~;:!,Y
• 24/7 Toll-Free Support

only

Visit mybusiness.1 and1 .com for more
information and to view example
websites from actual 1&1 customers!

www.1 and1 .com
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There's safe.

And then there's
really safe.

With best-in-class security technology and free, U.S.-based telephone support,
no one keeps you safer than Webroot. Find out why Webroot products are
recommended by experts and trusted by over 20 million users worldwide.
Run a free scan for viruses and spyware at www.webroot.com/pcscan or call
1-866-915-4130 for more information. See why there's safe, and then there's
Webroot safe.
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